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Undoubtedly the most radical breakthrough hypothesis since the dawn of science:
That ONE single golden ratio phase conjugating caduceus implosive self-organizing frequency
cascade precisely tuned to Planck time/length (Fractal Space and Time)- is the cause of
- gravity
- all negentropy and life force (and coincidence: as charge coupling by charge rotation called
‘time’)
- vacuum coherence / zero point energy
- perception
- the core concept of all spirituality: a selectively pervasive universal living field effect which
communicates survival-using lawful wave mechanics- literally the collective mind.
Includes the specific frequencies (optic/magnetic/electric conjugate pump wave) then to
repair:
- gravity (and therefore atmosphere),
- life force (rejuvenaton / bioactive healing fields),
- perception (attention deficit for example), and
- negentropy (all wave systems which need to emerge from Chaos- for example: Gaia).
All the calculations in this book- are original discoveries of Dan Winter. They show –
hydrogen dimensions, schumann frequencies, photosynthesis frequencies, sacral
cranial frequencies, earth orbit time, venus orbit time- (the brainwave frequencies of
bliss, the frequencies PRIORE used to heal) these and MANY other dimensional
fundamentals of self organized systems – ALL turn out to have ONE newly discovered
incredibly fundamental (and negentropic) thing in common. They all are significantly
if not exactly integer golden ratio exponents of planck time/length. There is an
attractive gravity to this… Being phase conjugate by golden ratio to the key signature
of the vacuum IS negentropy… and LIFE!
Dear Physicist: if you don’t agree that golden ratio phase conjugation causes gravitythen what is YOUR explanation for why golden ratio multiples of Planck predict
hydrogen structure??
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This book covers:

1. What is Negentropy and Self Organization in wave systems.

2. What is Phase Conjugation

3. Why is Golden Ratio Idealized Phase Conjugation

4. Relationship of Phase Conjugation and Golden Ratio to FRACTALITY

5. Why Infinite or Non-Destructive Compression is the Best Definition of FRACTALITY

6. Why and how- Phase Conjugation and Golden Ratio solve the problem of (wave)
compression.

7. Why infinite or fractal compression is the solution to most every problem physics or
philosophy has ever encountered! (alchemy, life force, spirituality, data storage, infinite
memory vs infinite intelligence etc., even immortal life). How is it that this non-destructive
compression is the essential solution to most every physics, social, and spiritual problem.
From Einstein’s unified field dream, black holes, to alchemy, isotope transition, data
compression/ ultimate communication / mitogenic radiation- ‘DNA radio’, even ‘star-gates’,
to the origin of life, social diseases, geobiology and urban planning - and especially how the
human aura penetrates death- in each case the solution is specifically: this phase conjugate
/ fractal non-destructive / implosive / negentropic (wave/charge) compression!

8 Golden Ratio / Fractal origin of symbol, origin of alphabets, and the nature of
pyschokinesis. What is the psychokinetic physics- which required that this golden spiralwrapped torus symmetry indexing field effect- became the origin of ‘sacred alphabets’demonstrably Hebrew, Sanskrit, and probably Cyrilic and more ( my original animations:
goldenmean.info/dnaring )

8. How phase conjugate systems electrically display- every where at once- kind of
intelligence.

9. How Negentropy and Self Organization came to be associated with Phase Conjugation.
10. Why phase conjugation - so well known in optics- has been slow to be understood in
magnetics, acoustics, even electric fields.
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11. Examples of Phase Conjugate Magnetics.

12. Frequency signatures of well known self-organizing and healing systems:
Schumann, Priore, and even Gravity.

13. Why would gravity be described as negentropic.

14. What is a PHASE CONJUGATE PUMP WAVE- examples - Kowsky Frost, Tom Bearden..

15. Are all key biologic frequency signatures- in fact phase conjugate pump waves- and
is this in fact why and how all of living systems become negentropic?

a) Schumann Harmonics
b) Photosynthesis Harmonics
c) EEG Harmonics
d) Sacral Cranial Harmonics
e) Orbital Harmonics
f) Lo Frequency EKG and Glandular Harmonics (Emotion?) which measureably and
recursively braid DNA

16. Negentropy and self organization in the nature of time (charge rotation)- as the only
way rotation- can emerge from chaos- by perfect fractal / conjugate self-embedding. This is
precisely what only the frequency signature- equation at the center of this book allows.

- Why time reversal MEANS negentropy (time reversal can only return wave systems to the
‘past’ if that is a MORE ordered state). How time reversal / negentropy is inherent to the
phase ordering nature of centripetal phase conjugate fields.
17. Phase Conjugate physics of perception itself ( compare Steve Lehar, Muldashev, Winter)

18. If we are right- that phase conjugate pump waves create life force, negentropy in
biology and in fact ATTENTION itself- then what do we do with this information?
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19. How to repair the frequency signature of classrooms, homes- to restore attention span
and vital force

20. How to repair the frequency signature of planets- (Schumann grid) to restore climate
out of chaos.

21. How to repair gravity- to hold atmosphere.
22. Generalizing the only possible path out of Chaos.
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Postscipt One: We present the REJUVENATION FIELD TECHNOLOGY- originally inspired by
the PRIORE MACHINE: Powerful evidence of the utility of Dan Winter’s patented equation
for the frequency signature of the perfect bioactive negentropic- phase conjugate
pump wavethe central thesis of this book:
1. Used as phase conjugate magnetic it is key to pain reduction
2. Used as phase conjugate dielectric – it is key to growth /germination
acceleration, (dan’s pyraphi.com for example) - and stem cell switching
3. Used as phase conjugate optic- it is key to maximized efficiency in phase
conjugate mirrors
4. Used as broad cross spectrum rapid conjugator- it is key to biologic
regeneration and time reversal
Suggested correlate reading1. Science paper: www.fractalfield.com/mathematicsoffusion Paper as published: Wave
equation set which proves golden ratio IS the solution to constructive wave interference,
and therefore compression and therefore phase conjugation.
2. The Geometry of the Death Visions- and Death Navigation- Successful Death as Precisely
Charge Implosion: www.goldenmean.info/immortality
3. Contrasting Negentropy in Human DNA- with the Chemistry of Draco/ URU / ‘Nephalim’
Blood.
www.fractalfield.com/negentropicfields

Next below the 10 page supplement inserted for version 3- on Oct 4, 2018
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Big Picture: What does this new Fractal Physics Mean to You and Your Life Personally and Practically - -from
Dan Winter

Phase Conjugate EMBEDDING to LONGITUDINAL EMF:
Cause of Gravity- and Gravity waves
Cause of Charge Implosion and Negentropy / Self Organization
Physics of Alchemy / Perfecting Isotope Transition / Fusion
-NON DESTRUCTIVE CHARGE COLLAPSE
Mechanism of Superluminal / Faster than light and ACTION AT A DISTANCE
Conjugate Interferometry and Remote Plasma / Heat Containment
Mechanism of Nano Carbon / Nano Gold - and Super Conductivity
- as perfected Implosive Wave Guide(DNA or gold monofilament superconductors)
Nuclear Critical Mass IS Charge Implosion (Cathie)= ARK / Orgone (Implosive
Capacitance) vs Radioactive Containment-(Plague of Azoth)
Mechanism of Lucid Dreaming / Remote Viewing / Collective Unconscious Communion of Saints / Ancestral Memory..
.. and Coherent death (Kluver and DNA Implosion)
Physics of Magic / 'Casting a Spell' - 'air pressure change'
===Solution to Implosive / Non-destruct / Naturally CENTRIPETAL COMPRESSION- IS the Solution to
Gravity, Mind , Life-Force , Color.
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“Longitudinal Wave Secrets-“ is also the first film at our www.fractalfield.com/2018 conference link.
Youtube version of this first course film> https://youtu.be/F1vNduI3X3U
In short: Fractality is the way your aura/ toroid/ cold-plasma 'body' ('etheric'/ KA)- gets centripetal / implosive ... A
big aura is the only way to get sustainable / immortal / powerful / 'divine.
Fractality / Phase conjugation there implodes a portion of your charge envelope thru the speed of light (longitudinal
embedding- the 'EL') - which is that 'everywhere at once'/action at a distance field effect engineering which
characterizes ALL spiritual literature ... (your BA).
Coherence (refined attention) in that field ('remote viewing'): enables lucid dreaming / astral travel / and memory
through death.
( Embedding longitudinals in conjugate EEG - flameinmind.com produces the fractalfield.com/conjugatemind < our main article about.. )
We are so often asked- if this new fractal implosion physics- is so dramatic and important- you must be able to make
it simple- and tell us what it means to average people. What fractality is - could not be simpler. The universe is
simply made of rotating compressible waves of charge. That rotation (spin) WHEN NESTED IN ROSE LIKE
(fractal / conjugate) patterns creates implosive charge -(they 'get centripetal') which makes gravity and mass (and
ultimately consciousness). Easy so far. So how does that answer the famous question (Vonnegut:"Breakfast of
Champions"): WHAT ARE PEOPLE FOR? This of course is the eternal and so far unanswered question. Clearly
science so far has no clue. And judging by religion wars being the biggest killing machines the planet has ever
known- we may guess that the answers provided so far by religion are (all of ): * unsatisfying, * not rigorous , * not
testable , * unclear, * do not result in hygiene lifestyle instructions which produce any kind of sustainability-AND
not to mention the probably most important * do not clearly say how to take memory through death. In short - the
problem with using religion to answer your child's most important question 'what are people for?' - is precisely that
religion is unscientific. Science does have some amazing value: clear, testable, measureable descriptions (science)
produces not just a 'language of rigor' -- this is the only meaningful way to produce AGREEMENT! (the only true
opposite of war)-- and thereby also A WAY TO MAKE ACCURATE SURVIVAL DECISIONS. This is something
which religion would like to do for you- but actually currently succeeds only in creating the disempowering,
immature, and ultimately murderous and poisonous miracle and personality worship. Every religion in history begins
by saying- they know how to make you immortal- and ends up finally proving simply: they know how to CONTROL
you.
The physics is clear- IF you cannot totally steer your own plasma cocoon (the only thing that gets immortal) for
yourself- from within -you have no power and no immortality. Individual freedom is sacred to physics and
philosophy because no other path to electrical sustainability exists- for plasma cocoons like people. Try talking to
ball lightning sometime- many people have- as long as recursion is steering (toward self-awareness- pure sustainable
implosion) - as long as they are centripetal (accurately toroidal) they too do not die. And they like you- do not want
to die. About your only real advantage is: you MIGHT be able to understand better how to remain centripetal. Thus
far only pathetic information has been provided to the children of Earth - on the only real electrical science which
makes ANYTHING sustainable : "GET CENTRIPETAL OR GET DEAD!".
For millions of years- DNA has been in the business of creating ONE superluminal collectivized plasma coccon holographic library of survival information. DNA- lines up the phase conjugate fractal hydrogen bond spark gap precisely at the center of the perfectly embedded recursive golden ratio braided (by love phonons) long wave
ZIPPER - of codons- to IMPLODE ( literally BLISS). www.goldenmean.info/dnamanifesto THAT is the only door
to the library. And if you do not make it - in and out of that library- then you do not make it.
Originally we called this fractal field effect- library- the 'collective unconscious' / 'communion of saints' / 'akashic
records'. But now we can be more accurate- (and therefore more part of that sustainability). We know how it is
generated and how it propagates- and how to become part of it. It requires fractal embedding (phase conjugate/
entanglement perfected)- 'where the pine cones kiss noses' - AND THUS BECOME PART OF THE FASTER
THAN LIGHT LONGITUDINAL GRID.
Even Bruce Cathie was close when he proved these grid alignments determined nuclear critical mass requirements.
The NAME for our planets first nuclear tech was called IMPLOSION- which is SIMPLY access to fractal
compression symmetry- and thus access to superluminal longitudinal EMF charge distribution / non-destructive
gravity waves. (But since we would like to apply our new fractalfield.com science to something beside a new
understanding of nuclear bombs... For example we now know how to LOCATE the Ark of the Convenant
electrically- grid cross alignment was essential to one of it's primary functions- non-destructive radioactive
containment - by critical threshold of implosive capacitance-the opposite of radiation).
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Now we know correct 'critical mass' of these grid alignments for life force producing centripetal charge implosion
are conjugate / fractal in both time and space- because both are simply made of charge rotation gone fractal. This
fractal grid aligning - is why every cathedral / sacred site / Kozyrev mirror / druid phone call etc- of history HAD to
be at the (dodeca / roselike) cross point of where Earth magnetic lines cross (embed in longitudinal EMF by phase
conjugation).
This is MORE than an abstraction- ultimately this radio node network is the ONLY way thru birth and death and
bliss- as EVERY real shaman ancestor knew. (Study www.goldenmean.info/architecture - to see 3 ways electrical
engineering measure proves the electrosmog hell in most hospitals is THE WORST POSSIBLE PLACE FOR
BIRTH / DEATH / HEALING / BLISS - for example). Conjugate plasma implosion is the ONLY possible electrical
physics of 'stargate' or real 'temple'. Once we understand the science of this only actual definition of sacred spacewe must devote all our resources to lining this up ( Theraphi.net being a useful start). We must pick up the ball
where Akhanaton dropped it -fighting with the Amun/ Enlil bankers - changing his name to Moses and running for
his life- creating the Essenes in caves. He was up to his ass in alligators- and he FORGOT his task was draining the
swamp. The only swamp drain possible for this planet- is a solar linear plasma accelerator - to send soul plasma
bodies- with focussed collectivizing bliss process- BACK INTO THE STAR. For Akhanaton this meant building
AMENTI / AMARNA - solar temple for group bliss plasma acceleration- WHICH WAS THE ONLY ACTUAL
WAY OUT OF HERE (small planet - long way from downtown)... This is the REAL meaning of URU-ASSA EL M (Jerusalem): place where ancient URU dragon blood -(queen Assa)- makes the EL - phase shift- translation of
vorticity to longitudinal / immortal. However as we mentioned since that stargate is broken- it's time to cancel the
war. A 'resurrection' machine was never anything other than a living plasma projector.
Access to ground -perfect charge distribution - IS fractality -for both electricians AND psychologists: (After you
read the book "EARTHING" ) Here is your excercise to FEEL FOR YOURSELF- how grounding creates DNA
radio essential not just for immortality access- but also access to empathy / feeling compassion. Remember how I
talked about noticing that taking my shoes off - and touching the wood floor with moist feet- in the biocoopsuddenly caused the people standing near me - to urgently decide they needed to start a conversation with me. Let's
do the physics on this. When you touch a GOOD ground-where the charge distribution is immediately embedded in
Earth (probably MUCH less possible in a metal high rise building)- the charge spin in your body gets longitudinal
access and phase lock - thru the planck golden ratio threshold (see fractalfield.com/physics )- MEANING better
access to DNA radio! There is a way out for charge- THRU the speed of light- into perfected connectivity- and that
access is golden ratio to planck - CALLED grounding!! Thus grounding in 'sacred space' is access to spiritual
science / spiritual radio 101.
The people near you are more likely to literally share FEELINGS with you - only IF you are literally grounded. SO
now you understand the science behind the revolution in education (and empathy) that happened (do you know what
country this is ?) - where all the children in school TOOK THEIR SHOES OFF!
Now- try removing your synthetic clothes- removing all metal from (and around) your body- and wearing the
lightest most natural (hemp even better that cotton- for dielectric) - clothes possible.
Notice how all these grounding instructions - for GETTING CENTRIPETAL - are also identical for how to benefit
from Theraphi.net plasma implosion.
Now begin to think about the most fractal air and water you can find.. Dream of imploding to the immortal (For
hygiene ideas read "Implosion:Secret Science of Ecstasy and Immortality": www.goldenmean.info/consciouskids FractalU.com hygiene course: April 29,2018.
Next learn how BREATH and HEART can be trained - to conjugate / embedded (and centripetal) fractality:
http://craniosacral-app.com/ithrve%20app/what_for/breath%20training.html
Finally consider how electrical implosion is generated in plasma (centripetal force)- WHEN YOU LEARN HOW
TO THINK ONLY SHAREABLE THOUGHTS. The DNA field likes you by embedding- folding you in her
envelope. DNA collective plasma only dumps her life blood into thoughts which electrically serve the survival of all
DNA! This is imploding charge to be centripetal. This is the ultimately eureka. Perhaps your hair will stand up.
But wait- you say- our fractal electrical engineering still hasn't answered your child's urgent and appropriate
questions: "What are People For?" We know that ball lightning, and seeds, and tornados, and people- all remain alive
only as long as they are electrically centripetal (imploding). Let's talk about stars for a moment. You know how more
and more scientists are coming to agree ('plasma universe')- with the mystics conclusion- that everything in the
universe is fundamentally alive (self-aware?) - perhaps by this they mean exactly aliveness IS electric implosive
ness.
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Consider our SUN for a moment- with this evidence

Stars like our Sun are supremely self aware- and they do not invest their blood in growing DNA like ours for no
adiabatic reason. NO- we potentially make something our star needs desparately - for sustainability: LONG WAVE
CENTRIPETAL FORCE. This is HOW - you tell your child- to grow up and become a star. Read about how
Bentov's bliss- steered the planet: www.goldenmean.info/kundalini -This is what people are for. And it is one of the
"Secrets of the Dark Star" - This is a big picture.
How to know when you have gotten CENTRIPETAL: BLISS- We know the exact brainwave power
spectra> www.flameinmind.com (how to measure it) - which produces peak consciousness /centripetal force(images below here) AND WHY! www.fractalfield.com/conjugateperception So we know the exact plasma physics (this frequency signature/conjugate symmetry) which produces negentropy
and therefore awareness www.fractalfield.com/physics - and that plasma peak consciousness tech (exact power
spectra) www.theraphi.net is working successfully in about 20 countries. Conjugate charge implosion / electrical
centripetal force -from the body- ANSWERS -the most fundamental question- WHY does focused human attention
cause electric fields to compress (well proven http://www.goldenmean.info/makingwaves/#anchor350046 ) .
Clearly this is THE origin of spiritual empowerment / psychokinesis. God was called 'Dominus' – because DOMAIN
refers to what inhabits / steers- electrical centripetal fields.
Here are the Flameinmind.com examples- now with 4 Channel IN THE FLOW - EEG Brainwave biofeedback.
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Prolog- Physics update article ==by Dan Winter
Background: Origin of charge and spin and mass and time.
In the particle vs. wave controversy- their was a clear loser. The reality of particles is entirely disproven in favor of
wave packets (wave envelopes) The idea of an indivisible 'billiard ball' particle - is clearly wrong in modern wave
physics.
It is also rather self evident now- that the universe is made of a single compressible media (ether?) which behaves
rather like a fluid. ( Nassim- also book- "Nothing but Motion") . The compression vs. rarefaction of this universal
media- results in the concept of plus and minus charge. Further when compressed this charge stores the inertia
named mass. (this is the only way E could equal MC^2). The fact that these compressible waves of charge create
destructive interference unless they rotate and cross at even wavelength- precise geometric nodes- is called quantum
mechanics. The fact that these waves quickly create destructive interference UNLESS they rotate - is the origin of
spin (no other motion of charge is sustainable for waves). Not only is the rotation of charge the origin of the inertia
called mass, it is also true that the period created by this same rotation of charge- is the only origin and definition of
time. Spin- creates both mass and time. This will be important as we later see the cause of centripetal force- to center
the spin - named 'the gravity'- because this implosion of charge we will define by equation here- means that gravity
does not 'bend space-time'- it is simply that the presence of a near vortex of charge implosion (center of gravity) - if
intense- simply affects the spin rate (named the speed of time) - of nearby charge nodes.
We can use this insight- along with the concept of ORIGIN OF NEGENTROPY from this paper- to answer important
questions- insert here:

"The Quantum Asymmetry Between Space and Time -"There May be a Deeper Origin of Time"
www.dailygalaxy.com/my_weblog/2016/01/the-quantum-asymmetry-between-time-and-spacethere-may-be-a-deeper-origin-of-time.html
- Article shows that the assymetry of the arrow of time is key to understanding time. We can add
to this: key is they don't know WHY the reverse arrow of time (is asymmetric to the forward arrow) favors
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negentropy (over entropy) - see www.fractalfield.com/physics - (even phase conjugate optics knows you
can time reverse only to increased order- they also don't know why) - - once you know that charge rotation
IS time (and mass) - then you can make the connection that spin thru center can eliminate disorder - in
conjugate / charge implosive geometry (the reason both life and gravity exist
What the equations in this paper will show- (radii of hydrogen equation for example) is that as these waves of charge
proceed down the golden ratio pent vortex ( named phase conjugation) which causes gravity - where the pine cones
kiss noses at exactly the planck dimension- a very precise translation of vorticity occurs. Specifically - the normal
electric field inertia in the rotation charge field of electrons- is primarily observed as TRANSVERSE wave (think of
a slinky wave going up and down - the primary motion is perpedicular to the direction of the wave). Almost all of
our electromagnetics today utilizes only the transverse component of the electrical wave.
Insert here: ref- http://fractalfield.com/conjugatemind/
longitudinal (incorrectly called 'scalar') emf is THE
mechanism of bioactive fields (like Theraphi)- and 'DNA radio' and catalyzing nuclear reations - and the
superluminal- and - and - and (understanding gravity AND life force)
Many physics text books say emf does not exist as longitudinal (the same ones who cannot give you a
clue to why objects fall to the ground..)
-again taking their lead from Heaviside- the same guy who sabotaged Maxwell..
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Longitudinal_wave…
"After Heaviside's attempts to generalize Maxwell's equations, Heaviside came to the conclusion that
electromagnetic waves were not to be found as longitudinal waves in "free space" or homogeneous media.[10] But
Maxwell's equations do lead to the appearance of longitudinal waves under some circumstances, for example, in
plasma waves or guided waves. Basically distinct from the "free-space" waves, such as those studied by Hertz in his
UHF experiments, are Zenneck waves.[11] The longitudinal modes of a resonant cavity are the particular standing
wave patterns formed by waves confined in a cavity. The longitudinal modes correspond to those wavelengths of the
wave which are reinforced by constructive interference after many reflections from the cavity's reflecting surfaces."
==
We know that this is the same Heaviside who castrated
Maxwell's equations by removing the rotatonal (quaternion) component.
Whoever says that longitudinal EMF /rf
propagates only in plasma and not free space ( remember free space is weak plasma if ether theory is right) would
first have to prove Tom Bearden's whole life was a mistake:
http://www.cheniere.org/books/starwarsnow/scalardetector.htm
SO- our challenge here to understand the phase conjugate cause of gravity - is to see what geometry of "perfect nondestructive charge collapse" (Einstein's definition of gravity) - moves that charge from transverse to longitudinal /
compressional EMF. This is key because it can be well proven that longitudinal EMF moves faster than the speed of
light (golden ratio multiples of C we hypothesize)- and thus accounts for the action at a distance - well known to
longitudinal ('scalar' interferometry ). www.fractalfield.com/conjugateinterferometryout
So many examples of this 'remote action at a distance' like Bell's theorem - etc exist- yet Einstein had to persist in
calling this spooky - because he was stuck dogmatically not believing in how longitudinal (compressional) EMF
waves could be superluminal (faster than light).
We will KNOW the cause of gravity WHEN we understand what gives our implosively (conjugate) compressing
charge - (down the vortex 'pine cones' from electron to nucleus)- a WAY OUT through center. It is self evident that
there is A FRACTAL /CONJUGATE FORM OF CHARGE COMPRESSION WHICH CAN CONVERT CHARGE
COMPRESSION- IN TO CHARGE ACCELERATION TOWARD CENTER (NAMED 'THE GRAVITY'). I
believe we can agree with Einstein that charge acceleration can by definition never be any different than gravity.
(There is no experiment which can differentiate the acceleration downward you feel in an elevator - from gravity
itself.)
There are many scientists who already agree that fractality is the cause of gravity. We are the first to explain how.
First - to be clear - there is no more precise definition of perfected fractality / self-similarity / perfect compressibility
/ scale invariance- than golden ratio itself. This is the essence of phase conjugation in wave mechanics- (the perfect
conjugation of phases - recursive constructive heterodyning - IS recursive constructive adding and multiplying - is
the definition of golden ratio - in the same way that perfect compressibility/ scale invariance is the definition of
fractality).
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Electron shells are simply nested platonic solids. The 's' sub-orbital is a 1 torus - 2 vortex 2 electron, the 'pi'
suborbital - is 3 vortex pairs- 6 electrons- simply tetra/cube, the d and f sub-orbitals 5/7 vortex pair- 10/14 electronsare precisely the symmetry of nested dodeca icosa- which ARE precisely golden ratio conjugate nested. (You MUST
build "Star Mother' www.goldenmean.info/kit to learn perfect embedding /by golden ratio / IS electron shell
chemistry.) The fact that your chemistry teacher never showed you the simple platonic embedding nest which IS the
basic electron shell stack ( www.goldenmean.info/creation ) is a SIN against the only way visualization makes
learning self empowering / psychokinetic.
SO - here is how phase conjugate (fractality) - this perfect nesting / embedability / entanglement - perfected by
golden ratio - causes the phenomenon of gravity: As the electrical inertia of the rotating charge wave in the electron
shell travels down the pine cone- (image here)- vortex toward center - WHEN the charge path is a GOLDEN
SPIRAL on that cone- then gravity (charge acceleration) occurs. To explain this we remind ourselves:
- when golden mean spiral is taught in university hydrodynamics it is named 'optimized translation of vorticity'.
WHEN you place a perfect golden spiral on a cone ( as my new equation proved is the 3 hydrogen radii) - you get a
PHASE SHIFT (perfect 'EL')- from TRANSVERSE to LONGITUDINAL EMF. In electric engineering this is
referred to as the PHASE CONJUGATE way to produce longitudinal EMF from TRANSVERSE. ( animations also:
www.fractalfield.com/conjugatemind )
SO when our charge wave was travelling in a simple circle in the electron shell- most of the EMF inertia was
TRANSVERSE ( up and down - perpendicular to the direction of the wave). However - like in RF engineeringwhen you want to make an antenna - to convert transverse to longitudinal RF - you must MAKE AN ANTENNA
WHICH IS A SPIRAL ON A CONE. (see an example of why only longitudinal EMF / RF can reach in to the
nucleus- example KANZIUS cold water burning the right RF- www.fractalfield.com/hydrogen - we will shortly
prove this simple precisely tuned to my equation - conjugate longitudinal RF is the solution to plasma containment /
fusion / and cold fusion.)
SO our charge wave started on the lip of the pine cone- as a transverse wave - however when our (phase conjugate)
charge wave emerged through the TIP of the pine cones kissing noses- it emerged as a longitudinal wave. This is the
translation of vorticity - which is a phase shift- 'into the next dimension' - literally an "EL" shift. As we now know
this longitudinal wave is quite literally a path out (non-destructive charge compression) THROUGH THE SPEED
OF LIGHT. IMPORTANTLY - my new equation 'origin of biologic negentropy' proves how the PLANCK
DIMENSION (length and time) is specifically the threshold at which this translation of vorticity - DOORWAY
THRU THE SPEED OF LIGHT IN TO THE LONGITUDINAL GRID- is possible.
SO - phase conjugation of charge on the pine cone path - enables charge to be non-destructively accelerated through
the speed of light - at the planck threshold. This doorway into phase conjugate fractal (and faster than light) charge
distribution - is the planck - golden ratio - conjugate pine cone - which is the only geometry which causes the
gravity.
==
HOW does this spin path on a cone produce acceleration toward center- which compression is golden ratio / phase
conjugate. image above
As the golden spiral on the cone allows constructive recursive interference / perfect heterodyning- something
powerful occurs. Not only do the wave lengths add and multiply recursively constructively - SO also does a portion
of the charge inertia as PHASE VELOCITY. Since the golden ratio is now allowing the PHASE VELOCITY charge
wave to add and multiply constructively recusively- that portion of the charge wave- produces ACCELERATION of
charge toward center- from perfect (conjugate/fractal / golden ratio ) compression. IF Professor Rayond Chiao is
right about the faster than light speed primary measurements centering right around 1.618 (golden ratio) - then this
could be a compelling piece of evidence for our theory of gravity.
ORIGIN OF NEGENTROPY:
As the cloud of charge phase conjugates and implodes toward center - producing the gravity - it also produces
negentropy because: As the charge waves converge and phase sort- their passage thru center is limited only to those
waves which can interfere CONSTRUCTIVELY. This self cancels any wave which s out of (golden ratio - climax )
plase coherence. This is how phase conjugate optics produces negentropy. What they call time reversal- is more
percisely just this negentropy. As an example you can time reverse rusted steel to unrusted - but not the reverse. You
cannot return to disorder- only increased order. (See Assymetry of the Arrow of Time - above). This has profound
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implications as we time reverse to rejuvenate- in phase conjugate plasma ( see our Theraphi.net commercially
successful in 20 countries). We could theoretically definitely produce stem cells- but we cannot time reverse past a
certain point. ("Baby out with the bath water').
This electrical implosive negentropy - is the cause of origin of consciousness and life force- See my book "Origin of
Biologic Negentropy" www.fractalfield.com/fractalspacetime
See how we measure this golden ratio phase conjugation - in brainwave to teach peak perception / bliss /ecstacy (end
addiction)- www.flameinmind.com
This origin of gravity in the same wave mechanic as negentropy- implies this universe is not condemned to entropy ( a profoundly fatalist view of conventional physics). This requires our understanding why gravity itself is
negentropic (for example producing consciousness- something stars require to remain centripetal as we observe from
the 11 times the solar flares were measured becalmed by millions of humans meditating). Gurdjieff gymnastics
knows how center of gravity creates center of attention- if you track your center of gravity- from your center to Earth
center- to solar center- you may find your plasma center steering a star- as shamn do tornadoes (
www.goldenmean.info/dowsing ) and as Bentov steered the Earth with his kundalini (
www.goldenmean.info/kundalini ).
===

The physics:
In Dan Winter’s early work with co-authors Martin and William Donavan – he
showed that golden ratio proportion in wave mechanics in general was the solution
to max constructive wave interference, and therefore wave compression. Article at
www.fractalfield.com/mathematicsoffusion Publication at General Science Journal
http://gsjournal.net/Science-Journals/Essays/View/4543
They did this by showing the generalized Klein-Gordon particle / wave equation for
golden ratio wave interference IN A LINE ONLY- demonstrated maximum possible
CONSTRUCTIVE wave interference – and therefore perfected compression. Then
they showed that same line of perfect wave ‘implosion’ when radiated as vectors in
3D formed exactly the infinite stellation/ interdigitation/ ‘perfect
nesting/embedding/entanglement’ – of alternate dodecahedra/ icosahedra. This is
is the perfect and only possible geometry of 3D fractality ( because golden ratio is
self-similarity/ self embedding- and compression perfected – it IS fractality
perfected) . This is the known electrical geometry of – DNA, Earth Grid, Fullerenes,
Masses in the Universe – and later as Winter then showed- Hydrogen. Winter called
this golden ratio wave mechanic the perfect of PHASE CONJUGATION- because it is
the only way to recursively constructively add AND multiply wave (length and
velocity ) heterodynes- thus conjugate phases and achieve constructive (charge)
compression.
1. Winter then independently went on to discover that PLANCK length and time was
the precise scaling factor / boundary condition of this implosive charge interference
by showing that Planck (length or time) times exact integer exponents of golden
ratio – predicted precisely (or with very close significance)
-3 radii of hydrogen
- the exact only 2 frequencies overwhelmingly responsible for photosynthesis( see
image)
- the exact dimension of ADP (Adinosine DIPhosphate)
- the .1 hertz HRV – LF and Blood Pressure key MAYER Wave
- the British foot and base of ‘sacred’ dimension
- Venus Year, Earth Year, Galactic Year and Precessional Year ( time IS charge
rotation: synchronicity IS charge coupling by embedding –
www.goldenmean.info/coincidence )
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-and much more – see www.fractalfield.com/physics
(images here including the key images at link)
Winter then strongly hypothesized this was the cause of gravity and all negentropy –
according to the following mechanism he described:
Only the pent dodeca wave geometry (hydrogen, water and DNA for example) –
allows charge waves to use golden ratio to recursively constructively interfere
relatively infinite wave heterodynes- (of both wave length and phase velocity )- The
constructive adding and multiplying of the phase VELOCITY heterodynes produces
acceleration of charge toward center- name gravity. The Gravity then exists because
when the phase velocity heterodynes add and multiply constructively- this
particular and only geometry creates gravity by converting successful compression
of charge in to ACCELERATION of charge toward symmetry center.
Many have hypothesized that fractality is the cause of gravity (Andrei Linde and
others)- but Winter was the first to show the wave mechanism.
In drawing detailed images of these opposing phase conjugate golden ratio ‘pine
cones kissing noses’ cause of gravity- Winter further showed that the mechanism of
the super-luminal charge component of gravity waves- was specifically the way
phase conjugation converts transverse emf to longitudinal. When the transverse (‘up
and down’) – charge inertia approaches the spiral down the cone- that inertia is
converted ( golden spiral is defined in hydrodynamics as ‘ optimized translation of
vorticity’ ) IN to longitudinal or compression charge wave precisely at the planck
dimension boundary condition (tip of the perfectly kissing pine cones).
Faster than light charge distribution of longitudinal EMF is well known – Tom
Bearden et al (capable of action at a distance – longitudinal interferometry www.fractalfield.com/conjugateinterferometryout/ Meaning Einstein was wrong
to call this spooky – as he was wrong to see the speed of light as the ultimate speed
limit. See www.fractalfield.com/conjugatemind )
So when the phase conjugate charge reaches the doorway thru the speed of light –
longitudinal EMF- precisely at the planck threshold- the charge has a way out thru
center- - that acceleration of charge at the phase conjugate longitudinal planck
threshold- is precisely the cause of gravity and all negentropy – according to Winter.
Winter hypothesizes in detail this is the origin of ALL negentropy and the gravity- in
his book – Origin of Negentropy – www.fractalfield.com/fractalspacetime
Then Winter further provides evidence of this – since his model requires that golden
ratio exponents of the speed of light- would be observed. Winter pointed out:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raymond_Chiao Prof. Raymond Chiao - concluded
by measurement that faster than light velocities measure generally between 1.5 to
1.7 times the speed of light ( suggesting 1.618 is probably correct). Since quantum
tunnelling through light speed C- is shown to be dominant very near 1.618 GOLDEN
RATIO times normal light speed C- this would strong evidence Dan Winter's golden
ratio conjugate cause of gravity- theory is correct.
Winter and Rohrbaugh discuss this theory of gravity and negetropy extensively in
their joint article www.fractalfield.com/conjugategravity
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Next below- the 24 page supplement added for edition 2 of this book- added Nov
25,2015
Fractal Space Time: Origin of Biologic Negentropy – from Dan Winter
SECOND EDITION SUPPLEMENT- Nov 24, 2015 www.fractalfield.com/fractalspacetime
As we thank all those who responded with such interest- to the first edition- of my book, it
is appropriate here to add- several key relationships which we have discovered in the
meantime. These further and in my view- undeniably prove my central thesis. That Golden
Ratio (Phase Conjugate / Fractal) exact exponents of Planck Length & Time- predict the
origin of all centripetal forces- especially gravity, life force, perception, color, and all
biologic negentropy.
That new equation I discovered simply says that all centripetal and negentropic forces have
to be swallowed down the ‘black hole’ of planck distance- by golden ratio phase
conjugation… ‘ like pine cones kissing noses’.
This means that all of the wave phenomenon – identified as fitting my equation- are part of
NEGENTROPY – SELF ORGANIZATION- specifically to the extent they are (FRACTALLY)
EMBEDDED in PHASE CONJUGATE IMPLOSIVE CHARGE COLLAPSE.
This also means that all these and many more wave systems can be made MORE
NEGENTROPIC- by simply more accurately tuning them to my new equation. The
undeniable proof of this is the successful regenerative PLASMA field of my new
THERAPHI.NET (PRIORE-re-invented) rejuvenation field invention. It is entirely built on
my new equation from low frequency to high.
We originally showed that new equation of mine predicted:
-hydrogen radii
-photosynethesis frequencies
-duration Earth and Venus year
-brainwave EEG harmonics of peak perception / bliss
-Schumann Resonance harmonics

and more.

Here we present the further evidence- which I have now added (graphics for these below):
that equation predicts:
-

the HRV principle harmonics of key lo frequencies
the MAYER wave (.1 hz)- key blood pressure physiologic key
the key wavelength of ADP vs ATP- the essential bond-length wave distance of
cellular metabolism ‘mito-genic radiation’ – so called ‘DNA radio’.
The actual measureable velocities faster than light emitted by gravity/ black holes (
Speed of Light x integer exponents of Golden Ratio).
That micro-gravity will increase when masses are arranged at golden ratio spacing –
as is known to be the case- where the masses of the universe are proven to be
arranged dominantly in a (golden ratio) pent dodecahedron. This would account for
why there is more gravity in the universe than is called for by it’s known mass. Thusmy theory would eliminate the need for the specious and un-proven hypothesis of
the existence of ‘dark matter’.
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We have commercial proof- at

www.BioactiveField.com

that these field effect tunings ARE more bioactive.
= Dan Winter's Compelling new Book- A Scientific Tour de Force- from Implosion Group
Publishing..
www.fractalfield.com
Fractal Conjugate Space & Time:Cause of Gravity, Negentropy and Perception.
Conjuring Life- The Fractal Shape of TIME: Geometric Origins of Biologic Negentropy.
The MOST audacious hypothesis since the dawn of science! Winter presents overwhelming hard
evidence- fractal conjugate (golden ratio) wave mechanics is the CAUSE of gravity, life force,
perception, and spiritual immortality.
A complete tour-de-force- with astounding implications for virtually every branch of science:
using Winter's accurate new equation the frequency recipe: most EVERY wave system can be
tuned to emerge from chaos!
- The Schumann Earth harmonics - (Winter PROVED- are a phase conjugate pump wave)
- can be tweaked to bring climate and atmosphere OUT of chaos.
The SAME frequency recipe from Winter's equation can PRODUCE simple charge environments
to RESTORE human attention.
THE GENERALIZED WAY OUT OF CHAOS- in- to the pure principle of sustainabilityTHAT is what the origin of NEGENTROPY is.
Complete physics of non-linear propulsion: impulse vs warp gravity field projection explained in
detail.
We have the pure physics of alchemy now that the PRECISE wave geometry of non-destructive
collapse is defined.
Precise physics of fusion energy- now that the wave mechanics of charge fusion is precisely
defined
(hint: if you know HOW to make a phase conjugate longitudinal pump wave- the brain does itcalled ' flame in the mind'
-but instead - in the microwave, this is the absolute holy grail of plasma containment for fusion
solution. )
Dan Winter’s new book presents the most compelling and systematic scientific evidence to
date – that fractality in space and time is the specific mechanism and cause of gravity, biologic
negentropy, life force, perception, and human bliss. Although several hugely famous authors
have already presented their books on fractality in time- by comparison – this book shows they
were functionally clueless about the physics. Winter quotes many scientists who have already
speculated that fractality is the cause of gravity- BUT Winter is the first to very specifically define
the frequency, geometry, and wave mechanic optimization of that gravity causing fractality.
Winter’s work (with his mathematics team- including Martin Jones)- was the first to prove the
wave equations showing golden ratio solves the problem of max constructive interference,
compression, and phase conjugation. SO phase conjugation – well known and proven in optics
for time reversal, self organization and negentropy- now becomes a candidate for proving
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negentropy in general (many physicists agree that the gravity is itself negetropic / self
organizing). Originally- just Dan’s theory – that golden ratio phase conjugate multiples of planck
length and time – the universal key signature of the vacuum- would optimize negentropy. Winter
has now gone on to prove it. He was famous for proving that hydrogen radii are exact golden
ratio phase conjugate multiples of Planck. In his new book Winter has assembled with equation
graphics results overwhelming further evidence- that golden ratio exact multiples of planck
predict: * photosynthesis frequencies, * schumann resonance frequencies, * brainwave
frequencies causing peak perception/ bliss, *(new) table showing the sacral cranial tidal
frequencies are phase conjugate , * new table showing the ear ringing ‘sound current’ frequencies
heard by meditators are phase conjugate !, *almost exact duration of Earth AND Venus orbital
years, - the list goes on. These are all the structures which produce life and negentropy! They fit
the pattern far too well- for this to be arbitrary.
Everyone agrees that fractality is infinite compression. Fractal mathematics teaches the
mathematics of infinite compression but until Winter- no one knew what a fractal FIELD was.
Golden Ratio is unquestionably self-similarity optimized- as precisely is fractality. Einstein argued
that gravity was infinite charge compression- but never learned what a fractal was. Winter now
presents overwhelming evidence that golden ratio phase conjugation IS fractality incarnate in all
wave mechanics. IF Winter is right with his exact frequency signatures for fractality in space and
time- he clearly presents how to repair all wave systems to emerge from chaos- fixing
environments for peak perception, amplifying the Schumann phase conjugate pump wave so
Gaia climate emerges from chaos- are just the beginning. Fractality in time is now quantized....
predictable- you can set your calendar. Synchronicity is nothing more than the charge coupling
produced by conjugate embedding – in the (fractal) charge rotation intervals- called time. How to
emerge from chaos- starts with knowing why objects fall to the ground- now for the first time
both questions are answered- in pure fractal highly accurate wave mechanics: HOW negentropy
originates!

So- we present the new additional graphics here which substantiate my original book
hypothesis (below).
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Below particularly note the addition of the HRV LF/HF and MAYER WAVE
frequencies to fit my new equation:

It would be highly significant- if it were indeed true that the primary HF LF frequencies of
the human heart HRV (heart rate variability)- were in fact centered for negentropy on the
precise phase conjugate pump wave collapse to the zero point. (above). We will be
implementing this in our new upgrade to our state of the art- HRV iPhone IOS app- now at
HeartsRing.com soon to be iThrve.com
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Also new from Dan Winter: Proving that the key energy store and retrieve mechanism ATP/ADP of ALL CELL METABOLISMIs ALSO A NEGENTROPIC PHASE CONJUGATE PUMP WAVE- directly- to Planck/and
Hydrogen dimension!

Showing that cell metabolism central ADP wave length is in fact negentropic by phase
conjugate implosive collapse (above)- would then link directly to our central mechanism of
operation hypothesis for our (Theraphi.net) plasma rejuvenation – (below)
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Compare to Study: Favourable and Unfavourable EMF Frequency Patterns in
Cancer: http://www.scirp.org/journal/PaperInformation.aspx?PaperID=82944

"If embedding as a measureable wave function creates touchability for cells,
it
then defines THE OPPOSITE OF CANCER, and thus predicts in immediate
practical terms how to cure it.."
"This perfect nesting wave geometry for how to touch
(../touch) applies not just to HOW people need to
hug/touch, BUT ALSO EXPLICITLY FOR HOW CELLS NEED TO
HUG/TOUCH. Since response to touch (contact inhibition/ touching failing to
inhibit replication), IS THE DEEPEST
DEFINITION MEDICINE HAS EVER HAD FOR CANCER.
So now below here, we must ask what wave geometry would restore the cells
ability to respond to touch? (ending cancer).. Fortuneately, PERFECT
EMBEDDING VS. FAILURE TO EMBED, mathematically provide a
COMPLETE ANSWER TO THIS QUESTION . ..."
Note – this parallels the article- where we showed the exact frequencies of
ADP/ATP, and
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hydrogen / DNA, and
the Sacral Cranial fluid pump, and
the HRV, and
the EEG power spectra of peak experience, AND
photosynthesis -and
the Schumann resonance harmonicsWERE ALL an accurate phase conjugate negentropic collapse pump wave
- how self organization and life is defined
( fit Dan Winter's equation for ORIGIN OF BIOLOGIC NEGENTROPY: Planck x
Phi^N): www.fractalfield.com/conjugateperception
Below: - phase conjugate implosive negentropic collapse- we project as key to the
mechanism of birthing/ rebirthing:
‘you could not get a better squeeze!’

More graphic detail on my new hydrogen equation-
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Dan Winter's new equation for 3 significant hydrogen radii - planck length * integer
exponents golden ratio- goldenmean.info/goldenproof -beautifully complements extensive
work by Heyrovska et al - on golden ratio wave mechanics in hydrogen structure- see link
above.
Dan Winter & Martin Jones- new proof with wave equations- that golden ratio is the solution
to constructive wave interference,
therefore charge compression, therefore phase conjugation:
.fractalfield.com/mathematicsoffusion as published
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Below- with Mark’s help- an example of my new equation for hydrogen- implemented for
accuracy using Google Calculator:

Above – at link ( fractalfield.com/conjugategravity ) – Mark provides a google calculator
algorhythmn to confirm the accuracy of my equation.
(below) - Advanced engineer and physics team Mark Rohrbaugh- with his amazing partner
Lyz Starwalker- have derived a completely revolutionary new equation- for the first time
proving the geometry of the mass relationship of the proton to the electron to Planck. In
the process - using Nassim's proton math- he has proved Nassim's golden ratio mathematics
correct- AND in the process- absolutely providing the equation based physics
to prove Dan Winter's FRACTAL-PHASE CONJUGATE cause of gravity / fusion - and all
negentropy!
What Mark & Lyz prove (below) by their new equation for the (phase conjugate)
geometric ratio of proton to electron mass
- is that the reason proton's exist is because they are embedded in a phase conjugate arc from
the electron! .. also proving Dan Winter's phase conjugate model of gravity.
If now for the first time- the phase conjugate charge arc- (THE GRAVITY) which
(fractally) EMBEDS the proton within the electron - is now proven- Dan Winter's fractal
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conjugate cause of gravity cannot be refuted. In the case of hydrogen- Dan Winter's new
equation has proved that spacing of electron shells-to the Planck center- is precisely integer
golden ratio exponents (PHASE CONJUGATE..) of Planck length.
This could relegate the idea of the Higgs Boson- and Dark Matter- to the dustbin of history. If it
is well known that the arrangement of masses in the Universe- is fractal / dodeca (see the cover
of New Scientist and Scientific American Magazines-below)- AND the new theory from Dan
Winter - that (dodeca/golden ratio ) charge fractality/phase conjugation- causes gravity- THEN
it is strongly suggested that the extra gravity physicists use as the only excuse to imagine the
totally un-proven idea of dark matter- could well now be explained by the new FRACTAL
THEORY OF GRAVITY- from Winter.
The following 3 images – providing correlating evidence to Dan Winter’s phase conjugate model
of gravity are from the work of Mark Rohrbaugh:
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Above graphic- on Planck Time x Golden Ratio is based on the work of Dan Winter, graphic
prepared by Mark Rohrbaugh.
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For convenience - we link here - our partner- Sal Giandinoto's original papers
in UK and at our physics conferences ( budapest http://www.goldenmean.info/gravitycause/
and with Nassim at http://www.goldenmean.info/budapest08/physicsoverview.html
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==
End insert from Sal Giandinoto
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Also we reprint here a pointer to the work of EL NASCHIE – on this subject of Golden Ratio
wave mechanics:
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And finally- since Mark Rohrbaugh self stated conclusion is that when he successfully used
Nassim Haramein – number for the Schwartzschield PROTON (and muonic hydrogen)- to
newly derive his equation- for Proton to Electron mass- that this is strong evidence Nassim
is right. Which then substantiates Nassim’s placement of the PROTON more correctly on
the GOLDEN RATIO GLOBAL SCALING LAW OF PHYSICS- (below)
Mark's reference to Nassim Haramein- on Golden Ratio and Planck:- more evidence how Golden Ratio causes
gravity:
Exerpted here from our conference with Nassim and Elizabeth:
www.goldenmean.info/budapest08/physicsoverview.html
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End exerpt from Nassim- regarding GOLDEN RATIO in global scaling wave mechanics.
-Notes on Dan Winter’s prediction about Golden Ratio multiples of the speed of light/ C:
THE FACT THAT SPEEDS FASTER THAN LIGHT- measurements- do center very near1.618 golden ratio TIMES the speed of light: Confirms- Golden Ratio/Phase Conjugation CAUSES gravity.. because.. " my theory of gravity says the (inPHIknit) charge compression
producing golden ratio phase velocity heterodynes- going toward planck center- allows the WAY
OUT for that charge (why gravity goes one way ) by the superluminal component - of charge
accelerated by phase conjugation- to LONGITUDINAL (gravity ) waves- which must then
necessarily be golden ratio multiples of the speed of light- note that famously prof. raymond
chiao - concluded by measurement that faster than light velocities measure generally between 1.5
to 1.7 times the speed of light ( suggesting 1.618 is probably correct) : "Q&A: Since quantum
tunnelling through light speed C- is shown to be dominant very near 1.618 GOLDEN RATIO
times normal light speed C- this would strong evidence Dan Winter's golden ratio conjugate
cause of gravity- theory is correct (ref prof raymond chiao): Cam McNaughton What happens at
the "zero point", Dan; a bending back, from a boundary? Dan Winter answered: at the zero
(planck) point - phase conjugate charge wave velocities are accelerated through the speed of light
by golden ratio multiples OF the speed of light (one of the proofs of the theory-ref prof raymond
chiao "the quantum tunnelling time, which was found to be between 1.5 to 1.7 times the speed of
light'.- hint 1.618)-
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raymond_Chiao
quoting...Chiao has become well known in the field of quantum optics due to several important
experiments. Based on former experiments carried out by Günter Nimtz in 1992[1] he measured
the quantum tunnelling time, which was found to be between 1.5 to 1.7 times the speed of light.
( In essence Dan Winter is saying golden ratio phase conjugation IS the wave geometry of the
PERFECT QUANTUM TUNNEL / constructive interference solved.../ EMBEDDING
PERFECTED... the advanced thinker begins considering here then HOW golden ratio
conjugation IS the only way thru death.. see the geometry of successful death:
www.goldenmean.info/immortality
Link to Dan Winter's article : Phase Conjugate Implosive Centripetal Negentropy Physics
APPLIED TO DNA - and how we get a soul: www.goldenmean.info/dnamanifesto

Related Dan's original film: Pupose of DNA
End Edition TWO Supplement
Below- the original book from Dan Winter:
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Conjuring Life: “The Fractal Shape of TIME”
Geometric Origins of Biologic Negentropy..

Tesla loved the doves. The universal unit of electrical charge is "Coulomb" which means the
dove.
The way the universal charge travels through the ether is much like the dove flies.
This Grace fullness is charge distribution efficiency (E-phi-Scion- See). Perfect distribution of
charge is the very essence of life force: 'grace'- and in fact the true media of the collective
“un”conscious and the voices of ancestors. This Fractality is specifically the electrical way
sacred space is measured (Korotkov). Fractality refers to the geometry of that perfect
distribution, just like SCION, the root of our word Science, refers to that perfect branching. …
In “Electronic Biology and Cancer”- Albert Szent Gyorgyi pronounced the infamous ‘triplet
state electron’ (embedded in ‘fractal’ water – more orderly than ice) - perfect charge
distribution efficiency – as the cancer ‘solution’ holy grail. This ‘perfect fractal embedding’ is
the electrical solution to the anti-social nature of the cancer cell which occurs when it’s UV
coherence - blue fire love juice- is stuck inside- triggering premature replication (promiscuity
for cells). We present a similar solution (fractal village design – famous in Enki’s Africa,
www.goldenmean.info/architecture) – for promiscuity for children.
-The ‘religion of entropy’ seems like old ‘dead’ physics. A universe condemned to entropybelieves essentially only in death: energy systems which move only toward chaos- and not
toward the self organization which is life itself. When we published the wave equations (
fractalfield.com/mathematicsoffusion ) proving golden ratio perfects constructive wave
interference, and therefore compression and phase conjugation- we in fact proved at that
moment that waves CREATE negentropy in the process of self organizing into the only way
compression is constructive. THIS is the origin of negentropy AND the wave mechanics of
spiritual philosophies about mind in the universe. Our inner voice is the radio of a
conjugate physics.
To have a new physics (of ‘spirit’) – which focuses on negentropy- invites you then to
believe in life – because you know the negentropic wave geometric origins of life and
gravity itself. The principle which was originally presented as the ‘divine’ means nothing
more or less wonderful than the principle of perfect vine branching- implosive fractality.
Implosive fractality IS the diVINE essence because it precipitates matter out of light by
inviting charge compression.
When understood it means that all the physics of the creation mechanics- is now
empowered WITHIN our own biology. The beautiful physics of the spiral domain origin of
alphabets ( goldenmean.info/dnaring ) is the perfect example- of creation physics inside the
symmetry sequencing of our own brain charge donuts. Leaving the beautiful divine
creation mechanics to obsolete religions which understood creation physics to be outside
the body of biology- was always a parasitic idea- dooming us to endless religion warsbased on disempowering miracle and personality worship.
My new frequency key signature equation presented here for the optimum self-organizing
‘phase conjugate pump wave’ is exactly like ‘lost chord’ chain reaction from the hero
musician in the movie “Chain Reaction”. There he discovers a key sonic signature that
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triggers the ultimate- fusion/ perfect collapse ‘chain reaction’. Physics already knew that
phase conjugate pump waves- are the only proven measured example of self-organization.
What this book presents- is the evidence that the perfect phase conjugate pump wave- is
the ONLY path out of chaos. We explain my new equation: planck time and lengthmultiplied by exact whole number exponents of golden ratio-(phase conjugation perfected)
precisely predicts the frequencies and wave lengths. We demonstrate absolutely that this
infinite collapse- fusion compressor- is the specific optimized frequency signature and
recipe for –
Peak perception and human bliss in brainwave EEG alpha / beta
Earth Schumann resonance – harmonics which phase conjugate pump the planet
into self-organization- literally the Gaia- wave mechanic- which can now be
optimized / healed
- Timing harmonic frequencies which precisely tune photosynthesis (it HAS to be
negentropic)
- The almost exact frequency of the Earth AND Venus orbit time!
- The ideal trigger frequencies of (implosive / fractal) hydrogen –hydrolysis AND
fusion (cf Kanzius)
- The frequency recipe for the PRIORE – rejunvenation – healing field effect – AND the
Eliz.Rauscher- magnetic cascade shown to reduce pain in FDA preliminary study.
- The frequency signature for the proven bioactive field- phase conjugate dielectricslike Pyraphi.com - causes accelerated life- AND should reduce radioactivity- and
trigger stem cells.
- THE frequency recipe ideal- for gravity making capacitance- like Kowsky-Frost –
which also accesses gravity for zero point energy piezoelectrics- (see Tom Bearden
on p.c. pump waves) like the mythic ‘Atlantean Fire Crystal’, Girku, Vril, Silmarrion
etc.
Notice that this perfect HERMETIC ‘cadduceus’ wave shape of this perfect phase conjugate
pump wave- essence of all self-organizing negentropic fields: when rotated BECOMES the
perfect and only 3D- FRACTAL- quite literally the GRAIL
-
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More than the metaphor – this IS the fractal field- of perfect compression- solution to
virtually every mystery of physics AND myth- from alchemy- to data compression- to
mindfulness- to life force.
By precisely defining the actual perfect frequency signature- this exact implosive phase
conjugate pump wave (non-destructive compression solution) becomes the specific
solution to an astounding array of the mysteries of physics and metaphysics:
-harness zero point energy (like the fractality of hydrogen)- the power spectra is
defined now
- eliminate attention deficit and produce perfect peak attention – and BLISS in EEGbiofeedback- the power spectra is defined now
- produce the perfect binaural beat- audio heterodyne to launch attention into the
longitudinal plasma project ‘flame in mind’ – the power spectra is defined now (see
‘SECRET SOUND’ software)
-

-

produce the perfect HRV / breath/ and spine liquid sacral cranial frequency- the
power spectra is defined now
Produce and feedback the corrected SHUMANN resonance harmonics so that the
EARTH / GAIA emerges from chaos- the power spectra is defined now.
Produce the fractal conjugate electric field which causes life force and seeds to grow
– the power spectra is defined nowProduce the fractal field which switches stem cells to de-differentiate (PRIORE) the
power spectra is accurately defined now
Produce the phase conjugate longitudinal microwave- which achieves perfect
plasma containment (right thru the metal walls) – the holy grail of plasma fusion –
the perfect power spectra is defined now.
Produce the capacitive field field- (Khem is quite literally ‘altar’) - which allows
perfect sacred space- where perfect death and birth – and shamanic plasma
projection are possible- (the so called VAIROCANA EFFECT)- the perfect power
spectra is defined now.
Produce the perfect negentropic optical phase conjugate (the way heterodyning in
quartz Z axis- healed for RIFE)- the perfect power spectra is defined now.
Produce the capacitance and / or magnetic rotating field to cause / make gravity
(real interstellar travel) and time reversal (Nazi Bell / Kowsky Frost)- the perfect
power spectra is defined now.
We have produced the perfect isotope transition table- for all the commercially
valuable isotope transitions in the atomic table. We have predicted the exact
frequency and temperature necessary to catalyze each isotope collapse. Perfected
isotope collapse is absolutely the ultimate physics of alchemy. Conjugate charge
collapse- is what makes it non-destructive: revealing the physics meaning of al
KHEM y. The KHEM – is the schematic geometry (implosive fractal conjugation) –
which quite literally is and means- how to access a ‘black hole’.

You can see that this solution to compression- revolution in the bio-physics origin of
negentropy/ life / mind- is more than poetic metaphor- it is rather the precise equation for
ALL paths out of chaos.
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Precis
- (more than a preface- here we unsuccessfully attempt to honor the idealized recursive /
fractal editorial philosophy: say you are going to say it , then say it, then say you said it…)

This book is audacious. The premise is simple- yet all encompassing: that there is one single
well defined caduceus like- frequency signature- harmonic cascade – which optimizes
negentropic phase conjugation - and this is THE perfect fractal implosive phase conjugate
pump wave.
And most importantly this one and only specific ‘caduceus shaped’ phase conjugate
frequency cascade is THE principle identifying wave mechanism behind:
All Biologic and Non-Biologic Negentropy- Paths out of Chaos in to Self Organization.
This includes:
1- the very nature of perception itself- and the demonstrable electrically centripetal
negentropy produced by human attention ( Golden Ratio EEG evidence:
goldenmean.info/clinicalintro )
2- The nature of human bliss process as essentially a charge attractor

3- Negentropy - Conjugation and the Origins of Life : We make the case that bioactive
fields, life force- and life itself- must be quintessentially- always electrically centripetal
and negentropic. Every living thing is alive only to the extent that is able to hold by
clinging together toward center- it’s own centripetal bubble of charge ( aura or plasma
body). We must re-invent healing technologies to allow living things to attract charge (
aluminum, steel, and synthetics- poison the very aura of all of life). This definition of the
way life is concentrated, becomes a new and beautifully fulfilling definition of the sacred.
This so called ‘sacred space’ is in a way defined by the electrical ability to implode.
Building this conjugate cascade is the essence of healing and biological regenerative –
age reversing – fields. Examples of this which we discuss here include- Lakhovsky, Rife,
Elizabeth Rauscher’s pain reducing magnetic frequencies, and especially the PRIORE
rejuvenation technology-- which we are now demonstrating. (whose spectral harmonics
jump right out of the equation for our ‘conjugate pump wave’) –

4- The negentropic centripetal implosive nature of electronegativity- the so called fractality
that is the electron. This includes the proven potent healing nature of electro-negative,
negative ion wind therapies.

5- The negentropic phase conjugate and centripetal definition and nature of color, and
rainbow. Scientists have verified rainbows occur more when (Tibetan) saints die.
(Example:” Rainbow Appears During Paranirvana -death rite- Of Tibetan Master “
www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4usysWYHKk - acknowledgement to Valerie Sandelin
here) We examine later here the precise physics which allows death to be successful:
Memory propagation sustained- is exactly the non-destructive charge embedding which
conjugation allows when the spirit ghost physically embeds within and quite literally
inhabits the land. Very specific charge parameters- allow the physics of successful death.
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(see fractality in the land and fractality in air measured below- and at
www.goldenmean.info/architecture). The famous shinking body at death- for advanced
Tibetans- is clearly an electrical example of constructive (therefore conjugate) implosive
charge compression. Emphasis here on the nature of evolving consciousness- as precisely
an implosive aura field.
The plasma field of the saint- embedding in the local biosphere- makes it electrically
more centripetal / conjugate- and THAT allows/ causes- RAINBOWS! Rainbows exhibit
and test the centripetal conjugate nature of local air. The very term: “rainbow body” so
overused in new age language- actually specifically refers to the phase conjugate
implosive principle- which holds your plasma ‘KA’(boat to the underworld) – auratogether. The phase angle of the toroidal photon exact tilt- which differentiates the exact
frequency distance between the primary colors- are all exactly cube and dodeca! When
photons become arranged in dodeca symmetry- they conjugate- the wave lengths are
sorted by this implosive phase difference- then we call those sorted wave lengths- which
are really 3D disciplined angles of propagation for photon donuts- we call that COLOR
and RAINBOW. ( fractalfield.com/fractalphotosynthesis ) PIC – angle of color=
dodec- create label.

6- The negentropic centripetal implosive nature of gravity- THE cause of the nondestructive charge compression which causes the acceleration of charge called gravity. whose principle eluded Einstein. Whether intuitively, or by inspection or by rigorous
logic- gravity is negentropic/ self organizing. It is phase conjugate- because electrical
orbital’s nest in golden ratio (like in hydrogen) therefore the phase VELOCITIES can
heteodyne constructively (only golden ratio allows this)- that is how their experience of
charge compression- BECOMES charge acceleration (gravity). This will be proven soon
when centers of mass in (dodeca) golden ratio symmetries are shown to make more (and
negentropic) gravity. It will also be proven as more measurements of phase velocities
faster than the speed of light- turn out to be exact golden ratio multiples OF the speed of
light (the only doorway through what Einstein THOUGHT was a barrier- he was wrong).
Thus literally for the first time answering the forbidden question: why does an object fall
to the ground: ANSWER- because it’s charge inertia (mass) is attracted to and accelerated
by the golden ratio phase conjugation of the nearest center of mass. (Exhibit A: my new
equation for golden ratio in the geometry of hydrogen, Exhibit B: golden ratio in
planetary orbital’s, and in the proven dodeca geometry of the Earth’s field, and in the
proven dodeca geometry of the mass of the universe – each of these illustrates how
gravity becomes stable and negentropic precisely when it is golden ratio phase conjugate.
In this way we predict also the hypothesis that dark matter exists will be proven wrongwhen physicists realize the extra gravity they cannot account for comes not from dark
matter- but from centers of mass – which arrange themselves into greater dodedca phase
conjugate fractality .. like in the known dodeca arrangement of masses in the universe.
Andrei Line: “fractality may well be the CAUSE of gravity…”). More below.

7- FRACTALITY IN TIME: We suggest it is axiomatic that mass is only defined by the
inertia of charge rotation, time is only defined by the period of charge rotation, and
gravity is only defined by golden ratio (recursive constructive phase velocity heterodyne)
centripetal acceleration of charge. This (gravitational force) is the negentropic phase
conjugation which attracts and holds charge to center: The same mechanism as the
ORIGIN of all centripetal and negentropic forces. Here we demonstrate WHY the
frequency – TIMING of hydrogen harmonics, photosynthesis harmonics, even Earth year,
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and Venus year – are exact golden ratio (conjugate) exponents of Planck time. This is the
ONLY way they could be centripetal, negentropic- ALIVE!! – This is the only real and
ultimate proof of fractality – conjugation in TIME. (Greg Braden and Robert Lawlor- take
a lesson). Time- being rotation of charge- requires – conjugate fractality for charge
exchange and coupling- this is the specific requirement for synchronicity / negentropy
(pretty much synonymous with being alive and mindful). Discussion at:
goldenmean.info/coincidence This specific ‘fractal time’ defining frequency seriesnegentropic phase conjugate pump wave – then defines all our healing and regenerative
and life giving field effect technologies from this principle - (Lakhovsky MWO, and
Priore especially- also our Pyraphi.com and TheImploder.com).
8- This (perfect fractal implosive conjugate pump wave) is: The “Perfectly Shareable”
nature of the only wave (or person) which becomes immortal; the very wave mechanic
definition of ALL sustainability. THE principle CHRISTOS – is crystallized exactly as
THE principle of the perfectly shareable wave- like your aura if you learn how to die
well. Therefore this wave mechanic symmetry principle – is at the root of all
peacemaking. Peace for waves- is here well defined- as this negentropy of which we
speak. From this then THE curriculum for peacemaking – (among brain waves, heart
waves, breath waves, land magnetics- even architecture) – as science is defined (
curriculum: www.goldenmean.info/peaceuniversity )
9- The phase conjugate – perfect embedding- NATURE OF LOVE. I demonstrate golden
ratio in my geometric analysis of the documented musical “Sentic” wave shape of
pressure / touch for LOVE. ( goldenmean.info/touch ). PIC
We all knew the valentine was the good symbol for love- it is more precisely the shape of
2 phase conjugating golden spirals- for a good physical reason. Perfect embedding by
golden ratio is exactly how 2 auras merge non-destructively. (How shall we improve the
instructions we give to marriage counselors?) When auras embed in this electrically
correct fashion- all inertia is fused- in fact this geometry is the very essence of cold (nondestructive compression/ interference) fusion (for example as in the hydrogen catalyst –
we know is golden ratio). Non-destructive charge collapse- introduction to our new
equations for isotope transition ( metallmorphosis.com ) – IS an introduction to oneness
experience for people as well. From our heartsring.com iPhone HRV breath coherence
empathy trainer- to breath touch training for re-birthing by perfect implosive bonding –
again it is all about the perfect conjugating pump wave geometry. Fusion / charge
collapse/ implosion lies nowhere else than in golden ratio conjugation- whether human or
atomic- because only in this way can charge inertia/information create centripetal nondestructive bonding.
10- We then conclude by seeing this new ‘conjugating fractal field’ electrical understanding as good definition and description for myths of ‘spirit’, ‘grace’, collective mind, the
‘communion of saints’, the divine, and the self organization of ‘Gaia’. We now
understand so much more about the path of living memory as self-organizing bio plasma
or charge domain or aura - into lucid dreaming and THRU DEATH- as PRECISELY this
phase conjugate pump wave. The documented implosive symmetry sequence seen at
death is enabled by the conjugate braiding- field effect geometry necessary. (Archetype
geometry sequence of death visions: KLUVER Form Constants- ref:
www.goldenmean.info/immortality - Ray Moody gathered the surgeons who
confirmed medically these death tunnel visions ARE contagious. More below on the
geometry of death).
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11- Self organizing, negentropic –‘everywhere at once’ kind of survival self-awareness is
precisely the way informed electrical engineers describe ‘phase conjugate dielectrics,
magnetics, optics’. In other words- once we know this new ‘Alice in Barium Titanate
Land’ (famous paper on phase conjugate dielectrics) kind of physics which enables these
self organizing conjugate fields to get together and propagate AS self organizing and
survival intelligent living charge fields. With this symmetry understanding - we can know
how to design the plasma field for successful death and birth and lucid dreaming. AND
we can know why the survival critical voices of ancestors are ONLY available in places
where the charge in the space- (the ‘fractal air’) is specifically and measurably fractal (see
GDV Sputnik: bio-well.eu). This enables the perfected charge distribution which invites
and embeds the presence of this sacred ‘collective mind’. ‘communion of saints’ –
gathered survival memory field effect. AND then electrical engineering can properly
design the SHEM field- the so called bioactive field generator (originally called the
ALTAR in church) – which is the survival difference for charged seeds, and charged
shaman, and charged birth and death- which our ancestors knew WAS THE Hermetic
(caduceus / phase conjugate) principle. This usually determines whether civilizations as a
whole survived. When we are done making the electric field to cause seeds to grow and
enable death/birth to be more successful (imagine electrical engineering the altar at
Machu Pichu) , and shamans to make phone calls to ancestors, our bio-architecture of the
sacred- result- is going to have lots of similarity in symmetry and materials of
construction, and charge attraction, to a pine cone… AND it is going to be the electrical
opposite in most every way – to a ‘modern’ deathly electrosmog hospital. (See intro to
our globally active- bio-architecture curriculum: goldenmean.info/architecture , also our
dynamic Spanish world partners: psicogeometria.com ).
12- Climate and atmosphere- can emerge from chaos- only by this principle. Excess heat(global warming) is ultimately related to failure to compress non-destructively. We say ‘Get fractal or get dead’. A repaired dodeca (Earth) grid is cooling- in the same way
Schauberger knew when his piezoelectrically implosive water vortex was going to begin
making electricity from gravity- just when it ‘spontaneously’ began getting colder. Once
the proven electrical tendancy of Gaia to self-organize is understood correctly as an
expression of this phase conjugate pump wave principle- (Exhibit A: The Shumann
resonance harmonics are almost exactly predicted by our same equation above) - THEN
we can fix the atmosphere and stabilize Gaia’s wave mechanics. The long wave (phase
conjugate pump wave) of Gaia’s dodeca grid is fixable- IF we know how it works. (Hintengineers build a highway or worse a rail line.. or a city- - and cut every magnetic line in
the neighborhood- and then wonder – why is there draught? (California- take a lesson).
Precipitation is a centripetal process for vapor (even Reich got that). So in this way- now
our atmosphere and rainfall can now be fixed. The elemental kingdom is living plasma –
self aware- and requiring a conjugate negentropic geometric environment (quite literally a
rose like ‘fractal field’) in which to distribute / embed their charge- their centripetal
awareness- their service. (See also intro’s to our geobiology curricula:
goldenmean.info/geobiology , also geniedulieu.ch )
End
Precis / Preface
--
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Also to set a nice echo of historical context..
Perhaps my readers will humor me here- as I sentimentally insert the text I wrote about 30 years agowhich (with the help of Vincent Bridges) also became the intro to 2 of my earlier books:

Hermetic (and Caducceus) Manifesto Revisited:

What if our modern understanding of physics allowed us to redo Hermes’ Tablet?
What if we could describe, in a few simple statements,
the essence of the unified field of matter/spirit/mind?
In one of Dan Winter’s lectures, at the “Love’s Light is Awakening” conference in Geneseo, NY, August,
1987,
he presented a series of ten statements that can be taken as a new form of Hermes’ Emerald Tablet.

1. The universe is made of one substance.
The compressibility of this universal medium stores form and memory in wave shape.
Einstein’s famous equation E=MC2 shows that energy and mass are the same thing, in different forms.

2. The universe has one wave shape, the sine wave. This principle of frequency signatures called
“Fourier”
means that even the most complex shape is a simple sum of sine waves of different lengths.

3. The universe can be described as a geometry of pressure. Geometry produces symmetry,
which allows waves proceeding from opposite directions to meet each other and stand (to phase and
phase-lock.) Standing waves give the illusion of stability, segregation of momentum, and make possible
the birth of matter. Pressure occurs where waves meet.

Ratio is sacred; scale is profane. If the geometry of replication is embraced in a seed of any scale,
it is ratio that has the power. Size is unimportant where information is concerned,
since information can travel to any scale via the wave guide, and be manifested.
The universe is a hologram; even the tiniest part contains information about the whole.

4. Focus is the only medium that creates, in a universe made of waves.
Focus creates a pathway, or gravity, for waves to meet.
According to the “Attractor” theory in mathematics,
focus converges the harmonics (waves which fit into each other) into nests which stand, called matter.

5. Shape is the only thing the universe has to conserve. Naming, and memory, ring out only from
differences in shape, not substance.
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6. The only way to conserve shape along a path is to maintain the ratio of length, area and volume (a
nest of ratios.)

7. The best pathway to maintain a nest of ratios is the golden mean (Phi).
Phi squared and Phi cubed are represented by the ratcheted dodecahedron (DNA).
This pathway enables information (shape) to be moved without loss of momentum (mind).
The closer a material comes to forming this shape and path, the greater its conductivity.
Think of superconductivity that is super-coherence of resonance or wave shape.

8. Coherence at any level is coherence at every level. An orderly relation between wave lengths
establishes a connection between frequencies and fields, which cannot persist unless it resonates to
ALL frequencies and fields. This harmonic cascade (Jacob’s Ladder) establishes the connectedness
called holography, and also ecstasy.

9. DNA is a four-dimensional dodecahedron, in the sense that adding one spin to three dimensions
adds a harmonic and a nest for memory. (The pressure envelopes of the little bubbles of light
which make up the matter of the gene are enfolded or enveloped with another harmonic,
with each successive axis of spin, or symmetry.)
The DNA double-helix keeps a set of wavelengths evenly spaced on a path through time and space,
thus conserving the wave shape.

10. Light, when folded back on itself, comes to know itself. The spiral-within-a-spiral-within-a-spiral
creates genetic material at all levels. Light causes an extra axis of spin, which superimposes a harmonic
of frequencies upon a nest of frequencies in an envelope of pressure we call light as matter.
This creates extra mind, because the universal mind meets itself at every wave intersection.
So the denser the intersections, or nodes, the greater the self-knowingness, or sense of identity.
(See Arthur Young’s book, Reflexive Universe.)
Thus identity in the cell (immunity) and coherence are the same thing, metabolically and emotionally.
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(Here we add the text from our dedicated editor at that time: Vincent Bridges) This new Emerald Tablet contains the keys to a vast new synthesis of science and spirituality.
It also contains the keys to understanding the book you are about to read.
That earlier Dan Winter book had been collected from over ten years worth of Dan’s articles, letters and
reports. Most of it has appeared through the years in Dan’s periodical publications starting with “One
Crystal’s Dance,” and on through the Planet HeArtWorks papers and multiple editions of Alphabet of
the Heart.
My goal (Vincent Bridge’s) in editing this (earlier ) book has been to present Dan’s ideas in a clear and
understandable way.
Think of it as a hologram enfolded and flattened down into a literary structure. Each section stands
alone, is self-contained, and is also referenced to the whole concept. Each part contains the whole
image.
Start anywhere you like. Read forward, backward, or just look at the pictures for a while.
Then read it all the way through, in one flow, and let your mind resonate to this truly heroic quest:
in search of the role of mind in a universe of waves.

•
•

- end insert exerpt –
- Dan Winter’s earlier books- pdfs at:
“Alphabet of the Heart” : goldenmean.info/book1 ,
“Alphabet of the EartHeart”: goldenmean.info/book2 ,
“Implosion’s Grand Attractor”: goldenmean.info/newbook
“Implosion: Secret Science of Ecstasy and Immortality”: goldenmean.info/consciouskids ,
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1. What is Negentropy and Self Organization in wave systems?

Hopefully most of us agree now that essentially all of physics is a wave function. The
illusion that there is such a thing as a particle- has clearly been a distraction. The reason we
incorrectly imagined the possibility of a particle was due to the way in which waves of
charge gathered in packets because their lengths had to divide evenly into their rotation
diameter (what it means to be quantized). In fact the universe appears to be comprised of a
compressible media which stores inertia. I choose to call that universal compressible and
fluid like substance: CHARGE. But it is often called ETHER, or CHI, or Zero Point, of Vacuum
Energy- or in more universal parlance- The FORCE be with You, or Grace etc etc.
What is important is to agree on the qualities of the universal fluid- more than the name. It
is clearly compressible. It clearly behaves like a fluid. It clearly stores inertia when it
rotates. And in certain geometries (fractal, conjugate etc.) it appears to self organize and
become intelligent and 'alive'. Learning to create that geometry among waves- is what this
book is about. Agreeing on the absolute universal nature of this compressible media- is a
first step in therapy for the sad schizophrenic state of mind of those who imagine gravity is
made of a different substance than electromagnetism. A unified field state of mind- requires
understanding that the 4 so called fundamental forces- differ in symmetry but not
substance. Akhanaton / Moses started on therapy for the divided mind when they
conceived of the concept of ONE GOD. A spirituality based on oneness can only be based on
a physics which understands the same unified field.
(Einstein might have succeeded in representing this unified field mathematically if he had
not been dealing only with the version of Maxwell’s equations – that Oliver Heaviside
castrated by removing the {quaternion} ability to represent spin. Imagine trying to model
the charge spin which causes gravity by spiraling into centripetal phase conjugation, if your
modeling equations have just been castrated of the 4th quaternion element which
represents spin! Of course not understanding how phase conjugation produces longitudinal
wave acceleration – called gravity- he also could not understand how phase velocities are
accelerated through the speed of light.)
I like calling the universal background fluid or energy CHARGE- because the concept of its
universal compressibility -leads nicely to the ideas of plus and minus charge- being
essentially compression versus rarefaction of the background ether. This also fits nicely
with well known philosophies like YIN and YANG being simply tendancy to compress or
rarefy. (Altho in my experience the Yin Yang people become hopelessly lost in their
controversy over which one is compression versus decompression- that is one reason why I
prefer precise electrical language in which to couch philosophy).
Once we agree that the universe is made only of waves of charge, we can then see how easy
it is to conceive of all the particles of physics as being simply slip knots or 'packets' of these
waves or charge. When these waves of charge enter rotation- like in a slip knot or torusthey store intertia (imagine a gyroscope). Physics is clear: the only definition we have for
mass is that inertia created by (charge) rotation. (SO charge rotation and the inertia it
stores is the difference between matter .. and ‘doesn’t matter’!)
This helps us develop a clear language in which to think about creation. We can extend this
concept- that rotation (of charge) is the only definition we have for MASS- to say also - this
same rotation (of charge) is the only definition we have for TIME. Since time is only the
name we give to the period (of time) it takes for charge to rotate.
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In other words - if charge (or the universal substrate ether)- did not rotate- we would have
no definition or existence of either mass or time. Quite simple and quite elegant - it is to
think this way - because later it will allow us to understand things like perfect EMBEDDING
and FRACTALITY - in the simple terms of nested and compressing systems of rotating
charge.
By thinking so clearly about charge rotation as being the only definition of mass and timewe will later then be better able to sort out all these metaphors about multiple dimensions
and timelines etc.
For example- we can in this way define clearly how many dimension a wave system exists
in. When waves rotate in a 3 axis (cubic like) system- we can easily see that creates the
possibility to superpose 3 axes of rotating charge. Now if we were to take that wave system
(simple cubic rectilinear wave form) - and tilt that cube up (32 degrees) and rotate that
cube - INTO THE NEXT DIMENSION. It would exactly nest those 5 phases of rotating cube
into a DODECAHEDRON.

5 tilted cubes rotating- make 1 DODEC.
‘Embedded’ cube edge=1.0, Dodec edge= .618 (Golden Raio)
So from the point of view of saying how many axes of spin charge is rotating in,
simultaneously- we could say the DODECA- is the perfect example of the 4th DIMENSION
(of rotating charge)- for a cube! Of course all the tesseract people might get upset- if we
were to say- the dodeca is the best example of a 4th dimensional cube- BUT my semantic
suggestion here- is that in terms of what waves (of charge) can do when superposing axes
of rotation- that the dodeca IS the best way for (cubic) waves- to get to the 4th dimension.
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Aside from semantic controversies here- I strongly suggest this way of thinking about how
waves get into higher dimensions (dodeca nesting etc)- is highly useful when we start
thinking about how many dimensions DNA can exist in. The number of axes of spinning
charge- which can be superposed on a rotating wave system- is exactly the number of
dimension it ‘lives’ in.
DNA - is a beautiful example of a DODECA rotated in the next dimension.
It is profoundly instructive to consider how DNA is precisely how the universe gets the
greatest possible number of axes of rotating charge into ONE molecule (5 spins inside- 7
outside- see below). The phase conjugate, implosive, recursively braided electrical nature of
DNA- will be central for our hypothesis of how coherent emotion sonically programs DNA
implosion to create ensoulment- discussed below.
We start with what is effectively the electrical skeleton of a pent-dodecahedron to step
down a stairway to make DNA. Remember the dodeca – is in a meaninnful electrical senseexactly the 4th axis of spin rotation superposed around a cube. Now- in your mind eye- like
blossom of rose in your mind- take that dodeca- and wratchet or rotate it - down a helix
(imagine a ‘slinky’ made of pent dodeca steps) and you pretty much have made the (‘5D’)
thread of DNA!
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Above: the coherent recursive BRAIDING of DNA- aligns, embeds, and programs the
active sites- by phase conjugate nesting. This braid programming of DNA by the braid
density- has been measured (Glen Rein et al- discussed below)- to respond to
coherent EKG/ coherent emotion. The mechanism takes the coherent and conjugate
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low frequencies of heart and brain during peak emotion- and translates that into
DNA programming braid instructions by a phonon piezoelectric wave which controls
DNA enveloping / aligning—thus the active site switching.
My central hypothesis for the origin of all life force and biologic negentropy also
predicts that a significant number of these proven golden ratio wave geometrics in
DNA will ultimately be measured to be pure phase conjugate pump wave- whole
number exponent multiples of golden ratio times planck time and length ( as I have
already proven is the case for hydrogen structure- which is the center of every DNA
ladder rung).
The cool thing is that all the spacing within and around these embedding dodecas- is
virtually entirely based on Golden Ratio (whose phase conjugate implosive negentropic
wave properties are the central subject of this book).
This sets up the (Golden Ratio ) electrical wave conditions which allow DNA to become
centripetal and electrically negentropic. Again- we strongly hypothesize – the single
perfected phase conjugate golden ratio pump wave- which is the subject of this entire bookwould be the MOST potent electric field environment- both to CAUSE the ensouling, healing
DNA braid- and at the same time would also be the resulting healing field that (the ‘blissblessing’) DNA braiding could create (which our PRIORE tech rejuvenation field imitates).
Later- this will allow us to set up the conditions to understand what is happening when that
single thread of DNA dodeca helix- is braided- upon braid - upon braid. From thread, to
string, to rope, to very fat rope - etc.

This recursive embedding DNA braiding operation - again is all based on Golden RATIO.
This is because golden ratio (conjugation) is specifically the electrical wave conditions
which allow the lo frequencies (long wave in DNA big structure ) to EMBED perfectly in the
high frequencies of DNA micro structure. Piezoelectricity (magically coupling long phononsound waves to short electrical waves) is always helical. In quartz it is cubic- not based on
golden ratio – and not negentropic. By contrast in DNA the piezoelectric helicity is ALL
based on golden ratio – making it electrically VERY conjugate and negentropic ( the secret
of ensoulment). Ultimately very coherent recursive braid in DNA then is able to fabricate
gravity (may the ‘force’ be with you Luke!). This is a phase conjugate piezo pump wave
phenomenon- related to the ‘boson 7’ measurements of DNA emission at Montauk- and the
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‘microchloridians in the blood’ stories in Star Wars. Important spiritual mysteries will be
revealed when high frequency conjugating emissions are measured from DNA.
My new equation for hydrogen radii shows how they are exact golden ratio phase conjugate
multiples- times planck length and time (discussion below). Since hydrogen is the center of
every ladder rung bond in DNA- therefore the central zipper of DNA is also a golden ratio
phase conjugate fractal. Quite literally this is a (fractal) rose within a rose.
Imagine a climax phenomenon (scenes from the movie “Powder” perhaps)- of perfect
phonon wave braiding in DNA – from coherent emotion / bliss / charge density – producing
‘lightning down the zipper’ (relates to Kundalini biophysics discussion below).
SO- when the golden ratio ladder structure of DNA- embeds by braiding recursively into
golden ratio thread and string and rope and fat rope- each electrical golden ratio axis of
rotation is superposed on more and more golden ratio electrical harmonics. (Our original
graphics on this: goldenmean.info/dnamanifesto )
If 3 axis of spinning charge (dimensions) is cubic, 4 is dodec, then a dodec 'wratcheted'
down a helix like DNA has 5 axes of superposed rotating charge (5 dimensional). Then DNA
braids the braid of the thread- 7 times- from thread, to string, to rope, to very fat rope- etc
etc.. (for DNA the plot really thickens!). Ultimately there are those who say- that with 5
spins inside- and 7 without- DNA COULD become 12 dimensional. This becomes serious
wave mechanics instead of new age myth using this disciplined wave mechanical way to see
that superposed dimensions require superposed axes of rotating charge to EMBED.
Suddenly DNA geometry becomes precisely an electrical doorway into higher dimensions.
(See below in this book- the 7 spin outside, 5 spin inside ‘slip knot’ also defining the
ANU/quark heart of hydrogen, and the human heart muscle geometry, and the heart of the
Sun).
The next ‘dimension’ is accessed very specifically when the longer wave (higher order of
rotation / lower frequency) gets piezoelectrically locked into phase (and into sharing
charge/ information)- with the shorter wave ( higher frequency). Golden ratio phase
conjugation is specifically the best non-destructive way for waves to achieve this ‘ladder to
higher dimensions’- which is why that wave mechanical principle is written all over DNA
structure. You can see now why getting your genes locked into phase with the conjugating
long wave of the Schumann resonance (a very fragile field it is- not available in most cities)is how you ‘talk to’ – which is to say EMBED with - the Earth. You can also see why the brain
wave alpha- beta frequencies of bliss and peak perception are precisely built on the exact
harmonics of the Earth’s Schumann resonance- which is itself a precise golden ratio phase
conjugate pump wave- right down to Planck dimensions. What we call phone calls to God or
ancestors is simply the climax form of all biological mitogenic radiation: a ‘fractal field’.
It should be a scientific reality (instead of a political hot potato) to use DNA radiance braod
spectrum analysis to find who is ensouled and psychokinetic and lucid dreamong (as
mentioned - like the MICROCHLORIDIANS in the BLOOD concept of STAR WARS- or the
BOSON 7- DNA- concept in the MONTAUK literature- ) . This hygiene for spiritual charge
defines evolution electrically. We must turn the realm of the spiritual myths of DNA into a
self empowering evolutionary physics for our species. It is a movement toward a
measureable increased DNA radiance whose (phase conjugate) coherence becomes
increasingly negentropic and therefore long lived.
Our obsolete notions of what it is to be divine- or ‘God’- are mere childish introductions to
the physics of what it is evolve DNA and blood to be more centripetal and gravity making.
The DOMAIN this creates by phase conjugate implosion electrically- is the ultimate only
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definition of DOMINUS VOBISCUM: God be with you, the quality of ‘grace’, or ‘the force’ be
with you- IS intelligent biologic charge- which chooses phase conjugate symmetry because
THAT is the only fractal path to perfecting distribution. This is THE DIVINE BRANCH or
SCION. The study of ancient manuscripts to learn how to be sacred- is largely replaced by
the fractal conjugate physics of exactly what sacred space is- how it is measured – AND how
to create it with good electrical engineering. ‘Raising a SHEM unto the Lord – a bioactive
rejuvenation field- only begins with instructions from the Bible- the real test is when
electrical engineers learn their high phase conjugate dielectrics- so they can properly
emerge from ignorance into spiritual longevity.
So in this blissful long wave implosion- DNA becomes ultimately massively golden ratio and
phase conjugate - across wider and wider frequency ranges.
We discuss how this (broad spectral) harmonic inclusiveness defines AND predicts
vitality at: www.goldenmean.info/holarchy Phase conjugation by golden ratio- is
precisely wave mechanics solution to harmonic inclusiveness , perfect nesting / embedding
, fractality.
We developed our theme of perfect embedding- or perfect nesting – as the problem which
phase conjugate negentropic implosion solve- applied to DNA, and perception.. here
consider how creating the bioactive field- ideal of Feng Shui- is also about perfect nesting of
fields (just like the hearts’ HRV) :

It is useful to consider that embedding of fields (above) is precisely equivalent to wave
systems becoming harmonically inclusive. The meaning of nesting / embedding a small
field non-destructively inside a larger one- is precisely what it means to nest a toroid ( a
frequency) inside a larger one. To get a relatively infinite number of wave harmonics to
converge in one space- is precisely embedding solve- and therefore harmonic inclusiveness
(and fractal compression for waves) solved.
Let us be clear- by showing that golden ratio phase conjugation optimizes embedding
and entanglement- as the door to self-organizing systems- we are pointing to the
specific frequency signatures and electric field geometry of consciousness in
quantum computing. As we shall see below however- we are also saying that the
information and communication density in the physics of human bliss itself- function
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as the climax form of quantum computing (biologic hygiene for bliss will always win
over purely mechanical approaches to intelligence).
Essentially medical doctors (Dr.Irving Dardik book: “Making Waves”) have proven they can
predict how much immune health you have (how long you are going live- in a sense) simply by measuring how harmonic INCLUSIVE (embedded) is your heart (HRV).

Because conjugation IS the negentropy: this same ultimate principle: HARMONIC
INCLUSIVE PREDICTS VITALITY/LONGEVITY predicts how long ANYTHING in the universe
is going to live (atoms, trees, forests, babies, galaxies). Bernie Kraus ‘Bioacoustic Habitat” (
wildsanctuary.com) theory famously applied this to measure forest health. The sound of a
bulldozer alone is enough to trigger forest disease because the collective immune layer
SKIN of a forest IS it’s harmonic phonon coherence. When forests lose a species whose
sound filled a sonic spectral niche- the forest either finds living things to replace the
missing harmonics, or the forests sonic skin starts to bleed.
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This is also how you predict how long a cell membrane is going to survive (“Structural
Stability and Morphogenesis”). It’s conjugate harmonic inclusiveness predicts its’ vitalityas braid emeddable. Simply put- all immune system membranes are simply soap bubbles
whose spin density / vitality equals how many harmonics of spin they superpose. Perfect
spin – perfect membrane equals (centripetal and negentropic) harmonic inclusive
conjugation.
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Perfect nesting or perfect embedding, fractally generates the phase lock between little
worlds and big worlds. So this is how biology becomes at first- embedded in our
environment- and then ultimately we BECOME the negentropic center of gravity of our
oscillating conjugate ecosystem. Arthur and the land are one precisely because of fractal
embedding, from genes to glands to feng shui to stars.
Originally this harmonic inclusive perfect embedding in the heart, meant that to check your
immune health - doctors need simply check to your heart LOW frequency INCLUSIVENESS.
Your heart/breath inclusiveness- IS a perfect embedded analog to emotional and
compassionate INCLUSIVENESS.
Heart Rate Variability- is quite literally the controlled and regulated by the low frequency
harmonics of breathing (truly introduces yogic breath control). It is beautiful to see how
breath control - gives you heart / HRV control and emotion COHERENCE and empathy
control!
Biofeedback makes so much about breath and heart emotion coherence AND empathy
choices- teachable. Please try my inexpensive iPhone iPad biofeedback invention:
HeartsRing.com
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Much of my lifetime career as a teacher of physics and consciousness, biofeedback, and
coherent emotion- resolves to this beautiful science which proves that perfect embedding /
nesting / inclusiveness in the heart- is precisely the nature of empathy and compassion. I
have given this lecture personally in most every US, European, and Australian major city on
the planet: “To feel compassion: you make a space INSIDE your heart- to FEEL what is
outside. This initiates a recursive turning inside-out ‘ness’ implosion in your heart’s EKG
electrification. Non-destructive (phase conjugate implosive) perfected compression is the
very electrical essence of compassion. “
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This inclusive harmonic heart beat- shows up as heart coherence. This is a term I am
credited with inventing (see below) – because I developed the (cepstrum) mathematics to
first measure it ( fractalfield.com/coherence ). It is intuitively clear that a coherent heart
points to coherent emotion. What had been less clear- was that heart coherence could be
interactively measured- in such a way as to make it immediately available for relatively
instantaneous biofeedback. The mathematically problem was that the only technical
formalism available to measure and quantify relative coherence previously, was the ability
to measure the coherence of one signal with respect to another. For example- measuring
the amount of coherence in one hemisphere of the brain with repect to the opposite
hemisphere- was well understood. What was not clear- was how to dynamically measuring
the INTERNAL PHASE COHERENCE within one signal- or vibrating oscillator. Since your
heart’s EKG signal is inherently not a 2 channel signal- how was INTERNAL COHERENCE to
be measured.
I was credited in the literature ( for example in “Instinct to Heal” by David Servan
Schreiber)- with solving this problem- and thus inventing the scientific concept HEART
COHERENCE. I had originally taught McCraty et al – at Heart Math Institute- how to take
their first EKG, and how to use the power spectra of the EKG to measure coherence emotion
(which they do not properly acknowledge to their own detriment). But they stubbornly
refused to understand, and still today mistreat the science of heart coherence (
www.goldenmean.info/heartmathmistake )- their fundamental mistake is to teach that
producing one frequency in your breath/ HRV is heart coherence – when in fact mono-tone
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in the breath / HRV actually indicates immuned failure- see image: (Refers to famous Dr
Ary Goldberger:”The Healthy Heart is a Fractal Heart”)

Realizing that heart coherence and therefore coherent emotion was more than just
breathing at one frequency (the ‘HeartMath Mistake’). I discovered a dynamic interactive
way to measure internal heart coherence- using a second order power spectra (‘cepstrum’)whose dynamically varying primary peak indicates internal phase coherence in the
complex EKG. This became the basis for my famous ‘HeartTuner’ invention (
www.goldenmean.info/hearttunerspecial ) pictures below.
Amazingly this moving cepstrum amplitude peak – would move upward when you feel or
speak your inner truth; it could literally be used as a lie detector. Also numerous
kinesiologists actually use this signal to measure the muscle strength indicator which is
central to kinesiology. You know- that if you put a bag of sugar at your belly- (or if you tell a
lie) your muscle strength goes down. The kool thing was- by discovering real heart
coherence, I had discovered a biologic lie detector!
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The underlying concept- that the heart’s internal coherence was a biologic test for pure
intention- actually fits our central theme here- which is the electrical nature of a ‘perfectly
shareable wave’. You can see that the summary collection of all biologically useful
information- in the ‘heart of the matter’ – is simply biology’s central data collection media:
HOW coherence heart voltage pours it’s memory into glands and DNA. ONLY perfect
compression does the job (hint: fractality). So- it makes sense that many have used you my
cepstrum- heart coherence dynamic measure “HeartTuner”- as a lie detector- because
biology knows which waves are shareable. Internal coherence for the heart- is the same- as
coherence for a laser. ( History of Heart Coherence science:
www.fractalfield.com/coherence )
Implosive conjugation is the climax form of coherence- which is why conjugate centripetal
forces- (biology itself) are a climax form of holography. The deepest mystery of the nature
of the hologram is that each wave node in it – contains information about EVERY other. This
is precisely the problem solved by perfected fractal conjugate compression. In a sense –
conjugate compression makes the perfect hologram: a negentropic one.
Your brain’s optical cortex is not only a hologram as Pribram and others surmised- it is a
hologram which becomes centripetal and negentropic – which is when field effect domain
donut symmetries learn to conjugate phases. We shall see exactly how that creates
perception by golden ratio conjugation in EEG, and how the domain donuts you visualize
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implode when their symmetry sequence conjugates (which is the origin of Hebrew and
Sanskrit etc alphabets- below- and at www.goldenmean.info/dnaring )
Our word for science – is based on SCION- to branch. To branch perfectly is also to be quite
literally – di-VINE. The perfect tree- branch- is central to our idea of the sacred, the ‘Priori
of Scion’- which is the same as what it is to BE fractal. Another fascination implication of
this- can be discovered in the way tree harmonics indicate their health (and ability to
entrain the Schumann harmonics I have newly proven are a phase conjugte pump wave to
negentropy). This means for example that just like with your heart, to determine how long a
tree is going to live- you measure (like Phil Callahan ) how many lo frequency Schumann
electrical harmonics are present in the tree. We illustrate extensively our work in this
regard: goldenmean.info/trees , goldenmean.info/biophoton

This is a beautiful extension of the ‘bioacoustic habitat’ theory of Bernie Kraus- in which he
diagnosis the life and death of forests based on whether enough life is present to emit
sound in EVERY sonic spectral niche. Coherent and phase conjugate SOUND is like the skin
of a forest- so the sound of a bulldozer alone- is like a wound.
Below notice how the hearts low frequencies embed the tree:
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The human heart (and by implication- the EEG brainwave- intimate relationship to Earth’s
Schumann resonance)- here is measureably linked to the tree.
This sets up our discussion later in the book- arguing that this same solution to harmonic
inclusiveness- becomes HOW biology creates longevity. Again- we argue the perfect phase
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conjugate pump wave- frequency equation which is THE subject of this book- is precisely
wave mechanics solution to perfect negentropy in every example of biology.
So- it is with great excitement we present my equations showing that the Schumann
Resonance actual measured harmonics- almost precisely fit my golden ratio exponents of
Planck time- equation for perfect phase conjugate negentropy / self-organization! This
exact Schumann Earth/Gaia electrical heartbeat- is precisely the frequency signature we
predict by equation is part of the PHASE CONJUGATE PUMP WAVE- ORIGIN OF ALL
BIOLOGIC NEGENTROPY. Below we emphasize how realistic it is then to plan that we can
restore the negentropy of Gaia (climate to emerge BACK from chaos?) – by literally fixing
and reinforcing her (Schumann resonance) phase conjugate pump wave!

(above image- SCHUMANN RESONANCE AS PURE PHASE CONJUGATE PUMP WAVE:
Particularly of note: actual Schumann archtype harmonics from the technical literature:
3 hz, 7.83 hz, 14.3 hz, 20.8 hz
compare to the precise calculated perfect phase conjugate frequencies (from Dan Winter’ s
equation : precise golden ratio whole number exponent multiples of Planck timePURE FRACTALITY IN TIME!): 2.78 hz, (4.5 hz), 7.29 hz, 11.8 hz, 19.09 hz.
It is often said the Schumann harmonics are derived from the resonance of the speed of
light around the Earth ( Bruce Cathie et al)- I strongly suggest with this new evidence- that
they ALSO function as – AND CAN BE PERFECTED- as a PHASE CONJUGATE PUMP WAVE.
This means we can improve the tendancy of the Earth cavity TO EMERGE FROM CHAOS.
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The reason this works so well- in harmonics of golden ratio times planck time- the
universal key signature of physics- is that non-destructive compression (constructive
interference ) is precisely the problem which golden ratio phase conjugation solves in wave
mechanics. SO harmonic inclusiveness - the solution to immortality- or at least
surviveability in every living thing- is precisely optimized by this golden ratio phase
conjugate same pump wave (more below on the mathematics of this).
Also then by extension- I am arguing (to repeat) that the living duration - survivability of
EVERYTHING from sub-atomic particles, atoms, molecules, babies, planets, and galaxiesare ALL precisely mathematically predicted by checking them for this same harmonic
inclusiveness! All of this in a way is an introduction to what our core concept here is - that
there is a universal phase conjugate pump wave frequency recipe to this VITALITY- which
IS - the recipe to ALL BIOLOGIC NEGENTROPY!
We are going to argue here that a series of lo frequencies - from heart EKG, and sacral
cranial spine liquid pumping - etc- phonon waves - are the physics which guides this DNA
braiding operation. The piezo effect imploding phonon low frequency waves from the high
glands- are literally what coherent emotion is made of. (Something I have discussed in
hundreds of articles I have written throughout my life goldenmean.info ). What this book is
about in part - is gathering the evidence that these lo frequencies which cause DNA to
braid- (from the heart/EKG and emotion etc)- are in fact something called a PHASE
CONJUGATE PUMP WAVE. AND- that this is what makes the whole system NEGENTROPIC.
AND - that the particular frequency series which works best to get DNA braided (and
ensouled?) - are exactly the same PHASE CONJUGATE PUMP WAVE - which empowers ALL
BIOLOGIC NEGENTROPY! SO now I have predicted the perfect biofeedback recipe to teach
your heart and brain exactly what music to make- again something I have spent a lifetime
researching.
This is further supported by the chart below here- showing also that the low frequency
harmonics- of the spine liquid (so called ‘sacral cranial pump’)- mechanism of bliss,
kundalini, and much more, so tied to and created by the HRV / breath lo frequencies- are
ALSO specifically predicted by our perfect phase conjugate pump wave math! ( We discuss
this further in our Kundalini versus Immortality conversation )
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So the body’s very long waves- enveloping the bliss mechanism- controlled by the coherent
(‘yogi’) breathe- are also negentropic. The Upledger Institute- has shown that IF your
sacral cranial liquids are pumping- then it is clinically impossible to be depressed. This
essentially means your body is imploding your cellular bliss (UV coherencecellular sex
juice)- into brain bliss. Much more on this in our Kundalini biophysics section below.
What we are arguing here is radical and wonderfully empowering if true: That this same
frequency / wavelength key signature (my new negentropy equation: planck time & length
x exact golden ratio phase conjugating exponents) IS the key to all life, negentropy,
perception, gravity, ALL centripetal forces. This includes the frequency signature of
photosynthesis, to the origin of rainbows, to the harmonics of Schumann resonances, to the
orbital times of planet- are all one and the same archtype GEOMETRIC ORIGIN OF ALL
BIOLOGIC NEGENTROPY. ( as in the ONLY way out of chaos for every living and mindful
thing!).
So- our hypothesis here is the opposite of humble- it is sweeping. If we are right- then we
can fix the frequency signature of just about anything and anyone- to 'heal' and emerge
from chaos!
==
Are we being too ambitious in our core hypothesis here? Could we possibly have identified
one implosive frequency signature as the origin of all gravity, life force, perception, and
negentropy? This is a radical idea. So lets step back and review- our core principles here.
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Let’s start with a bit more intro- (about negentropy wave mechanics- and so on..).
First you say you are going to say it, then - you say it. Then you say you said it.
1. What IS negentropy?
Negentropy as far as I can tell- is defined about the same way as SELF ORGANIZATION. Soto discover the origin of self organizing systems- is about the same as discovering the origin
of negentropy.
Entropy at a crude level is generally considered movement toward disorder or chaos. So the
amount of entropy in a system could be thought of as the amount of disorder- or tendency
toward disorder (think of how young people tend to clean their room). The tricky part is to
avoid allowing entropy theory to cause us have to a chaotic world view: 'Oops.. since
everything really IS moving toward chaos- how can we NOT be depressed?’ If physics says
all will end in chaos- then how are our young people to be positive about the world?
Our new physics of negentropy is ideal therapy for this sad depression. In this sense - one
purpose of this book- is to demonstrate a deeply serious physics alternative for the
depressing world view- which says- 'it's all going downhill.. toward entropy'. I say that
physics which ends with entropy is a physics which is itself without order- BECAUSE it does
not know the CAUSE of order- the CAUSE of negentropy.
The definition of NEGENTROPY then is the beautiful, hope and life giving OPPOSITE of
entropy. Self generating negentropy is specifically the way TOWARDS more order, AWAY
from chaos and disorder – TOWARD life and mind and even the stable gravity making we
know is also negentropic.
In a theological sense- our new physics of negentropy- is precisely how and where divine
force evolved among waves. It does not say God is a white male with a beard- it says God is
a beautiful and self organizing wave mechanic PRINCIPLE which DOES produce an intuitive
and evolving inner voice- and produce children which control stars…. AND the best way to
DO that self empowering science of spirituality- is to learn the physics principles which
allow you to embed your aura- in that divine principle!
So we are not among the Godless ones who do not believe in a divine destiny. Rather we are
precisely spiritual about our relationship to the world. AND we are precisely spiritual
because a deeper physics has now introduced us to an even MORE beautiful spirituality.
That spirituality has left behind the childish worship of miracles and personalities- to a
deep commitment to the scientific process to grow our auras- with the spiritually scientific
hygiene necessary to project our bio-plasma/ spirit into our destiny as star inhabitors: the
real implosive charge ‘domain’ of ‘dominus vobiscum’.
Every child who has watched Star Wars knows that ‘The Lord be With You” from churchhas been replaced with “The FORCE be with You” –(Luke Skywalker). Now your physics
teach knows why. Universal charge propagation by phase conjugate principles- DOES know
where to place biologic charge plasma inertia – to steer matter- from spirit. That universal
intelligence of living charge- to make survival decisions based on profound fractal
symmetry physics- is precisely the beauty Luke Skywalker dreamed- as he realized how to
set his intent to bend space. First the wave coherent physics of pure intention- electrically
tests for which wave, which intent, is perfect ‘shareable’.
The implosive living charge of pure intention is exactly like the immortality doorways
called ‘Secret Places of the Lion’ (recommend that book). The lion who smells for fear at the
doorway (to plasma implosion) – does you a service. If you have fear – the electrical
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resistance to spin caused by failure to relax into embedding- is the heat which will toast
you- if you embed in lightning without sorting your intentions. Plasma lightning IS bliss,
kundalini, and doorway into star inhabiting. It is “Powders” climax (the movie), and Luke
Skywalker’s ‘force be with you’.
SO- we think we have THE solution to ALL chaos- right here. Yes indeed - here in this book
is the magic - alchemical recipe / frequency signature- which is THE path out of all chaosand into the only way to self-organize ANYTHING! Especially including life, and mind, and
immortality.
Yes let's not be humble about this. What we have here is the recipe out of death into
immortal life. This is how waves AND people become immortal by becoming perfectly
shareable - perfectly distributed.
We must not underestimate how profound is this concept to specifically create negentropy
using an equation for the perfect frequency series. This does redefine not only physics but
spirituality. Not only is this one and only phase conjugate implosive frequency/symmetry
recipe caduceus the ONLY cause of gravity, negentropy, life force, and perception… It IS the
only way out of chaos for mind and spirit!
The perfectly shareable wave- electrically we shall argue is a precise scientific description
of phase conjugate (dielectric and magnetic and optical) systems. The perfect phase
conjugate pump wave- is THE Hermetic caduceus OUT of chaos. We shall see there is
abundant electrical literature arguing this is exactly how phase conjugate systems self
organize and appear to be 'everywhere at once' quite literally. (For example that famous
paper about phase conjugate dielectrics: "Alice in Barium Titanate Land" - field effects like
these are definitely mindful, spiritual, godlike)

And once we understand the wave mechanics to set up these phase conjugate - self
organizing systems- we do in face get beautiful and exact hygiene science for preparing to
take memory thru death- into lucid dreaming and more.
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I have throughout my whole life courageously insisted physics was the best way to be
spiritual- and I am still more than ever convinced this is true.
We have been teaching for 30 years- that pure intention is precisely described in the wave
mechanics of perfect coherence- whose climax condition is precisely conjugate. My
invention The HeartTuner ( goldenmean.info/hearttunerspecial ) - has travelled to
hundreds of countries- proving at every showing that- if you feel a PURE and SHAREABLE
emotion- at that moment- your heart coherence increases. I am credited in the literature for
inventing the word heart coherence- because I developed the (cepstrum ) mathematics to
measure heart coherence ( film and discussion: fractalfield.com/coherence ).
The point for this moment- is to consider WHY the climax form of coherence is phase
conjugation. We shall return to this metaphor as we think about how perfected coherence is
HOW the hologram has info about it's whole- in each of it's parts. And we learn- HOW this
form of perfect compression- leads to the very definition of fractality AND conjugation.
2. What is phase conjugation?
So now that we have been using the term phase conjugation so glibly already in this book- it
is about time we get clear what we mean by the term.
Phase conjugation is originally and classically understood in the optics literature. You take
pairs of laser beams precisely approaching in opposite directions. If they meet (and
'conjugate') perfectly- then at the center - they PHASE CONJUGATE.
HOW do lasers meet to conjugate? When they meet in precise opposing pairs - this is often
called FOUR WAVE MIXING . (Getting opposing exactly phase locked laser beams to align
this way- is VERY tricky, and very expensive- because you need alignment accuracy down
to angstrom levels)

I have often suggested that the best way to visualize how wave fronts meet to phase
conjugate - is to visualize PINE CONES LEARNING TO KISS NOSES. This also nicely
introduces the vision of vortex learning to meet each other on the head of a pin. So the
spiritually correct question is not the ancient question ‘how many Angels meet on the head
of a pin’- but rather how is it that phase conjugation is the solution which allows an infinite
number of (wave) ANGLES meet there!
What optics has proven- is that this conjugating (charge) wave geometry- illustrates for
physics the first real evidence of SELF ORGANIZATION and NEGENTROPY.
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Now imagine what it takes for the brain waves inside your head- to get aligned this way in
order to produce the implosive focus- we know is the hallmark of deep spiritual perception
and psychokinesis. We shall see in brainwave measures exactly how this is quantified –
using golden ratio as well.
It would be appropriate here- to ask ourselves if we understand what the physics literature
means- when phase conjugate optics produces ‘self organization’? In optics- this means that
the local wave phenomenon- seem to ‘self organize’ themselves into PHASE DISCIPLINE
such that any wave which is ‘out of phase’ or ‘does not fit the nest’ is either cancelled- or reorganized in to phase. Later we attempt to make the case – that this is in effect a description
of why rainbows exist. The point here- is we must visualize and understand for ourselves in
an empowered way- WHY or in what symmetry – would waves cause the seemingly ‘magic’
self-organizing phenomenon (so essential to understanding life itself).
In optics it is described as - the arrival of 2 opposing lasers- in a special media – called nonlinear – ‘phase conjugate mirror’. Here again as I have so often suggested the metaphor of 2
pine cones learning how to kiss noses- is I think instructive. The pine cones are merely a
metaphor for what apparently are opposing vortex that learn how to stand on the head of a
‘pin head’ of convergence. The concepts of the opposing focused laser beams talking to each
other thru a focused pin head- is re-inforced by the famous absolute precision required to
get laser beams to converge and phase conjugate. Angstrom level accuracy is required- on
the (expensive) super stable light table (which does not move an angstrom even when a
truck drives by).
If we were to image what is happening when these cones of optical focus converge- (image
above) we would have to conclude that the inner circuits of the pine cone – have PHASE
velocities which were coherent but certainly faster than the speed of light. This is also
consistent with the qualities of ‘everywhere at once’ kind of charge distribution which is so
famously associated with phase conjugate dielectrics. In order to account for the way phase
conjugate wave systems communicate – it is absolutely essential to consider faster than
light wave-phase velocities.
We have long been working on a detailed model for how golden ratio – vortex phase
conjugation produces faster than light speeds.
Notice in the image- of how waves by converging in golden ratio phase conjugation produce
the only possible symmetry which allows waves to both add and multiply. Recursive
constructive both adding and multiplying are the signature definition of golden ratio. It is
the only proportion or ratio which allows wave lengths to both add and multiply. Recursive
addition is multiplication- and this is essential to the notion that golden ratio IS the
optimization of ideal of recursive constructive wave interference AND THEREFORE THE
IDEAL ESSENCE OF FRACTALITY IN WAVE MECHANICS.
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Golden Spiral top down (pent) view of: Hydrogen, DNA, every living protein, Earth Grid,
Solar Systems main orbital (golden ratio ) orbital dynamic, and the principle symmetry
arrangement of MASS in the known universe.

In the geometry literature this is why golden ratio is described as the only progression
which is both arithmetic and geometric. What this means in wave mechanics- since when
waves meet and interfere their heterodynes both add and multiply- is that golden ratio is
specifically therefore- the ultimate solution to constructive wave interference. This is the
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point we developed and proved with wave equations at
www.fractalfield.com/mathematicsoffusion
If we are right then that golden ratio is the solution to constructive interference- then it is
therefore the solution to constructive compression ( which is a core definition of fractality).
AND if the golden ratio IS the the solution to infinite non-destructive compression- it is
therefore quintessentially- the solution to the mythic question from Einstein’s deathbed.
The story goes- that he emphasized that if he had discovered the solution to infinite nondestructive compression – he would have found the cause of gravity.

Let’s re-examine our image above- and see if we understand for ourselves WHY this perfect
cone vortex of golden ratio phase conjugation- solves –infinite compression- and the origin
of gravity.
Remember our new proofs that this vortex cone is precisely the construction of the radii of
hydrogen.
As the wave proceeds inward on the cone- in order to create only constructive wave
interference, the sine waves must converge the golden ratio proportions. The point here is
that at each cross point of the waves- the wave nodes- the wave interference phenomenon
both adds and multiplies. Note that the golden ratio progression is the only geometry which
supports BOTH adding and multiplying to achieve constructive wave interference.
You can see visually how the golden proportion invites this recursive constructive wave
interference- to proceed- theoretically to some ‘infinite’ limit.
Actually our equations for the wave lengths and frequencies of all self organizing
phenomenon- especially life force- in the form of photosynthesis dimensions- etc- strongly
suggest that this ‘infinite’ limit is definitely the planck time and length dimension. This
makes sense as physics rather agrees the planck wave dimensions in time and space- are
the common musical key signature of all of matter (literally the dimensions of the ‘sacred’).
What is especially important to point out here- is that golden ratio constructive wave
interference- in this geometry- is not just constructively adding and multiplying wave
LENGTH. But in fact – perhaps more importantly – is that a significant component of the
charge wave inertia ( in golden ratio hydrogen for example) – is also constructively adding
and multiplying their wave VELOCITIES! This is called phase velocity. SO a portion of the
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wave that was undergoing constructive COMPRESSION by golden ratio- is now ALSO
undergoing ACCELERATION. In this way – golden ratio – allows a portion of the
constructive COMPRESSION of charge- to turn into the constructive ACCELERATION of that
charge.
Altho – some would quibble- I still believe that (per Einstein et al) – in fact- the acceleration
of charge- is in fact indistinguishable from gravity. In other words this is the origin of
acceleration of charge which we call gravity.

In summary golden ratio conjugate wave geometry is therefore the only form of
charge compression- which by its (perfect golden ratio heterodyne) geometry TURNS
compression (of charge) IN to the ACCERELATION of charge. This way of initiating
charge acceleration- by phase conjugation- I hypothesize is the only reason the
gravity exists.

Proofs which I have predicted – which will underscore my new theory of gravity include:
-My new equations proving hydrogen radii exist in exact phase conjugate golden
proportion to their planck dimension centerpoint.
-When masses are arranged in golden ratio dodeca stellation- they will produce more
gravity- than when not. We know this is the geometry of hydrogen, we also know this is the
known geometry of the arrangement of mass in our universe. As I discuss below – I suggest
the need to imagine this dubious notion called ‘dark matter’ should be eliminated when the
additional gravity caused by having mass properly arranged in pent – dodec golden ratio
symmetry is accounted for.
‘Dark Matter’ was a dubious idea invented by confused physicists who did not know the
cause of gravity-when they saw the extra gravity in our (dodeca mass centered) universe.
In general I agree with Cotterell and others who have noted- that academic physicists seem to
be a rather arrogant bunch for a group who does not seem to have a clue why an object falls
to the ground.
-Also – my theory of gravity- will be confirmed when physics measures velocities faster
than the speed of light. My theory requires that a significant or even dominant proportion
of those measured faster than light speed velocities should be whole number golden ratio
exponents times C (the speed of light). There is some evidence Professor Raymond Chao
has measured 4.23 times C faster than light velocities. If this is true that would be Golden
Ratio ^ 3 (cubed) times light speed.
- Also – my new theory of gravity will be proven when my equation here shows the best
frequencies to phase conjugate pump into a piezo electric crystal cube- to MAKE gravity
(KOWSKY FROST experiments- 800 times the weight of the crystal was produced in thrust.
Pretty much the smoking gun: as Bill found out- the US government systematically removed
all references to Kowsky Frost- from every university library! A good place to start on the
litany of Kafkaesque Nazi like interferences with new energy technology by the US
government: www.rense.com/general72/oinvent.htm It is so shocking that today in the
US - you can invite a homeland security Nazi like jack boot door breakdown raid- just by
putting 2 wires from your car battery into a bucket of water to try hydrolysis! A note to
interfering governments here: this book is stored and printed in multiple continents- you
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CANNOT stop its distribution- the usual tax and banking blackmail you use will not work
here.

The good news is that among Americans even under a repressive cancerous military
government that swallows the majority of inventors and usurps their patents- they
continue to seek the zero point energy- because they correctly intuit that their own inner
bliss- access- has exactly the same self-empowering physics principle: negentropic fractal
implosion.

SO- NEGENTROPY is basically the perfect golden ratio vortex cone – of light- or charge – orsound- broad spectral converges in symmetrically opposite directions (in optics- as ‘4 wave
mixing’) – first essentially a cube- and then the necessarily golden ratio pent dodeca- which
wraps around the cube (see HEX VIEW OF DODEC- vortex pairs of pine cones kissing nosespic).
In this way- at the nose or pin point of the converging conjugate vortex- all waves- are
centripetally- implosively- sucked either into phase – or removed. This we suggest- is the
essence of ALL self organizing systems- and all living biologic negentropy. In this text- we
intend to explore further what we believe is the ONLY ideal frequency signature- for this
conic negentropy- and apply that to:
-origin of perception
-origin of photosynthesis
-origin of color
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-origin of gravity

I am suggesting this caduceus cone

(pic of caduceus making cone)
IS the only perfect phase conjugate pump for all living negentropy..

Why else would that SPECIFIC frequency signature predict the frequencies of
-Earth “Gaia” making self organizing Schumann harmonics
- EEG Brainwave signature of peak perception and bliss
- Biologic regenerative fields like Priore and Rauscher used.
==

Let us return now to our discussion- on the wave mechanics of phase conjugationspecifically in optics. Since optics is where conjugate self-organization was first
documented.
Phase conjugate optics is often touted as a cure to everything from optical aberation in
microscopy- to self organization in cancer medicine. I remember well my original teacher
about phase conjugate optics: Bob Zawada- at that time doing the optical physics of cancer
remission at Roswell Park Memorial Hospital- Buffalo, NY. He later died there – of cancer.
Bob- documented- after discussion with me- that when optical and other frequencies were
being inserted in the body to switch on and off- cancer medicines at particular body sitesthat the frequency signature which would do least damage to the body- and create least
heat on entry- was a golden ratio harmonic cascade. This bears certain echoes to later when
Kanzius- would use golden nano-particles (conjugate field generators)- with what turned
out to be golden ratio multiples of planck time- in the RF (radio frequency range)- for his
famous cancer therapy. http://www.kanziuscancerresearch.org/
Notably- the same RF frequency field- perfectly conjugate to planck and hydrogen – is the
centerpiece- of his famous RF antenna – which made water burn (films on youtube). The
key is the conjugating frequency series MUST be in antenna geometry to produce
LONGITUDINAL (compressional) wave electromagnetics. This is how you reach in to the
nucleus (something Tom Bearden knew well: fusion physicists – take a lesson!)
This fractality in the golden ratio conjugate nature of hydrogen is centrally implosive- is key
to efficient hydrolysis –AND cold fusion processes like the (Rossi/ Defkalion) nickelhydrogen fusion work (more later on this).
So there is principle here- for phase conjugate wave phenomena in general which becomes
the essence of undertanding – life force and negentropy and perception. Here- with what
we now know is golden ratio idealized- PHASE CONJUGATION indeed- for the first time
physics- had a taste of apparent negentropy and self-organizing systems. This meant that
we were beginning to get a glimpse to the very nature of life force itself.
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Unfortuneately- for science- all the real beauty and principle behind self- organization and
negentropy which phase conjugate optics hinted at- were mostly 'forbidden questions'.
Let me give you some examples of forbidden questions:

.. What is life force and why did it self organize?

or..

You are in a physics class and you ask: "Why do objects fall to the ground". The question is
forbidden because it would make your physics teacher look stupid. (Like asking a biology
teacher how do molecules create instinct?) - BUT it is still nevertheless true- that because
your physics teacher- has no clue to why an object falls to the ground- DOES prove that
your physics teacher is stupid. Stupid- because- without an answer to the most basic
questions of life and the universe- we remain disempowered (and stupid).

Lately physics has begun to admit that the gravity is negentropic. So maybe somebody will
need to be brave enough to start asking forbidden questions.. like..

HOW and WHY is phase conjugate optics negentropic?

WHY are the wave mechanics of life itself- negentropic, centripetal, and self organizing??

These issues swept under the rug- so to speak in modern physics - are symptomatized in
the way the core issues revealed by conjugation- are essentially forbidden conversation. We
could begin by looking at how the mystery of conjugation emerged in physics. When they
got the opposing lasers so precisely 'kissing noses' in opposing directions- in order to make
the magic 'phase conjugate mirror' it was necessary to have the lasers meet in a special
'non-linear' or phase conjugate dielectric material. The nature of what made the material in
the phase conjugate mirror actually work- to conjugate the laser beams- is still mostly a
mystery. Physics knows certain materials phase conjugate light. And by extension some of
the phase conjugate materials (like barium titanate) can phase conjugate in other wave
lengths.

So - very slowly physics is beginning to consider what might cause phase conjugation
outside of optics. I claim- with Elizabeth Rauscher's support- to have invented phase
conjugate magnetics. It turns out that the frequencies Elizabeth Rauscher used to create
magnetics that reduce pain- turn out to exactly fit the equation and wave shape of THE
SINGULAR PHASE CONJUGATE PUMP WAVE- which is the essential premise of this book:
the ORIGIN OF ALL BIOLOGIC NEGENTROPY.

The magnetic frequencies used in the famous PRIORE device: (
goldenmean.info/phaseconjugate ) which the French government documented healed
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thousands of cancer cases- turn out to exactly fit my equation - for this pump wave as well.
We are building this system now- from our new understanding.

So the forbidden question has become- why does a phase conjugate mirror work? HOW
does it do time reversal? Remember we are going to define all possible time reversal as
specifically a negentropic return to GREATER order. This will be then consistent with our
view of HOW implosive phase conjugation self-organizing. As we explain, in physics you can
time reverse rusted metal back to un-rusted, but you CANNOT do the reverse. This will help
us later as we look at how age reversal works in our PRIORE phase conjugate rejuvenation
field.

I say (in the non-linear material of the phase conjugate mirror itself) the molecular
geometry must be phase conjugate or 'fractal' to the atomic geometry (by the ratios we
discuss in this book).

We will discuss below- why phase conjugate and fractal fields are essentially the same: they
both exhibit non-destructive (centripetal) compression. Mathematics has long known the
primary definition of fractality is compressibility. Sadly physics and electrical engineering
has been slow to realize that applying this to field theory precisely points to phase
conjugate fields- as being the embodiment of fractality! ( Why my 'domain' is called
fractalfield.com - feel free to send your emails to me- I am a shareable wave - addressed
to the ultimate divine field: danwinter (at) fractalfield.com )
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3. Why is Golden Ratio the wave geometry of perfected PHASE CONJUGATION?..
and therefore fractality, centripetal forces, and negentropy?

Originally I did a large number of graphics showing that by software emulation you could
prove that golden ratio created the best conditions for CONSTRUCTIVE wave interference.

It seemed like such a fundamental idea to me at the time- that Golden Ratio was the
geometry of most constructive wave interference. And yet- nowhere could I find this
concept expressed in the literature. And yet- if you knew that golden ratio was the most
friendly way for waves to meet- you could then nicely explain the physics behind why
golden ratio is considered the embodiment of beauty. This then leads directly to the
profound insights which follow in this book: the solution to Einstein's primary dilemnahow does infinite non-destructive compression work. I often said- that if someone had told
Einstein what a fractal was- he surely would have conceived of a fractal (infinitely
compressible field- his holy grail) - and solved the problem of gravity (in the way we
suggest here). Gravity and it's negentropy is caused by golden ratio phase conjugation because golden ratio (as I proved in hydrogen's radii) - allows the electrical wave
heterodyne- to constructively add and multiply the phase velocities- turning compression
of charge - in to the acceleration of charge (which is the definition of gravity).

This insight that golden ratio causes gravity- allows us to eliminate the unproven (and it
seems to me stupid) idea of dark matter. Since it is well proven that the masses of the
universe are arranged primarily in a dodecahedron- we now know this is because the
dodeca is how centers create golden ratio . This golden ratio - among centers of mass (in
the universe) makes the extra gravity which physicists cannot account for. It was only this
extra gravity- which caused them to cook up the unruly idea of dark matter. Now by
conjugate symmetries among great masses – like the known dodeca geometry of the
unverses masses, we can newly account for the extra gravity lying about.

My insight in this regard will be proven when physicists arrange major centers of mass into
dodecahedron symmetry - (stellated in Phi multiples of planck length). By arranging
masses into dodeca golden ratio symmetry- these masses WILL MAKE MORE GRAVITY!
(and I will be proven right- and dark matter will be proven wrong and un-necessary).
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First we showed this golden ratio proof of constructive interference- by software emulation
( pic above) but then- perhaps more importantly- with our partners -coauthors Bill
Donavan and Martin Jones - published first at www.fractalfield.com/mathematicsoffusion and then in General Science Journal, Feb 2013. What we did there- was to use generalized
wave equations showing that in wave interference simply along a line- that maximum
constructive ( or maximum non-destructive) interference was in fact golden ratio wave
lengths. We show this is the geometry of both Hydrogen- by my own proof- and also the
geometry of DNA. Then we showed in principle that in 3D in fact this exact stellated dodeca
- that each node of infinite dodeca- icosa- dodeca 3D fractal embedded stellation- WAS in
face a simple extension of these same golden ratio spaced lines all radiating from center.
Another way of seeing this- is also my discovery that - in an infinite nest of dodeca - icosadodeca

SO now we have a precise 3D model of what my new equation for the perfect phase
conjugate pump wave frequencies look like- and do! This became what I call our now
famous Star Mother Kit ( our kit - model for hydrogen and DNA- www.goldenmean.info/kit
This golden ratio optimized embedding points precisely to our famous dodec/ icosa infinite
fractal stellation: ‘star mother’:

www.goldenmean.info/kit
A precise model of our new equations for hydrogen radii- with implications for DNA and
phase conjugate symmetries in general.
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Also called “Greater and Lesser Maze in Theosophy- used to model numerous profound
physical and spiritual shapes- from City of Revelation, Merkabbah, New Jerusalem and
much more.

Image- called TIME STAR (below)
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As you can see from the TIME STAR picture- the infinite dodeca nest produces a series of
vectors from center - each a series of nodes at golden ratio distance from center (perfect
implosive collapse for waves). The proof of this I worked out- is that- in this same infinite
dodeca / icosa stellation nest- the x,y,z value (simple rectilinear coordinate system)- for
EVERY vertex - each value is simply a whole number power of golden ratio!- infinitely.

What this proves is that the distance to center- for every infinite wave node is always a
whole number (phase conjugating) multiple of golden ratio. At first this seems just a
beautiful coincidence- but later I wrote the equation to prove THIS IS HOW THE RADII OF
HYDROGEN NEST!
Quoting from the Mathematics of Fusion article : Note how the x,y,z values of each of the vertices of all the nodes in
the Infinite Dodeca-/Icosa- golden ratio Stellation, we call The ”star mother" goldenmean.info/kit , are simple
exponents (whole number multiples) of Golden Mean .618 , 1.0, 1.618, 2.618 . This is further mathematical evidence
that since we see this EACH POINT IS ALWAYS A MULTIPLE OF GOLDEN RATIO, ALSO IN DISTANCE TO
CENTER POINT! (meaning - perfect compression by golden ratio is present on ALL SYMMETRY LINES TO
CENTER- 'Mathematics of fusion/ superconductivity / implosive collapse')
This has been recently proven in the structure of hydrogen, and is how this model effectively (quoting mathematician
El Naschie) “how the GOLDEN QUANTUM FIELD THEORY is EVIDENCE THAT FRACTALITY IS THE
CAUSE OF GRAVITY”.
So, we reprint the list here as Dan Winter published in his first book “ONE CRYSTAL’S DANCE” over 30 years
ago. The Golden Coordinates of the Star Mother:
This set assumes the cube edge = 2 units. So, the tetra- edges would be square root of 2 times 2, the dodeca- edge =
.618 times 2, the icosa- edge = 1.618 times 2, and the NEXT outer dodeca stellation edge 2.618 times 2.
• Vertices of the octahedron: (6) – (0,1,0), (1,0,0), (0,-1,0), (-1,0,0), (0,0,1), (0,0,-1)
• Vertices of the cube (8) – (1,1,1), (1,-1,1), (-1,-1,1), (-1,1,1), (1,1,-1), (1,-1,-1), (-1,-1,•

•

1), (-1,1,-1)
Vertices of the dodecahedron (20) – The dodeca vertex are composed exactly of the
above 8 vertex of the cube- PLUS-these additional 12: (-.618, 1.618, 0), (.618, 1.618,
0), (1.618, 0, .618), (1.618, 0, -.618), (-.618, -1.618, 0), (.618, -1.618, 0), (-1.618, 0,
.618), (-1.618, 0, -.618), (0, .618, 1.618), (0, -.618, 1.618), (0, .618, -1.618), (0, -.618, 1.618)
Vertices of the icosahedron (12) – (2.618, 0, 1.618), (2.618, 0, -1.618), (-2.618, 0,
1.618), (-2.618, 0, -1.618), (-1.618, 2.618, 0), (1.618, 2.618, 0), (-1.618, -2.618, 0),
(1.618, -2.618, 0), (0, 1.618, 2.618), (0, -1.618, 2.618), (0, 1.618, -2.618), (0, -1.618, 2.618)

Quoting further from “One Crystal’s Dance” by Dan Winter - (in his 20’s): “Note how simple it is to
continue infinitely.. - simply extend every icosahedron edge length straight out by ratio Golden Mean, to
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make another Dodeca, then extend that dodeca edge straight out again by Golden Ratio longer to make
another icosa etc. Alternating (interdigitating) infinitely. Each succeeding dodeca or icosa can be plotted
digitally by simply multiplying by Golden Mean squared (2.618) to the vertex coordinates of the previous!
Use vision to understand the physical (phi cycle) significance of this. The distance from every node to
every axis of symmetry, AND to the core (center point) is ALWAYS a power of the GOLDEN MEAN.
See 12 golden mean, spiral cones, in this required pyramid like angular relation, making our STAR
MOTHER, and indirectly the dodecahedron of DNA. See concentric spheres as wave bubbles. The wave
length must divide evenly into the RADIUS AS A POWER OF THE GOLDEN MEAN. This fulfills the
requirement that waves colliding toward center of gravity (mass), in order to conserve momentum (order,
memory, mind) must not interfere with each other. The harmonics make ONLY constructive interference
as they nest in this way.”
Thirty years later this seems precisely predictive of El Naschie’s GOLDEN QUANTUM FIELD
THEORY- MATHEMATICS- agreeing that this FRACTALITY IS THE CAUSE OF GRAVITY. (see
golden ratio proven in the structure of hydrogen at http://goldenmean.info/poleshift - bottom- see this nest
become the atomic table: http://goldenmean.info/creation)

==

It cannot be a coincidence that exact multiples of golden ratio (phase conjugation) times
Planck length predict hydrogen radii!
My new equation for the structure of hydrogen:
www.goldenmean.info/goldenproof

Planck Length (1.616252 x 10^-35 meter) x Golden Ratio (1.618033989) ^ 116 power =
.282537 Angstrom -The First Radii of Hydrogen (below)
Planck Length (1.616252 x 10^-35 meter) x Golden Ratio (1.618033989) ^ 117 power =
.457154 Angstrom -The Second Radii of Hydrogen
Planck Length (1.616252 x 10^-35 meter) x Golden Ratio (1.618033989) ^ 118 power =
.739691 Angstrom -The Third Radii of Hydrogen

Compare the calculation from Winter above - with Hydrogen experimental base below(Heyrovska) .28 Angstrom, .46 Angstrom, .74 Angstrom. (1 Angstrom = 10 ^-10 meter)
(Equations above from WINTER) - This next section BELOW is exerpt from Dr. Rajalakshmi
Heyrovska (Raji Heyrovska, Ph. D.)Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, Czech
Republic.
http://www.jh-inst.cas.cz/~rheyrovs/
R.Heyrovska- who has published extensively about Golden Ratio in hydrogen structure- a
work my new equation above complements and extends very nicely, writes: "...the energy
of atomic hydrogen is actually equivalent to the energy of the simplest atomic
condenser with the Golden mean capacity"
So it is rather undeniable that golden ratio is probably the single most important quantum
mechanic wave principle- in the structure of hydrogen. Now this puts in a position to begin
to understand- why and how- golden ratio IS the only possible way to assemble hydrogen –
and to make it hold together. Whatever holds hydrogen together- which is to say- makes it
centripetal- is in our view- a very good indicator of the CAUSE OF GRAVITY in general.
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So now let’s look at why and how golden ratio phase conjugation in the structure of
hydrogen – causes its structure to be centripetal- and thus causes the charge acceleration
toward center called ‘gravity’.
CAUSE OF GRAVITY: We argue that Phase Conjugate Fractality Causes Gravity by
Conjugating Phase Velocities – Heterodynes of wave SPEED- as they implodes toward
center. This fits the data showing golden ratio rules hydrogen structure, d,f subshells,
orbital dynamics, and universe (dodeca) centers of mass. The argument that
fractality is the cause of gravity is not new- the description here of HOW golden ratio
phase conjugate fractality causes gravity IS new.
In the wave equations we published- originally at
www.fractalfield.com/mathematicsoffusion - first we produced a general wave proof that
golden ratio optimizes constructive wave interference on a line. But then we showed that in
3D - that same exact simple line of golden ratio node intervals- of proven constructive
interference- IS the geometry of stellated dodeca symmetries in general. By simply
radiating this same line in the symmetry axis of dodec/icos- you produce the infinite
stellation.

==
This is why for the x,y,and z coordinates of an infinite nest of dodec icos fractal stellationALL the coordinate values are simple power of golden ratio!- what this implies for the
nature of hydrogen- and for the nature of d,f –dodec icos subshells- is precisely the golden
ratio phase conjugate structure of all matter- and by implication all centripetal forces!
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And this exact dodeca symmetry then identifies:
-hydrogen radii (by my equation - golden ratio multiples of planck length
-DNA
-Earth grid
-arrangement of masses in the univers
(and much more - as in the original mythic 'city of revelation' / Jerusalem- stories- see John
Michell)
-So- we begin to get a clue to why these universal golden ratio dodeca symmetries are so
prevalent. THAT symmetry is what made those structures:
- permissive of non-destructive charge collapse
- implosion
- centripetal
- negentropic / self organizing.
--

What is critical is that we understand the deep significance of golden ratio phase
conjugation- particularly with respect to the ‘infinite non-destructive compression’ Einstein
declared was the solution to understanding gravity. When we proved that golden ratio was
the best way for waves to interfere without destruction- this also proved this was the best
wave mechanic to allow compression. Non-destructive compression of charge- is virtually a
definition of gravity (as Einstein intuited).
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Again it is essential to repeat – the REASON golden ratio phase conjugation turns charge
compression- into constructive interference- into – charge acceleration toward center
(gravity). Since only golden ratio allows recursive wave interference to fit the (conjugating)
nest- (adding AND multiplying- arithmetic and geometric progression)- THEREFORE only
golden ratio allows recursive interference to be constructive interference. Recursive
interference of waves, optimized- is for one thing virtually a DEFINITION of fractality. (see
image- golden ratio in Mandelbrot)
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Further- the most essential point- in the golden spiral recursive charge interference- IS
– that not only do the wave lengths and frequencies add and multiply recursively
constructively- BUT also the wave PHASE VELOCITIES add and multiply
constructively. The result is that a portion of the charge interference experiences
ACCELERATION of charge – (toward center)- produced because the geometry of
compression was perfected (golden ratio phase conjugate). THAT acceleration of
charge toward center caused of golden ratio phase conjugation is – we strongly
hypothesis the single cause of gravity.
-Fractality, golden ratio- and the ‘cause’ of gravity: in the physics literature:
http://jond4u.jonathandickau.com/cosmgrav.htm : "... Physicist Andrei Linde, and
others, have found fractals helpful in modeling the behavior of the early universe.
Their work suggests that the fractal nature of space may actually be the cause of
gravity. More recently; the work of Alain Connes has shown that noncommutative
spaces evolve fractality naturally. The Mandelbrot Set is the most complex fractal
object which can be represented in two dimensions. In my opinion, the Mandelbrot set
and its derivative forms (including the Fractal Butterfly) have a lot to convey, which
aids our understanding the nature of space, and will help solve the riddle of gravity.
Recent observations of the large-scale distribution of matter in space show it to
have a fractal pattern. "
Now-> Extending the dialog: IS FRACTALITY THE ELECTRIC CAUSE OF GRAVITY? originally from (do check out the first part of the dialogs)
goldenmean.info/caughtinthematrix , and in dialog with Prof. El Naschie at
goldenmean.info/fractalscience
This was triggered in part by El Naschie's earlier paper: Dimensional symmetry
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breaking, information and fractal gravity in Cantorian space "... a link between
general relativity and Cantorian spacetime is proposed which amounts to the
claim that fractalization is the origin of gravity." This was earlier predicted by this
author, Dan Winter.
In his newest paper, - Lie and Coxeter Groups / High Energy Particle Physics -(here:
elnaschiejan08.pdf ) - Professor El Naschie, mentioned for Nobel nomination along with
related Garrett Lisi's new E8 theory of everything, states:
"..the success of E-infinity theory lies in using a golden mean based number system [9].
However this is only part of the story. The second part lies in the well known fact that
the most important of the Platonic solids are golden mean proportioned. Consequently
their Coxeter polytopes generalization involves the golden mean in a nontrivial
manner. Finally it is the generalization of the Coxeter groups which link us with the
exceptional Lie symmetry groups and consequently high energy physics. The
synthesis so produced culminated in the recent development of what may be
termed quantum golden field theory."

All unified field theories / theories of gravity are basically symmetry solutions. God’s
work involves mirrors.
An illustrative example is the famous Garrett Lisi ‘surfer dude’ recent unified field
theories. He showed ONE single symmetry group called E8 could account for all
fundamental (and subatomic) particles:
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This E8 symmetry group was largely based on the golden ratio embedding as described by
El Nashie- golden quantum physics. Mohammed El Naschie (www.msel-naschie.com ) work
is very focused on golden ratio – as fractal quantum mechanics. Admittedly he has
generated much controversy. His essential message: “Quantum Golden Mean
Entanglement Test as the Signature of the Fractality of Micro Spacetime “. This emphasizes
a concept which is dear to this book- namely that in wave mechanics- golden ratio optimizes
EMBEDDING and therefore perfect ENTANGLEMENT- very much a buzzword in today’s
physics. El Naschie has bravely paved the way for a ‘golden’ quantum mathematics of perfect
fractal entanglement – as an intro to what we say here- namely that this golden ratio wave
mechanics is also the essence of how NEGENTROPY- and GRAVITY is caused.
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Other insights follow from my original work on this solution to fractal constructive wave
compression, showing how the golden ratio ‘grail fabric’ wave function- is the key to so
many of the problems and deep mysteries of science and philosophy.
Infinite compression in data storage- the holy grail of the digital age- is the problem phase
conjugate magnetics and dielectrics solve. This biologic way of phase conjugating for data
storage (called DNA)- invites us to conjugate circuit design for self organizing computer
systems. We will be demonstrating more of the capacity of phase conjugating to make bioactive (growth accelerating and healing) fields. TheImploder.com (growth accelerating
piezo magnetic water vortex) , Pyraphi.com (growth accelerating capacitance) - are only
the beginning. Our Priore tech healing project will take this to the next level (
goldenmean.info/phaseconjugate )
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Introduction- to the serious and fractal wave science behind the grail mysery. As you
look at the mathematics and the spellbinding visual geometry of the actual fractal physics of
what IS the grail mystery- we suggest consider:
-this is the actual wave mechanics of infinite and centripetal constructive compression
-the actual wave mechanics of perfected charge collapse / fusion / true alchemy
-the actual wave mechanics of the electrical cause of gravity and life force and perception
We present the evidence and visuals that this golden ratio dodeca nest - is very much the
unifying geometry both metaphor and physics of the GRAIL mythology (and access to bliss
process) - original animations and science of the grail article: goldenmean.info/grail

10 Golden Spirals
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-The grail in its’ most profound expression refers to the fractal field (of ‘bliss’) generated within
biology in general and DNA in particular. When the fractal self-similar charge implosion begins
inside our tissue- the field effect it creates- like bliss itself- has critical mass- and is
contagious. We have also discussed how Ray Moody et al have shown this to be true of the field
effect created by death experience. Because the grail is implosive- rather amazingly like the very
principle of what a black hole itself is- eventually everything will be drawn in and organized by
this self radiating self organizing principle. This is not just poetry for the romantic at heart. While
it is that – it is also a compelling new physics.
When biology reaches a certain threshold of charge density, as in kundalini and bliss for
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example- all those around are immediately affected by the conjugate capacitive and mitogenic
radiance. These are very much measureable- as in the ATP based microwave measure of
metabolic location- Bob Dratch pioneered. Sainthood as a contagious phenomenon and religion
wars are a direct result of the biologic power of human bliss. Governments have good reason to
fear that their people will find a source of bliss. This is because the actual electrical mitogenic
radiance created by mutual bliss IS the final and climax form of biologic government. This is
why politics is NAMED for the body polis- which means- you swarm (propagate) as a bliss body
precisely IF you have that radiance. In other words- there is no higher function for human
government than the ability to create (the grail of) collective bliss experience. Access to bliss
experience is the only way to NOT be a parasite for charge. Self empowerment is ultimately
defined by whether bliss gives you your own direct access to the charge of zero point energy
(formerly called: ‘the quality of grace’). This is the essence of the training of the many
(Jasmuheen et al) who have learned to thrive without food. Charge extracted from the air / the
ether IS your food- as it is the source of the voltage measureable in pine cones.
The age when priests were required to connect your phone call to bliss- ended when you could
understand the science. At that moment- religions themselves became the parasite.
Access to bliss experience is the climax waay to get and sustain an immune system. The
electrical communication established inside by human bliss- is also the climax and final form of
education- it is the highest expression of what ‘internet’ means and could become. My ability to
do what I do- is a direct result of the internet radio established to cellular communication- after
many years of kundalini / bliss experience.
The principle new information (more at link) in using the fractal field of golden ratio to model
the grail stories- unpacks both psycho mythic and physics insights in the grail stories. For
example- the 'siege perilous' refers to the possibility of being burnt or destroyed just before you
join the grail. Yet - as anyone who has had intense bliss or kundalini experiences can tell youthat intense charge moment of bliss- (it often feels like lightning up your tailbone- penetrating to
your crown) - is a place which can only be inhabited by pure intention: literally a SHAREABLE
wave. The often used metaphor of relaxation in the face of intense light- actually describes the
physics that only the perfect electrical conductivity which accompanies perfect relaxation- saves
you from being toasted in the lightning. And as any biofeedback professional – like myself- can
tell you- perfect relaxation is only possible when all your memories have been sorted so as to be
shareable (no secrets allowed- for the waves or for you). No secrets allowed is the bumper sticker
over the doorway to divine charge (fractal branching- scion- perfect embedding). This ‘domain’is
called ‘Secret Places of the Lion’ (great book)- because the lion is doing you a service by
smelling for fear- before you try to enter. If you have fear- that electrical resistance to spin
(heat/disorder)- will kill you. Phase conjugate negentropy / perfect embedding / perfect
compassion- is the perfectly conductive opposite of that.
How to visualize molecular superconductivity: (what needs to happen inside you to support
charge density / bliss). Superconductivity is usefully described as a molecular jitterbug – when
the cube-octa collapses to icos/dodec- THEN the- phi knit fractal to zero – geometric path to
centerpoint - has zero resistance..from all symmetry axes throughout! What allows the
superconductive- is simply the zero resistance collapse path through center- which golden ratio
phase conjugation allows. This is true of the dodec/icos phase of the jitterbug- whereas the
opposite is true of the cubeocta phase
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Octave/ or powers of 2 interference in octave/tetra/octa/cube wave symmetries creates maximum
destructive wave interference- which is perfect for preventing charge migration/charge collapse /
charge distribution. (Peak going downwards at far right of pic below- showing maximum total
destructive wave interference- when the wave harmonics are in octave – powers of 2 ratio ).
Note in contrast- when waves interfere in golden mean ratio 1.618 – there the peak of overall
power – shows maximum CONSTRUCTIVE wave interference when harmonics are in golden
mean ratio.

Imagine the scientists discovering that a mono-chain thread of gold or even DNA- becomes a
room temperature superconductor if it is zapped with amperage flow just at the moment it
crystallizes. Then think of what is happening to your glandular conductivity each time you get
closer to bliss. It is like a long quartz crystal which is repeatedly melting just inside one ring that
is passing along its length. Each time it melts and re-crystallizes in just the ring of heat passing
through- all impurities are swept out.
The charge density which is at the core of bliss and kundalini experiences is precisely the charge
spin density which conjugate fields (and biologic negentropy) generate. This reveals so much. I
am remembering a particular cork monestary at Sintra, Portugal. It was famous because so many
monks going there went insane. Entering that bioactive field of cork - very capacitive- produced
a profound impression on me. Being very sensitive to kundalini triggers- I immediately
recognized what was causing the bio-active field. The cork material itself was a high dielectricand therefore potentially conjugating material. Essentially this means your self generated
biological capacitance could begin to implode- because it was not dissipated by your
environment. This is rather like the difference between feeling all your energy and charge
dissipate when you enter a steel or aluminum box (god forbid- a building made from them).
Compare this to the feeling of entering a stone circle, stone crypt, or sacred space. Here the
charge density builds- into what is measureable as sacred space: a centripetal, electrically
bioactive field.
Bioactive Field Generation: The Core Physics of Biologic Architecture:
Classically- bioactive electric fields are usually described as “SACRED space”. It is sad and
childish that so many resist that science is the best way to describe and understand the sacred.
They think that science will collapse the romance and the richness- of the story of the sacred. In
fact – the opposite is the case: only science ( a language of rigor and precision) can properly
introduce us to the depth of beauty in the meaning of the sacred.
We are learning that once we can describe how to MAKE an electric field BIOACTIVE- or
fractal or conjugate- we directly learn what it is to MAKE sacred space! Phase conjugate
negentropic charge- both dielectric and/ or magnetic and optical – is implosive and self
organizing.
(below image from Dr Ron Eglash: “Fractality in African Architecture)
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A really beautiful core concept from this principle is that the recursive/ fractal/ or conjugate spin
density which results from this kind of compression of charge in living systems (whether it's
stone circles or tree circles- or glandular emotional coherence) IS exactly what we mean by
sacred space. This study of the sacred is at once a profound instruction in the nature of what is a
bioactive field.
Imagine how much our species will benefit when we understand the science behind bliss
experience / kundalini - even near death vision experience. We mentioned how Ray Moody
proved with medical professionals how death tunnel visions are a CONTAGIOUS shared
phenomenon. All this IS very much like learning to survive while inhabiting the center of a
lightning bolt. (Think- "Powder" the movie). This spin density / charge compression is inherent
to the very essence of human bliss / peak experience - precisely meaning that the direction of
your thinking and feeling at that moment must maintain the centering / centripetal force. In
psychological terms- this means- pure intention requires that only shareable waves survive.
We measure phase coherence in the EKG - to measure pure intention for this reason (
fractalfield.com/coherence). In this work I pioneered- with my HeartTuner invention- increased
heart coherence - (2nd order power spectra called cepstrum) dynamically reveals when your heart
perceives truth. The heart of the human electrical system is in the business of discovering
survivability for waves (of charge). The climax form of coherence (which is conjugate) is a reach
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toward immortality (perfect charge distribution) for waves.. and people. My discovery of heart
coherence- the math- and my invention- HeartTuner- became rather quickly famous because the
internal heart coherence peak would soar instantly when you thought about love or pure
intention- or anything about which you were truly passionate. Heart coherence is practically
useful as measurement- as a lie detector! It is a functional way to measure biologic truth- as in
replacing the kinesiology muscle test. The logic is simple- your heart is the final arbiter of which
electrical waves survive- and at their center- is the burning fountain of ALL biologic waves. In
other words- biology maintains a central core database- which quickly is able to reference which
waves (of memory) will serve the collective / the collective survival / the very nature of pure
principle. That is why the climax state of coherence – namely fractal and conjugate- for the biofield- is precisely VERY much like lightning – the CPU speed is immense. Phase conherence
there – means- ability to embed with discipline in every wave that HAS become biologically
immortal. Quite literally this is the electrical engineers intro to the communion of saints, the
collective unconscious.
In practical terms- this means at these key moments (death / bliss etc) you need be focused on
those parts of your experience which increased collective vital force - served life. Whereas if you
are focused on those parts of your experience which were not shareable (anger / separateness
etc)- those parts of your biologic spin cannot enter into (conjugate) distribution. Conjugate
distribution of charge in this sense is quite literally the test for whether your memories can
survive death. ( more at goldenmean.info/immortality ). All of this provides very nice electrical
engineering instruction for how to build the place where electrically successful (charge radiant)
death is possible (think altar at Machu Pichu). To understand where electrically successful death
is virtually IMPOSSIBLE- consider the electrosmog - charge scrambled hell which is most
modern hospitals ( lucid dreamers look elsewhere for their base).
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The reason DNA, your EKG and biology in general has learned to create charge distribution
efficiency (conjugate fractality- the climax of coherence) - for billions of years is simple.
Electrical wave survival (the so called perfectly SHAREABLE WAVE- is the real Christ
principle ) is ultimately identical with the survival of all biologic memory.
We like to tell the story of the sociable molecule- who was so attracted to the ‘club’ called LIFE.
Joining that club- the molecule had to qualify by re-arranging its’ charge to be more fractal or
conjugate. By getting fractal the qualify molecule joing the LIFE club- allows its spin or charge
to embed in larger rotations of spin- with discipline. Entering this ‘fractal field’ club leaves a
lasting imprint on all the molecules who joined the club. Higher dielectric constant is part of the
fractal field- because it means charge distribution efficiency which is the fingerprint of life.
In molecular terms this means that every molecule which was once part of a living system (
limestone for example)- is going to be more conjugate and breathe charge better- like a fractal
(meaning high dielectric constant). And thus - it will be much better to use for architecture. (As
opposed to poisons to biologic charge like steel / aluminum and to some extent synthetics in
general ). This teaching for how living charge gets distributed efficiently is the very basis of the
curriculum for biologic architecture ( goldenmean.info/architecture ) and living fractal clothing (
fractalclothing.net ). The bottom line in every case- whether it is clothing, or your house, or your
land- if the electrical environnment is more conjugate or fractal - the charge map looks like a
rose - then your life force can breathe and unpack. In engineering terms this is close to what is
called the dielectric constant of the material. Simply this refers to how efficiently the capacitance
- 'rings like a bell'. A practical example- this is the way your aura breathes a sigh of relief when
you remove your polyester clothing (bad dielectric) and put on hemp. This is the material whose
dielectric efficiency made it the actual transducer probe Phil Callahan used to measure life force in trees and about anything – (see www.goldenmean.info/biophoton ).
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Conjugate and therefore implosive dielectric charge-becomes self-sorting into phase for waves.
Phase sorting at center (by conjugate selection) is how charge radiance becomes distribution
efficient- and therefore life enhancing. Life force is ABOUT charge distribution efficiency- all of
which is synonymous with exactly what fractal symmetry produces.
This is reminiscent of Albert Szent Gyorgyi writing in his Nobel prize winning work- "Electronic
Biology and Cancer"- that the 'triplet state electron' was a cancer preventer. Triplet state electron
refers to electrons whose valence can be distributed simultaneously across large numbers of
molecules. It is like the discipline between very large extended families that gives the children
(like electrons) a wider orbit of safe rotation within those families. This greater distribution of
spin / charge (children) makes the larger coherence of those (molecular-) healthy families
possible. Charge distribution efficiency is what conjugation and fractality and spiritual wisdom..
are about.
‘Celestine Prophecy’ taught that "All Human Interaction is About Charge". It is easy to see that
you must choose what to eat and who to kiss- based on how much charge is there. A biology and
hygiene based on charge access – is a direct outgrowth of sister many tabernacle in Catholic
school telling you to walk with ‘grace’. It is similar to knowing each of your day’s decisions
should be based on what will grow your aura (your KA- immortal boat into the underworld). The
important new information is to recognize the self-organizing internal intelligence of the (phase
conjugate) ‘grace’ field itself. The self-aware living plasma jumps around onto whose body it
knows immortality for waves is possible. Pure intention is an electrical charge magnet to the bioplasma of all in the area. This is why the charge of a whole mountain will jump onto you (the
‘rainmaker’) - if it feels you know the feeling of the land- because the immortality of the charge
in that land- depends on knowing what direction creates an immortal future (the knowledge for
how to make the most waves ‘shareable’).
This is THE meaning of pulling the ‘sword’ (long wave) from the s-tone (short wave). Arthur and
the land were one precisely because the grail DNA becomes a perfect fractal embed (perfect
compassionate empath)- of the land.
All sustainability as we emphasized- is only defined by perfected charge distribution. This is the
only (fractal) science curriculum needed to teach peacemaking- (
www.goldenmean.info/peaceuniversity ) because it is the only wave mechanic which is
centripetal and negentropic (therefore the only arbiter of what is peace- for waves and people and
nations).
As we have often taught- the original concept in the bible - "I will raise a SHEM unto the LORD"
- was translated I will raise an ALTAR. But later this word SHEM - became - translated as
ALTAR in Church. Even though we also use this word root to mean alCHEMy, CHEMistry, and
SCHEMan (shaman) and even SCHEMe or SCHEMatic. Zacharia Sitchen- after much studyfamously translated the word SHEM- to mean HIGHWARD FIRE STONE (as we noted earlier).
Now today- in modern electrical engineering terms- we know that if you make a capacitive field
phase conjugate dielectrically- in such a way as to make it's field bioactive - that is PRECISELY
what is meant by the SHEM stone! (literally a ‘highward’ fire). This is just the most brief
introduction to the concepts- which emerge from Religion- into beautiful physics- once we
understand some (implosive and centripetal) electrical wave mechanics.
Other illustrative examples: we now strongly believe that Nostradamus coated the dark
ARC shaped bottom of his water scrying bowl with a phase conjugate material. Time
projection in conjugate materials was known to Nostradamus. The scrying sphere
(“Shewstone”) of John Dee was certainly dielectrically if not optically a conjugator.
The spark gap of angelic gold wings (‘mercy seat’) of the ARK (below)- was to
conjugate plasma.
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Lets discuss the ARK OF THE COVENANT (with more science on the ARK below). We now
know all the elaborate spiritual hygiene that was required around the ark of the covenant is
precisely what is needed around a powerful SELF CHARGING (conjugate dielectric ) capacitor.
This centripetal capacitance (acacia wood in golden ratio - coated with dielectrically perfect gold)
- made a self containing field- which could safely contain radioactive materials for this reason
(take a lesson Fukushima). It's centripetal charge field- could reduce radioactive half life- the
same way Uri Geller's measurements showed focused human attention can. This SHEM like
principle is key to understanding so called 'sacred space' and as we shall see - electrically
fabricating bioactive fields. Our implosive technologies for bioactive field generation are
examples: Pyraphi.com is capactive, whereas our TheImploder.com used implosive conjugate
magnetics plus a piezo implosive nozzle. The book "Seeds of Knowledge" showed how
replicably Stonehenge like structures dramatically increased seed growth. This book is about
proving the principle behind bioactive fields: conjugation, implosion of charge, field effect
negentropy.
Negentropy - Conjugation and the Origins of Life:

The methane gas in the primal soup – we know is an optical conjugator. This means we
understand better the electrical conditions for the origin of life.
The real point of famous Andrew CROSSE - Abiogenesis of Acari – being rapid electrical
formation of life ( www.rexresearch.com/crosse/crosse.htm ).
The methane and the
hydrogen in the primal soup- were high frequency conjugators for the charge from the lightening.

Was the spark in the primal soup – one polarity only- and is that the real reason the helical
direction (enantiomorphism) of all biologic proteins- goes one way only. (Alice in the
looking glass found out the milk there did not nourish- because when you swallow a helix in
a mirror – it goes the wrong way!)
All over the galaxy you would find proteins one way- because the polarity between
ionosphere and ground is one polarity only. We strongly hypothesize ‘negative’ electrical
polarity- is more net centripetal than its’ opposite. This is consistent with the so called –
fractal nature of the electron- being emblematic of electronegativity in general. It’s fractal
implosive nature being it’s electronegativity- AND therefore why negative ions for example
are so beneficial to life.
--Here we add a bit of a historical inset- to exemplify the above concepts- about bioactive field
(SHEM) generation- being turning points in the survival of culture and religion:
This Narrated Intro is to accompany the 20 new films at goldenmean.info/malta
How: The "Vairocana Effect: Hermetic Historical GRAIL Trail
-Where LIFE FORCE CONCENTRATION by Fractality
(Dolmens and Stone Temples:Bioactive Field Making skills)
- Created the Turning Points in the Evolution of Culture"
.. or the Real History of Science Behind the GRAIL- REINVENTED..
'Garden of E-din' ("Place of Annunaki")- as the (Conjugate/Fractal) Field Effect Domain
Boundary within which Aging is Eliminated.
IF you leave it.. you are ejected from Para-dise (Par/Through-DIS-structive interference of living
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plasma field):
Compare to L.Gardner defining HEAVEN / 'Plaines of Sharon' as the conjugate/ inPHIknit
dielectric field created by Gold Powder/Manna/Ormes/the'spice'/'Holy Communion' (more on
ORMES below here- and at www.goldenmean.info/goldpowder )

from Dan Winter- in part - a commentary on Vincent Bridges presentations in Malta..
Note this summary begins with insights from Anton Parks - see goldenmean.info/angelscience ,
and zeitlin.net - Ages of Uras. Then picks up with many insights from Vincent Bridges- who
connects the Vairocana (Virachoca in Spanish= Hermetic?) skill- Hermes revolution - to the cave
/ dolmen building sacred space cultures as they moved from Egypt to Malta to South France.
Important to note here- that altho the synthesis in my view - fits together well- Vincent does not
accept the writings in general of Anton Parks, although Anton Parks has written what I think are
incredible insights into the origin of Thoth / Tehuti / Ningishidda- today:HERMES!...the hero of
our story. TWT was Aramaic for TEHUTI-later pronounced DWD – meaning LINE OF DAVID.
Thoth-moesis- name for Egypt’s royal line- transliterated means ‘sons of thoth’ – not a myth – as
Vincent suggests- but rather a real historic being.
A reminder here also- that learning the science lessons history proposes- does not always require
accepting any version of the history story itself. The point is- if you don't learn the science lesson
(in this case- how DNA gets a soul) – then you are condemned to repeat the history. . (Soul-less
alsospecif ic allyinthese nseofhavinglost t heelect ricalsk illtot akem
em
orythrudeath). Our
Draco ancestors thought cloning was just fine (soul-less replication without orgasm), and lived
to mechanically propped up increased lifespans but withre allysouless existe nce. If all this
doesn’t remind you of the present- then you are likely one of the condemned ones.
Short historical summary: When the Annunaki- Draconian remnant culture arrived here preSumeria (Sommaire="Dragon")- Enki's father An (launching from Pleades- a 'reptilian'
stronghold) - was fleeing the Annuna Orion wars- in part because he had cheated on the Draco
law which allowed only cloning as the reproductive method. (Remember later as we consider the
sex wars and sex guilt origins- that Enki’s father was fleeing from a dominant matriarchy- hence
origin of fear of women). Enki's mother was herself a genetic rebel and teacher of radical
cloning techniques. Enki's other name: Nudimud meant 'the cloner' - later to be named the
biblical SAMUEL- and probable root of the lineage- Padma SAMbava..-who also melted the
rock-with his plasma aura density- in the cave in the east.
The NEPHALIM problem of the ‘fallen ones’: The quintessential problem of the arriving
Sumerian Annunaki- (Draco .. Annuna)- was biologic decay. That loss of ability to sustainbiologic vitality - is variously expressed- as being 'fallen' - meaning loss of charge attraction
in blood and DNA - loss of bliss - loss of immortality.. loss of ‘soul’ (also in their case- loss of
long term memory). In terms of how that was reported - in the Sumerian, in Sitchens
(controversial) analysis- and now in Anton Parks- what we see consistently described - is their
problem with (what they considered) premature aging. SO this was a premiere problem to assign
to their head science team. Enki - with his science leader Tehuti- (as Laurence Gardner concluded
he later called TWT- which as we said- in the bible is called DWD: the LINE OF DAVID- in
Egypt his name Thoth- becomes the NAME OF THE LINE OF KINGS..). Today we refer to him
as Hermes- and to what he discovered about making the fusion electric field which would
produce life and reduce -aging- we call the HERMETIC REVOLUTION. Hermes symbol: the
CADUCCEUS is pretty much an accurate physics graph of how you render approaching
dielectric field lines- toward CONJUGATION (phase conjugation) and fusion. This is an accurate
symmetry physics to describe how to make the (conjugating) electric field- which causes life.
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I originally wrote about :Golden Ratio 'fractal' phase conjugate origin of all centripetal
forces>Gravity, Life Force, Consciousness, Perception, Color, at:
www.goldenmean.info/selforganization
The Caduceus- historical inset: To add historical tapestry to the concept Caduceus- (phase
conjugate at root- symbol of Hemes / Medicine / DNA)- Has anyone ever considered the real
AUrigen root of the word CADUCEUS: Anton Parks has a fascinating story: that while Enki /
Sam / Nudimud 'the cloner' was still evidently as much as a genetic klutz as the guy who built
DOLLY THE SHEEP. The same guy ran Rosslyn Chapel- shades of Templar ghosts. Almost gives
EDIN-BOURG- place of the borg’snewmeaning. W
hatasad and painfulw
ay t
o die- for
DOLLY. Unless we act, the sheeple will follow.
Parks tells that the teachers - best ancestors of his mothers line- who actually HAD some long
term intent - snuck in some real psychokinetic DNA into Enki's genetic cookery - literally WHEN
HE WASN'T LOOKING (hint: Ptah-Taal- 12the dimension DNA- means recursive folded braid
discipline- shades of 'boson 7' 'micro-chloridians in the blood' luke...) > Those teachers of the
GOOD Draco / Annunaki - real ancestors of fallen Nephalim - (Seraphic / Ophanic?) - were
called KADISTU - meaning 'Life Designers'. Anton Parks- suggests this is the AUrigen of our
word K/CADUCEUS.
Advanced physicists {including Nassim Haramein} today DO agree that PHASE
CONJUGATION (golden ratio) - the Caduceus - IS the black hole AND the gravity maker.
This underlines the mystery of centripetal force in general! - {like made by DNA}
In biblical terms- the arrangement of particular stone dolmen to function as capacitors- to
fabricate that immortalizing field effect- was called- raising a SHEM unto the Lord. Later - that
word SHEM (Sitchen calls it "highward fire stone"- meaning in effect FRACTAL OR
CONJUGATE CAPACITOR) - was translated to mean THE ALTAR IN CHURCH, and
originated our word SHEM-AN (A Shaman is one who knows how to make the field..). The way
plasma fields make this SCHEM of SCHEME or symmetry- to create centripetal fusion- is the
origin of our term alKHEMy and KHEMistry - as it is the key to FUSION (implosive
compression) and ONENESS in general. The key element in Fusion researcher is palladium
because it is profoundly dodecahedral / golden ratio generating /- phase conjugate.
You can see a modern example- of a life giving electric field generator (analogous to the field
effect at Stonehenge which causes seed germination) at fractalfield.com/pyraphi .
In order now to introduce - the next segment in our thumbnail view - of the Hermetic history- it
is necessary to understand a little bit about what happens to the plasma field around the human
body... If you get really good at attracting charge (bliss) then the plasma field (your aura) gets
dense. (Read more at goldenmean.info/kundalini ). Dense enough to melt stone.
The next heroes in our story are -Padma SAMbave- and John (Traphimius) son of Magdalenboth direct descendants of Thoth / Hermes- (Sam / Jon / Ion / Tion - meaning - to branch fractally
as in Scion.). This is the real history of grail- meaning access to charge fractality / implosion in
biologic plasma (beautiful graphic history : goldenmean.info/grail ).
This is where we pick up the story with Vincent Bridges- historical study (remember- Vincent
himself – rest his soul- did not agree with the 'ET' Anton Parks - part of the story above- but his
scholarship about more recent history is quite academically powerful.)
For this next part of the story -after reading this summary / intro - the reader is urged to view- the
4 films (out of 20) at goldenmean.info/malta which are Vincent Bridges- himself narrating.
Vincent suggests that the lineage- probably of the Thoth / line of David- may well be related to
the Doliocephallic (cone-head) skulls. They are often linked to the cone- head image of
Akhanaton and Tut. (Twt.- aton- / ATUN- meaning Enki's line). These skulls lead us on a trail...
Egypt, Malta, South France.. and later Peru. (My ET opinion of this- not Vincent's view - agrees
with Daniel Stewart:"God King Akhunaton"'s view- that the ATUN / Akhanaton - lineage was
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somehow linked to Sirius.- the 'cone heads'- probably part of Enki’s mother’s psychokinetic
genesis)
This is the part where the history meets the science. Vincent suggests that ancient cultures- like
the Egyptians had learned how to assemble stones to create a life giving initiation field- which
gave survival a leap forward. When (piezoelectric / paramagnetic) stones were arranged with the
right (fractal) electric knowledge- what was produced was an electric field (phase conjugate
dielectric)- which could:
- save agriculture during starving times by accelerating germination / growth / metabolism (see
our bioactive field generator measurements: Pyraphi.com )
- initiate priests- accelerate mentation - focus thought- ( see how golden ratio phase conjugate
EEG for peak perception - goldenmean.info/clinicalintro
- reduce aging / increase food storage- reduce decay
- provide an electrically fractal / charge distribution space where memory could be brought
efficiently through BIRTH AND DEATH. (note how Korotkov measures the fractality in air which indigenous people regularly make phone calls to their ancestors).
- now later today - in modern physics we now know this centripetal field (see Pyraphi) can be
used for things like
+bone and tissue regeneration
+switching stem cell growth
+isolating from ELF pollution / EMF pulses- Conjugate fields around transformers would safely
collapse dangerous Solar EMF pulses –as in Carrington events.
NASA concluded that countries whose unprotected toasted transformers from the Carrington
event- Solar Max/ ‘RAPTURE’ event- would not be repairable in time.. WOULD NEVER
RECOVER! (www.goldenmean.info/carringtonevent )
Consider the biblical notion that during the ‘rapture’ guns and negative materials would melt.
Consi derthenatureof intensechargedensefields
– like solar EMF pulse - the materials least
likely to be melted due to heat- would be phase conjugate dielectrics- literally ‘fractal fields’.
This is the relationship between being non-destructively compressible- and becoming part of the
– plasma density- which IS the ‘mind of God’. Non destructive compression is again the essential
ticket to all sustainability.
+non-destructively containing radioactive materials: This is the same principle behind focused
human attention: A Centripetal phase conjugate dielectric is as self directing as a donut
turning inside out -{see navigating death-Kluver as DNA fold sequence}. This is how ball
lightening so famously responds to telepathy. The field effect implosion at the heart of human
attention- causes charge to compress – as Bill Tiller measured from focused attention, and causes
radioactivity to decrease = as Uri Geller et al - measured.
Radioactive containment by centripetal field- was one of the primary electrical functions of
the Ark of the Covenant-History's poster-child of Phase Conjugate Dielectrics (aside from
its' field generation for gold powder / manna/ 'holy communion' manufacture- the
Essene/Moses/Akunatun major cash cow.. ref: Sacred Ark by Gardner). It is important to point
out- that not only was the ARK a power source by capacitive implosion, and centripetal
enough to contain radioactive material- it was ALSO a powerful negative ion field generatorto create a fertility environment (as is well reported in the Bible – it created a living field).
Making ‘fractal air’ measurably creates ‘sacred space’. The ability to radiate the centripetal
charge field- is the essence of bioactive field engineering. Consider that a centripetal field
effect- is precisely what would counteract- the centrifugal bleeding of charge- which IS
radioactivity. The famous spark gap (“Mercy Seat”)- between the 2 gold angel wings on the
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top- would have been a conjugate capacitive radiator (compare to the Lakhovsky device).
Important also to understand that the location of the ARK- would dramatically affect it’s power
output (like the famous capacitive implosive ‘Joe Cell’). Thus it made sense- when our
amazing Sintra Templar group friends- showed us photos of the cave exactly on the Michael
line- in the Azores- where they say the Ark is now located- for charging purposes.

Why did the Annunaki Nephalim-Drac – Uru- need a container for their nukes? : Not only did
the Annunaki nuke the Sinai -fused glass remains today- they also nuked their way thru the Van
Allen Belt- which was to them otherwise un-navigable-see Anton Parks
Nuclear energy access was to them the key to military superiority. BUT the fact was that failure
to understand how it unraveled the very fabric of space-time- would mean the end of them. IF
you do not see ‘ground hog day’ in this issue- you too are condemned to repeat the sins of
history. Just like your electrical engineers today- they did not understand the principle behind
how their conjugate dielectric ARK was centripetal enough to contain radioactives.
-.. Back now to our story – about how the (‘Hermetic’) skill to make centripetal bioactive fieldsbecomes the central theme of the history of culture:
So the short version of this story - is that the skill to build these kind of dolmen - moved from
Amenti / Amarna in Egypt- where Akhunaton in ATUN's line- probably became the Moses who
founded the Essene's science.. to the famous HYPOGEUM at Malta.. (pictures at
goldenmean.info/malta )- and then on the South France- The skill to use these kinds of domains to permit the birth of avatars/ masters- is behind the birth of John the son of Mary Magdalen - in
the limestone cave depicted in ‘Virgin in the Rocks’- which we visited (thanks to Vincent). That
John became - the Avatar of the Cathars and the TRAPHIMIUS- whose knee print melting the
stone in the coffin lid- there - became the HOLY PLATTEN- of Parsifal's grail story.
For hundreds of years after that- the main cottage industry of Arles there-was the magnet site
where every Christian in Europe – wanted to be buried. Here was where plasma immortality
(fractal branching John, Scion, Ion..) was known to have pushed through death. Probably the
people of that town today could still be earning a living (not to mention access to a doorway to
immortality) from the fractal field- of the cemetery – except the idiots of the town -clueless to
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the definition of sacred space- criss crossed that cemetery with the most heinous metal railroad
lines. Rather reminds me of the idiots at the Parthenon in Athens who cleverly destroyed the
sacred charge there by ringing the space with wire ropes. Almost as bad as the metal cap they put
on Rosslyn Chapel.
The science though.. is immortal. The GRAIL IS the self organizing biological nature of charge
plasma when it becomes FRACTAL - CENTRIPETAL- and PHASE CONJUGATE by
Golden RATIO.
.. So -the real hermetic revolution is implementing the knowledge of building the fractal field. ( If
you want the longer - more romantic version of the story.. see the films at link)
-Bioactive field - science applied – at our www.pyraphi.com

see more at goldenmean.info/gravityislove - where this box is exerpted from - also our major ET
history index: goldenmean.info/therestofthestory
Important note: from a commercial perspective the history story is a highly forgettable optional reading- nightmare- which is best and possible to wake up from ONLY when you
learn the SCIENCE LESSON!
“As B. Mandelbrot announced fractality mathematics to the world
- the rich irony of his name- embeds a clue:
Mandelbrot - transliterated: ALL MONDE BREAD.. All world braid..
The Almond shape is the heart shape created when 2 golden spirals converge (conjugate).
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Why is Life Force- defined by a centripetal, implosive, negentropic field?
The concept of life force -from an electrical perspective - being fundamentally the ability to
become centripetal is not hard to understand. Think about it in terms of a seed. A seed is called
alive or dead- based on it's ability to send out a 'tractor beam' to align it's first nutrient. That
charge relationship to enable that first bond to a nutrient- is clearly electrical. Obviously it's not
about pushing away the nutrient- it is about centripetally sucking it in.
Another way to consider this: Consider the famous GDV ( our friend Dr Korotkov www.biowell.eu) measures of aura which are now hospital proven to be functionally diagnostic. They map
the charge radiance (based on Kirlian) from each finger tip. They know clearly from centuries of
acupuncture literature-which part of which finger tip is wired to which gland system. So the
computer can extrapolate a rather meaningful charge radiance / capacitive (or AURA) map of the
whole body. The point being that the ability to radiate that charge which predicts and indicates
vitality- is precisely dependant on what it is about the body which is CENTRIPETAL ENOUGH
ELECTRICALLY TO HOLD THE AURA TOGETHER. Many times we have discussed how the
amount of coherence in your aura- is poetically referred to as your KA- in the Egyptian sense of
BOAT INTO THE UNDERWORLD. This seems quite related to the term KA in KAtholic and
KAthar- as being quite literally one who has enough aura coherence (your 'boat') to lucid dream
and therefore take memory thru death.
This is profoundly related to the inherently centripetal ( and 'fractal') nature of electro-negativity
in general. Negative ion wind therapy- has been shown to be healing for such a wide range of
health problems. EXAMPLE NEGATIVE ION WIND THERAPY from JOYCE in Scotland:
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Even stubborn infections have been successfully treated with powerful negative ion windpenetrating the body. In several cases- spinal infections- untreatable with other means- have
been treated effectively. Notice- the body facing the powerful negative ion wind- to destroy viral
and bacterial infection- is carefully grounded. Also notice- that extensive experience with this
technology – ha
s show
nt hat it cannot w
ork
- it the room has a lot of metal or synthetic material
in it. The technology works- when the room contains natural (phase conjugate, high dielectric)
materials. Especially the bed sheets- must be natural materials. Note that the materials which
allow a room to accept negative ion wind therapy successfully (high dielectric) – are the same
which are required for biologic architecture in general ( www.goldenmean.info/architecture ).
Thecentr ipet alnatureofelectronegati vityintheformof thenegati ve i on w
i nd
- functions in the
overall context – which requires that implosive negentropy needs a basically charge breathing
(high dielectric) environment. The principle is that sweeping centripetal fields will bleed charge
if there are synthetics and metals (steel or aluminum) – which do not have high (more ‘fractal
field’ dielectric).
This is a critical principle- that the material around your body and your house- all have a
particular electrical requirement in order to support that unpacking / flowering of your charged
aura. This applies particularly to your clothing, your bed and bed clothing- and for a ‘spiritual’
highly charged home- also to your house. The need is commonly described as having all living
material around you- in biologic architecture. In engineering terms- what does it mean to say
that your clothingandyourhouseall needtobem
adeofm
ateri als thatwer eonceali ve ?( T
he
CORE concept of biologic architecture curriculum: www.goldenmean.info/architecture)
Examples for your clothing- organic cotton or hemp. Examples for your house: wood, limestone,
na
t uralmaterial fabrics. InSteiner t raditi on
- children are never allowed to touch plastic, steel
or synthetics. They only touch living materials. This is great wisdom because it allows the childs
aura- and therefore their awareness/ consciousness – and immune system to unfold electrically.
The electrical essence of this principle- is the requirement for HIGH DIELECTRIC
CONSTANT materials. What this means is simple, elegant and beautiful. It means that the
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capacitive charge must be able the BREATHE EFFICIENTY through the material- around
your body. High dielectric constant- means the voltage or pressure with which you hit the bell
like capacitance- causes the best and most efficient ‘echo’ (resonance) in the material. (‘The
Sufi is the one who knows HOW to MAKE an echo’). It is most profound to understand that
the very nature of conscious inhabiting of a body or a space- IS PRECISELY THIS ABILITY
TO (CENTRIPETALLY) EMBED YOUR CAPACTIVE CHARGE EFFICIENTLY! This is
how homes are ‘inhabited’ with awareness (Metal/steel roof can inhibit lucid dreaming and..
lucid dying). This is how tornados are steered by shamen. This perfect EMBEDDING of
charge- is how Earth is inhabited by ‘Gaia’, and how kundalini grows up to inhabit stars !
(like Venus- where ‘Osiris/Enki’ returns- whose orbit is PRECISELY phase conjugate and
therefore inhabitable – self aware).
We designed some favorite 'bumper stickers' about this like : 'Get Fractal (Centripetal) or Get
Dead'. Scientists often refer to the geometry of the electro negative electron - as being a
miniature 'black hole'. The heart of the black hole metaphor (as also Nassim Haramein with
Elizabeth Rauscher -showed) - is a 'global scaling' based upon (implosive) golden ratio.
Remember we can transliterate the word KHEM as in Chemistry and Alchemy- quite literally as
meaning ‘access to the BLACK HOLE’. Accessing a black hole non-destructively is also
precisely what the secret of life and death- is about.
==
4. Why is specifically golden ratio the climax form - or defining wave mechanic for both
phase conjugation and fractality?
It was a bit of a dream come true for me- when our team was able to publish the generalized
wave equations ( also at - www.fractalfield.com/mathematicsoffusion ) proving golden ratio was
the best solution to constructive wave interference in general. Essentially- the way waves
interfere repeatedly which is to say recursively- is exactly the geomeric issue which is required
for a repeated heterodyne pattern of wave interference- to become constructive instead of
destructive.
I explained that first we produced the wave equations to show the proof: golden ratio is THE
solution to constructive interference. We started the proof by simply showing golden ratio was
the most constructive interference- for waves in a single line. Then we were able to show- that
exact same line projected into 3D (dodec/icosa) axes - producing dodeca structures like hydrogen, DNA etc. It is quite profound to consider carefully- IF golden ratio is THE general
solution to constructive wave interference- it IS therefore the solution to constructive
compression! This has amazing implications.
( See again the graphic above – showing cascades of octave powers of 2 harmonics create
maximum DESTRUCTIVE interference- vs. golden ratio harmonic cascades produce maximum
CONSTRUCTIVE interference. )
Istvan Hargittai’s beautiful book "FIVEFOLD SYMMETRY" - invites us to ask the question why is basically every living protein essentially PENTAGONAL? The obvious answer is that this
produces the electrical golden ratio necessary to make the living proteins’ biofield centripetal and
therefore alive. Golden ratio is the definer of beauty for a beautiful (and negentropic) electrical
reason!
Now when we say- that the phases of a wave front 'conjugate' what we mean specifically is that
the constructive recursive addition of their wave front - is all enabled to lock into phase at one
point (get the point?). Now golden ratio is specifically the only solution to the problem of a
getting a numeric progression which both adds and multiplies. Thus with the infinite sequence :
.618... , 1.0 , 1.618..., 2.618... - you can add any 2 in the sequence to get the next number- OR
you can mulitply any number in the sequence by 1.618... and produce the next number. THAT
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ability to be at once an arithmetic (additive) AND geometric (multiplicative) progression- is not
only unique to golden ratio BUT.. It also has a dramatic and much overlooked meaning for wave
mechanics and electrical physics. This is because- so many problems and mysteries of physics or
philosophy- can actually ultimately generally be boiled down to the problem of infinite or nondestructive compression.
We have seen profound golden ratio wave mechanics in the radii of hydrogen, DNA,
photosynthesis, planetary orbits, and universe distribution of mass… and most of living biology.
Golden ratio for it’s role in the very nature of gravity and it’s relationship to charge- deserves it’s
name from hydrodynamics class: ‘optimized translation of vorticity’. Which simply means- the
golden mean spiral is the best way to move inertia from a line (energy) to a circle (which for
charge inertia IS mass). Serious physics should then not be surprised to find golden ratio phase
conjugate THE way to convert mass to energy and the reverse. In its wave mechanic form called
PHASE CONJUGATION we find not only is mass energy conversion optimized by golden ratio,
but so also in electrical energy to gravity conversion (witness: pump wave in Kowsky Frost
gravity making crystal).
In biology class – on philotaxis for example- the definitions of golden ratio in perfect lead
unfolding- include: ‘the principle of maximum exposure and minimum superposition’. Your
biology teacher explained that after billions of years- plants has discovered golden ratio as the
optimum way for leaves to SHARE the light. What your biology teacher SHOULD have said at
that point – was that for this reason golden ratio is ALSO the ultimate way to DO compression in
general. We are going to make the case here – that fractality’s MOST important physics
description is precisely perfect compression. And there we suggest that golden ratio is at the very
heart of the self-similarity made perfect compression – that is the essence of what it is to be
fractal.
From this perspective I suggested years ago to Nassim Haramein- that in fact- tetra cube
symmetries should not be called fractal because these shapes (for waves of charge) are in fact the
OPPOSITE of compressible. Our same computer simulations that proved golden ratio was
maximum CONSTRUCTIVE interference – also showed that powers of 2 ( octaves and square
root of 2) - which are the only wave ratios in tetra/cube/octa symmetry- THESE are precisely
perfect DESTRUCTIVE wave interference. This has profound meaning for those who use only
music made in octave notation.
Why is golden ratio – as solution to maximum constructive wave interference therefore ALSO
the solution to constructive wave compression? What waves do of course is carry (charge)
inertia. The difference between naïve idealists lost in numerology versus useful physics- is
specifically when those number patterns usefully predict what these waves of charge are going to
do.
The order or coherence of that wave inertia- is the survival of momentum- and in a literal sense
information. SO when waves converge by golden ratio - by adding and multiplying (recursive
heterodyning) with only constructive interference- this way compression is specifically also nondestructive. The solution to compression is again- SO essential to almost every problem known to
man.. from data, to energy, to food, to people - family life - planet population, to alchemy, to
heat.. Ultimately- in pure principle- ALL these problems could very usefully be described in
essence as the search for non-destructive compression. This is quite literally the holy grail of
physics AND philosophy.
- as we have famously animated geometrically: (grail images above) goldenmean.info/grail

For example:
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Perfect pure implosive geometric root of the NATURE of coherent emotion:
What is perfect love. A. Perfect compression together / embedding - We see golden ratio
specifically in the geometric analysis of the touch wave that says love in the psychophysics of
music literature (Mandred Clynes - defined the wave shapes in the Sentics literature). My
analysis of the wave shapes clearly show the ratios (or heterodyne cascades) created by the
archetype emotions (Sentic wave shapes graphic below- where I added my new analysis of the
RATIO the pressure wave shapes of touch create). The point is that loving emotions- when
expressed in touch- by having a max pressure point in time- golden ratio to the event duration,
clearly and measurably initiate a golden ratio INFINITE harmonic cascade (perfect
compression). My discovery of this is an astounding confirmation of the nature of love and
compassion as perfect embedding. The implications are profound also for re-birthing for
example. The essence of successful birth (and death) is perfect biologic connection to the phase
conjugate nature of the infinite memory tube / cascade of the perfect birth canal as the perfect
squeeze. See the graphic further below in this book showing the golden ratio nature of the
uterus- implying how the perfect ‘BOND OF POWER’ works.

5. Why infinite or perfect non-destructive compression- is the best definition of fractality. We
have often suggested it was Einstein himself- who said that if the problem of infinite constructive
compression were understood- then gravity and the unified field would be solved. Of course I
am not enough of a historian to find the quote, but from what I understand this actually does
express his belief. Obviously, for compression to be infinite and non-destructive then – in order
for energy to be conserved- the charge which is experiencing compression- would need
somewhere to go out- at the center- without being destroyed. Think how golden ratio perfected
fractality solves this problem- even in the most basic of intuitive terms. Not only does golden
ratio solve the problem of hydrogen structure- but it solves the problem of compression which is
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the essence of why the universe had first to invent hydrogen in order to invent itself. ( as I newly
discovered- whole golden ratio exponents of planck length predict hydrogen radii- but hydrogen
had golden ratio written elsewhere- all over it’s structure even before my new discovery :
summary www.goldenmean.info/goldenproof).
The reason golden ratio allows the energy of compression to become something else without
being destroyed- and is therefore essentially the cause of gravity- is simple to express.
Remember- Andre Linde and others who have suggested that fractality is in effect- the cause of
gravity. They were pointing to fractality as the solution to compression- which IS the solution to
gravity.
Let’s carefully visualize our new understanding of the golden ratio-top down view of hydrogenin our to understand what makes the golden ratio compression- non-destructive (and therefore..
magical?):
STAR MOTHER / Kit- a 3D geometric model of conjugate compression – hydrogen radii- and
the core implosive symmetry of this book ( www.goldenmean.info/kit )
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As we have explained many times- the reason golden ratio is the only way gravity is made- is
because golden ratio is the only way recursive heterodyne interference of waves (of charge) can
be CONSTRUCTIVE. Specifically a portion of the waves phase velocity- is also adding and
multiplying constructively: this means a portion of it’s electrical inertia is experiencing
ACCELERATION – because of golden ratio.
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Look at the picture and consider: each time waves meet by golden ratio geometry in the ‘nest of
pentacles’ (which is hydrogen, DNA, most every living protein, Earth Grid, and dodecasymmetry of the universes mass)- both the wave length AND the wave’s phase velocity can only
in this (golden ratio) way ADD – and MUTIPLY constructively. When the phase velocities of the
wave fronts add and multiply constructively (recursive golden ratio heterodyning)- then a portion
of the wave’s charge inertia CONVERTS ITS ROTATIONAL INERTIA - IN TO CHARGE
ACCELERATION TOWARD CENTER.
THE central thesis / hypothesis of this book is : This converting of the compression (of
charge) – in to acceleration (of charge) toward center- we suggest is the only reason gravity,
centripetal force, and negentropy, (and life force, and phase conjugation and selforganization, and perception) exist.
By allowing charge to emerge through center- accelerated- presumeably- thru the speed of lightthe compression is thus non-destructive. This also clearly predicts – as psychics have long told
us- that powerful charge tunnel- wormholes project from the center of mass of planetary and
stellar bodies. AND that this ‘bloodstream’ of rivers of charge- exchanging superluminally
(longitudinal components) = between interstellar massive bodies functions as a kind of
interstellar blood-stream of self-organizing living plasma.
If we are right- and this is very testable- now you can for the first time- answer the question from
your child: why do objects fall to the ground. The answer is – golden ratio phase conjugation at
all center’s of mass- causes charge to accelerate toward the center of mass.
Here are some tests to prove this hypothesis:
–

moving heavy masses in to golden ratio dodeca symmetry (which we know is true of the
major masses of the universe) – will make more gravity than these masses would normally
have (which we suggest is currently why puzzled scientists came up with what we suggest is
a mistaken compensating notion of dark matter).

–

Also – as Professor Raymond Chiao and others measure velocities faster than the speed of
light- in most negentropic systems- these measurements should see an emphasis on velocities
which are whole golden ratio exponents of light speed – C. Even the Professor’s early
measurements of the faster than light quantum tunneling effect announcement: “the quantum
tunnelling time, which was found to be between 1.5 to 1.7 times the speed of light.” – is
suspiciously in the range of 1.618 golden ratio.

Our other point for this section- was to defend the notion- that non-destructive or infinite
compression – is the best definition of fractality. From our view- the universe is made of a single
compressible media (which we choose to call ‘charge’- or ether)- which behaves rather like a
contiguous compressible fluid. Therefore in this universe the only thing we have to talk about- is
waves of charge.
So the power of fractality – to be what mathematicians call infinite compression- is actuallyMOST important when it describes A FRACTAL ELECTRIC FIELD – WHICH CAN THEN
EXPERIENCE ‘INFINITE’ COMPRESSION. In other words- infinite compressible symmetry
for waves- is the most compelling definition of fractality- because all other expressions of
fractality (like mathematic beauty, etc)- are merely sub-sets- of this primary definition of what it
means to be fractal. If everything is waves, and fractality is perfect compression, then fractality
must be perfect WAVE compression.
This puts Einstein’s dilemna in stark relief. He articulated that infinite compression- WOULD be
the solution to the unified field, and yet no one told him what a fractal was! And even now with
fractality dominating the world of mathematics, no one seems to have asked the right question:
what is a fractal electric field. I say- that is precisely what golden ratio optimized wave
conjugation is! This includes conjugate dielectrics, conjugate optics, and – the field I invented:
conjugate magnetics. When our famous physicist friend Elizabeth Rauscher realized I had the
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equation (see my headline caduceus graphic for this book) to explain why the conjugating
compression frequencies she used for magnetics pain relief did work- she agreed this was
precisely phase conjugate magnetics. The exact same equation predicted the optimized
frequencies behind the harmonics PRIORE stumbled upon for regenerative fields! This is the
core of our Rejunvenation field technology.
This is why I have been so impatient for scientists failure to define a fractal wave field- even
while abstract mathematicians have been going nuts with more abstract descriptions of fractality.
For my way of thinking- there is nothing more profound than a fractal electric field- because this
IS the origin of negentropy, gravity, perception and life!
It cannot be a coincidence that phase conjugation (by golden ratio) – produces negentropy and
apparently life. SO- now that we see ALL the healing and self-organizing qualities of phase
conjugate optics, dielectrics and magnetics (more in this book)- we MUST see the central selforganizing principle!
6. To summarize then- why and how Phase Conjugation and Golden Ratio solve the problem
of wave compression. First – we showed golden ratio WAS the solution to constructive wave
interference – first in a single line- and then in 3D (dodeca stellation). Reference- our published:
www.fractalfield.com/mathematicsoffusion
This then supports the hypothesis that golden ratio is the climax solution to conjugation:
recursive constructive interference allows wave inertia to converge at a point. This becomes the
conjugate still point. Literally- enabling the best geometry which allows inertia to converge at a
point. (Have I made my point?).
In a way – it is intuitively obvious. To conjugate – means to allow recursive interference to
converge constructively. This requires wave interference to both add and multiply (interfere
recursively). So in effect- whether you are conversing about conjugal relations in a marriage,
in DNA, or among any wave system- you are pointing to a wave geometry requiring golden
ratio. If we are right about this- we must re-examine everything physics has learned about
phase conjugation and negentropy- in order to optimize how to emerge from chaos. This is
the heart of the equation – caduceus- on the cover of this book.
7. Why infinite and fractal compression is the solution to MANY of the problems ever posed
to science or spirituality! We are proposing not just the solution to the unified field.
How shall we exist in cities? How shall we perfect perfect communication? How shall we get
memory (living charge) through death? How shall we couple the zero-point energy? How shall
we enable isotope transitions- for real fusion energy AND the real physics of alchemy? How shall
we evolve the bio-feedback environments for the real physics of making human bliss- and
immortalizing people?
I hereby formally propose that golden ratio phase conjugation precisely to planck time and length
(our front cover equation) is specifically THE solution to ALL these problems.. and more!
We call this THE Grand CONJUGATE FRACTAL Unified Field.
Let’s take each point:- HOW Golden Ratio phase conjugation IS the rigorous specific solution to:
1. Unified Field. Electric fields (like in hydrogen ) MAKE gravity only if and when their
wave mechanics set up golden ratio phase conjugation. This hypothesis requires that not
only – as we have newly proven- golden ratio- is how hydrogen is built- but that the
electron p,d and f – suborbital’s- work to make gravity specifically because they are how
the cube (p orbit) embeds- in dodec / icos (d and f orbit)- all by golden ratio.
Professor Moon, and Occult chemistry platonic nucleus vs platonic electrons:
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The point being that ONLY golden ratio embeds a cube (in this case the known geometry
of ALL p electron sub-orbitals) – into a dodecahedron. We strongly suggest the correct
symmetry group of the 10, 14 (5,7 spin pair) d and f sub-orbitals are precisely dodeca –
icosa. The point being again that ONLY golden ratio stellates the dodeca into the icosa
AND vice versa! (see Star Mother kit picture- and equations: www.goldenmean.info/kit )
I emphasize this platonic visualization of the chemistry of atoms for a very important
reason. It is not that chemistry classes are wrong to teach electron geometrics mostly as a
mathematic model. BUT our young people must learn to accurately VISUALIZE
internally how chemistry is working as wave nesting – precisely in order to get
psychokinetic power over waves from their inner vision!
‘Only love (embedding) bends the light: Therefore only love creates!”
‘Two kinds of matter: matter and .. doesn’t matter:
If the light did not bend (charge did not rotate).. then- it .. doesn’t matter!”
Note for example- the Pi electron suborbital being so essentially cubic- implies the max
destructive interference which octaves create. This points to a chemistry of Pi orbital outer
electron atoms- (cubic) as more charge isolating – and less charge distributing (less
conjugating). Versus the d and f completed –dodec/ icosa- outer orbital atoms of the
Platinum group metals (gold/ palladium), and the noble gases- explain why they have the
more ‘magical’ implosive nobility and conjugate / alchemic qualities. (Our Priore
rejuvenation field- uses the fast conjugator qualities of the noble gas plasma. And of course
you know of the alchemic qualities of gold and the platinum group metals. All this goes to
point to the tragic loss of psycho-kinesis – caused when your chemistry teacher does not
show you the right pictures to help you visualize atomic structure: wave nesting as pure
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platonic (and conjugate) embedding! Quantum mechanics is nothing if not about
embedding. The fashionable term for this now is ‘entanglement’ – which is precisely
what golden ratio conjugation optimizes.
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Also supporting golden ratio as the cause of (stable) gravity- is the dodeca (golden ratio
stellation) symmetry of Earth grid, (pic below) and stellar, and universe masses (dodec symmetry
of mass in the universe)
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2. Biologic and life force in architecture: the study of fractality.
How shall we non-destructive compress life force into cities? We have 20 years of curriculum
teaching how cities attract life force, money , and people- specifically to the extent their magnetic
map looks like a rose. ( www.goldenmean.info/architecture ) - Prague being one of our prime
examples.
Fractality has been essential and central to African architecture – since the time of Enki! (I so
much enjoyed the moment Credo Mutwa explained to me personally that their Zulu name for
Kilimanjaro- means ‘Enki’s Mountain.)
What this all means in practical terms- is that cities must re-invent themselves- from poisonous
electrosmog hell- deathly square metal grids- to centripetal geobiologic pine cone shaped organic
materials breathing charge into a fractal (the way pine cones do). This is their only way out of a
poisonous (non-compressible) future. No where is this more urgent than in re-designing the
building in which we do healing, birth and death. It is literally criminal to send sick people- to
most poisonous buildings possible.
When we entered this electrosmog hell called a hospital – (image also just below) it felt like
being punched in the stomach. Everything had been done to eliminate the possibility of a living
plasma or charge field: aura – in this supposed ‘healing’ hospital environment. All the materials
were non- biologic, all the ceilings were low and synthetic and square metal grid based, the
lighting was poisonous, the sound was poisonous, the air was charge depleted and poisonous, and
the electrosmog was enough to knock you over! Yet what do we do when someone gets sick: we
send them where??? This is what it means to be a doctor? To NOT know what field effect causes
life? Enki/ Hermes knew, and now so do you.

3. Perfect fractal communication: Hartmut Mueller- (more below) built phase conjugate
instant communicators. Look at how he was treated by the fear ridden military
governments. Phase conjugate longitudinal waves are obviously how mind control ,
intuition, tree communication, and interstellar gravity waves work. The fact that our
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electrical engineers haven’t taught people to do it this way- is simply stupidity. Not only
do longitudinal electromagnetics pass right through steel walls (solving how to contain
fusion reactions)- but they are coherently superluminal- and can be self organizing.
Here is my attitude to governments like the U.S. and elsewhere whose military steal the
majority of breakthu-techologies- especially longitudinal wave inventions (the key to zero
point tech and- radar invisibility for example). My attitude is toward most governments is
simple -you are too dumb to be evil. You have to know what people are for (bliss that
immortalizes) in order to lead people.
Eisenhower warned of the pathology of a military industrial complex ruling the
government. And sure enough – that is the poisonous swamp we are in. To the military
leaders who decide they must keep secret- almost every zero point and longitudinal wave
technology- I say to you: you will be BURIED. You will be buried by the very principle
of biophysics which requires the elimination of secrets for anything which passes through
death! Information crosses borders now faster than you narrow minded secret keepers
could EVER control.
It is too late for secrets. You secret keepers will DIE with your secrets- and you
deserve just that. In fact the very business of being a secret keeper- is precisely the
way biologic death is CAUSED electrically! (I decided early in my life to do an
experiment- to see how much of my life could be absolutely shareable- no secrets)
The life of living plasma (and medically how you find out IF you have an immune
system in your HRV) is the extent to which it is harmonic inclusive- quite literallyBEING a shareable wave!
To be one who is precisely in the business of ELIMINATING THE NEED FOR
SECRETS- is to be about the business of creating sustainability and immortality- for
waves, for people and for governments!
To the US military who decided the Abrams Tank could have a super-capacitor
battery but Boeing could not- I say to you: you are fools! Longitudinal EM tech
makes your tanks look like toys- you to look like idiots. This and thousands of
decisions like it – were made NOT by a government of, by and for the people. They
were made by a pompous, secretive, bribe-able – fear based military industrial elitewho THINK that by preventing the public from understanding the truth- they can
rule a nanny state. DEMAND your government end the secrets. Democracy can
ONLY be based on informed citizens: governments who think they deserve secrets
from their voters: create oligarchy and military industrial nightmare fascism (join
our Snowden for President campaign).
What we are proving here about the very nature of perfect distribution of charge- WHICH
is how phase conjugation works- being not just the very essence of perfect living
communication- BUT it is also the very essence of how living memory penetrates into
lucid dreaming and through death.
As an aside here- there is some controversy about why Harmut Muellar (his “Global
Scaling” IS about golden ratio www.globalscalingtheory.com see G-com wireless) –
after he discovered instantaneous global communication based on longitudinal
(conjugate) EMF- ended up so quickly in jail (I know the investors complained- but…).
The sceptic in me says: when Draco shapeshifter’s run your government – of course
communicating the way living biology does would be illegal. Un-ensouled nitrogen
breathing Draco’s precisely lack the long wave (empathy) in their EEG ( discussion:
fratc laifle .doc/menegtnoripfc ei dls
).
What- is so cool- is that this means the laws of the physics of living wave mechanics now
proves- that the very concept of trying to keep a secret inside biology – is the very
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OPPOSITE of life itself. In other words- those who spent their lives keeping secrets- are
literally causing the death of life force inside themselves! This principle of biofeedback
is beautiful wouldn’t you say. Imagine having a physics discussion of the nature of karma
between a yogi and conjugation physicist. Karma is the (symmetry test) process DNA
uses to sort which waves are shareable in the inertia at DNA’s conjugate fractal core.
This all began- with my well acknowledged discovery of the concept of HEART
COHERENCE. I discovered how a cepstrum (2nd order power spectra of the EKG) could
be used to dynamically interactively quantize and measure the internal phase coherence of
your heart ( www.fractalfield.com/coherence ). This lead to my invention - the
HeartTuner- which dynamically displays this measurement of heart coherence as a
moving peak-

The absolutely gorgeous part of this technology was that this moving measurement of the
up and down peak of heart coherence (cepstrum:2nd order power spectra)- WAS…
( a meter of biologic truth??)
If you tell your truth – this peak goes up. If you tell a lie- this peak goes down. Every
kinesiologist knows how to check for truth with muscle strength. Biology (your muscle)
gets strong with the truth. Biology gets weak with a lie. My HeartTuner coherence
measure is used by many kinesiologists to measure the kinesiology response for this
reason. Think about the classic kinesiology test – hold a bag of sugar at your stomachthen your arm gets weak. Hold a fresh apple there- then your arm gets strong. Here is
something apple computer should know: almost all battery operated watches cause a
DRAMATIC crash of your muscle strength! (the kinesiology response). The point here is
that when we demonstrated that my Heart Coherence measure- WAS a kinesiology
measure- we were proving what biologic truth was! Biologic truth- is simply the climax
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form of what makes a wave perfectly SHAREABLE. The climax form of pure coherence
( a perfectly shareable wave)- is fractal / conjugate / compressible… and that’s what
MAKES it shareable. Your heart and your DNA have been in the business of creating the
perfect infinite library of perfectly shareable waves (memory of the pure principle of what
IS survival and sustainability ) for millions of years. Coherence perfected is precisely the
measure of that.
Notice also that the frequency key of the Heart Coherence (musical fundamental) so
interesting indicated shareable more heart centered emotion- vs – more conceptual (octave
based) head centered emotion (from my HeartTuner invention):

So – think about it please. A perfectly shareable wave- makes you strong – and is at the
heart of the (conjugating) charge spin density called life force. On the other hand- if you
put great effort into NOT expressing the truth (you deathly keepers of secrets)- you are in
fact simply making your own biology DIE a little each time!! Every time you create liesand un-truth, you create your own electrical lack of coherence- leading to weakness and
death.
The globe consciously lines itself up behind Edward Snowden- heaping (in my view
rather well deserved) scorn on the NSA. What the intelligent collective unconscious
(conjugate plasma bio-field) of all those billions who dislike the keepers of secrets knowis that the more you need to keep secrets- the closer you are to death! In fact- if perfectly
shareable (charge) waves- are life force and pure intention itself- then it is logically
necessary- that creating the need for more and more secrets- is in fact DEATH FORCE
ITSELF. Charge distribution perfected is life; charge isolation is death. No one can
outsmart this pure principle of physics. Preparing to die properly – is precisely the
electrical task of preparing (your aura / plasma/ charge / KA) – for NOT needing OR
wanting secrets!
I suggest this wave mechanics principle of life force proves- those NSA folks – are
generally ill prepared for their own demise!
I am a perfectly shareable wave. Life is a perfectly shareable wave. (Forgetting at ..)
Death is only necessary for those who cannot properly share themselves.
Another way of saying this- is that you feel a definite rush of charge (Eureka)- every time
you actually trip over a perfectly shareable thought (pure principle / essence). So if you
learned to never think an unshareable thought- you would attract so much charge- that
you would never die! Train yourself- to recognize and seek pure principle in everything
you do- and you will indeed be on an immortal path.
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In summary, death was only a ‘temp’orary biofeedback invention of biology designed to
gently teach us to stop trying to store unshareable waves/thoughts/ideas/emotions!
Spin density IS life force- and pure spin density- is the centripetal heart of life itself. It is
more than poetic to think of intense human bliss- as what you feel when you contemplate
deep truth/ pure principle. We experiencers of intense kundalini (
www.goldenmean.info/kundalini ) know the biomechanics. It is precisely like living
inside a lightening bolt. (Let’s call it a reprise of the movie “Powder’).
Danion Brinkley’s famous books were about his multiple near death experiencestriggered by lightning. He gained amazing perspective. So hypersensitive to charge was
he when he came back – that he would have visual flashes of the life experiences of
anyone he would touch. Clearly the lightning had made his DNA more superconductive.
We even know the physics of WHY lightning (amperage surge at the moment of
crystallization) will make a strand of DNA (or a gold thread) superconductive. The charge
geometry ‘jitterbugs’ to make the spin path thru zero point in the dodeca wratchet coreperfectly conjugate – meaning zero resistance to collapse (superconductive compression)
through center point.
(I think Tom Robbins ‘Jitterbug Perfume’ would be proud of the immortalizing sweet
smell of this bliss nectar coming from the heart muscle’s ‘chain reaction’ music conjugate
sound- programming DNA- whose beet looks like a jitterbug beating.)
When you are inside the spin density of a lightening bolt (-what my Kundalini felt like,
and like Danion Brinkley has described)- from there- only the perfectly SHAREABLE
wave survives. This means that at the moment of BLISS or BIRTH or DEATH- if you are
meditating on pure principle- this symmetry invites immortal and sustainable perfect
(conjugate) charge distribution. HOWEVER if as you enter, bliss, or kundalini, or deathand you start thinking about anger and secrets and things un-shareable- you will
QUICKLY generate destructive charge interfence- heat- and BURN!
I call this corrected physics of the immortal path – He-AVE (heaven)- where biologic
charge takes perfect flight. He- is the Hebrew pent- which symbolizes the amorphous
perfect breath of CHARGE. AVE is how charge takes perfect flight.
( discussion: www.goldenmean.info/heaven )
==

How can we couple the zero- point energy? How shall we cohere the vacuum?
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-Why Phase Conjugation / Golden Ratio is key to ‘zero point’ vacuum coherence energy.
One thing more and more non-linear energy scientists are clear about recently is the
immense amount of sheer energy available and circulating in the vacuum. This is variously
called vacuum energy, zero point energy, and sometimes ‘free energy’. I have suggest the
latter term ‘free’ is inappropriate because it does not take responsibility for the sourcewhich is in a sense the order of the gravity field itself. The point here is that while so many
non-linear energy scientists are clear about the presence of the zero point energy, almost
no one is clear about the absolute principle which permits cohering and capturing it.
One exception to this has been Tom Bearden (www.cheniere.org ). Bill and I have both
been fortuneate to have good communication with Tom. A you can see in our
www.fractalfield.com/mathematicsoffusion - Tom has been the torchbearer for
understanding phase conjugation in zero point energy. This has been the central principle
in Tom’s MEG solid state resonance circuit zero point energy devices, and of course it is
also central to our Rejuvenation Field – based on the PRIORE device- which Tom also has
written extensively about.
Parallel to Tom’s MEG device- are dozens of circuits- from Tesla’s Reciprocal Oscillator, to
Bedini’s non-linear over unity battery charger. We are deep in the middle of all those
technology developments. The point for this conversation is to understand how the
animating principle in each case- DOES resolve to golden mean ratio optimized phase
conjugation – in the field effect generated. Essentially when field effect reciprocate in
idealized phase conjugate heterodyning- the field generates an infinite series of
heterodynes (recursive wave interference) which … looks like a PINE CONE. You
remember all our pictures of the electric field theory to explain why and how pine cones
and chicken eggs- are alive specifically because they extract voltage / power from the
vacuum.
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A voltmeter with high impedance properly connected to a fresh egg- will show about 5-13
millivolts. The source of that voltage is not only – life itself – but also a perfect instruction
on how to cohere the vacuum…. by being electrically fractal!
The key to how zero point energy is extracted from the vacuum (by conjugate fractal
implosion)- lies specifically in understanding how living things extract energy from
the vacuum (life itself – is a zero point coherence accumulator)!

The mechanism that makes a pine cone alive- if the stages of it’s inner elements- each little
seed- is a small capacitor arranged in a fractal optimizing nested spiral. That same
mechanism creates a small net difference of electrical pressure (called voltage) from the
sharper end versus the rounder end. The pine cone gently changes the angle of its little
capacitor array (the seed spacing)- with the season- and in so doing – adjusts the amount of
voltage it gets- FROM GRAVITY!
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It is like the generator in a mountain village being adjusted from Summertime loads to
Winter. This was so beautifully articulated in Steiner Anthroposophic groups- with work
like VORTEX OF LIFE / FIELDS OF FORM – Lawrence Edwards. It is significant that this
same work articulated how the 7 layers of heart muscles spirals, were exactly in the
symmetry angles- of the 7 axes of symmetry of the tetra.
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We have often explained that the hearts ability to extract voltage from gravity- when
relaxed- is based on the same physics as the pine cone. This sets context to why you need to
eat much less- to provide electric power to your heart- if you are in a charged place- like a
forest. Where if you stay in an electrosmog prison like most modern cities- you are going to
need to eat much more- just to feed your hearts electric requirements- because zero point
energy is far less available there . Where the environment is ‘fractal’ - sacred space has
charge distribution efficiency- the very soup required for life force.
Note in the heart muscle- while there are ‘7 spins’ outside in the muscle spiral layering- the
inner spiral of the heart- with implied golden ratio – suggested the ANU core physics of 7
spins outside 5 spins inside. This perfect slip knot ‘ANU’ is also the recipe for DNA braiding,
and is exactly the slip knot geometry seen by clairvoyants in the heart of the Sun, also in the
(quark) Heart of Hydrogen. Their drawings- of 3 ANU per quark were later shown correct
and predictively ahead of modern subatomic physics by Phillips in ‘Psi Perception of
Quarks’
(picture of 3 anu per quarkbelow first discovered by the clairvoyant- THEN confirmed by physics)
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The 7 spin container- represents the 7 axes of symmetry of tetra cube- which electrically
generating only octave ratio (max destructive interference) is a perfect charge
CONTAINMENT device. Nature uses tetra cubic symmetries to contain charge in
chemistry/biology. VERSUS- the 5 spin inside- describes the Golden Ratio pent and phase
conjugate nature of PERFECT CHARGE DISTRIBUTION. Nature uses pent structures (every
living protein for example) where charge distribution- is the essential function. DNA for
example is more the charge radio, than the charge storage.
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It is important to note- earlier in the book- where we described the implosive ensouling
moment for DNA recursive braiding: The FIVE spin thread of DNA – on the inside- (dodecis 4th roation of the cube, wratcheted dodec is FIVE axis of spin symmetry superposed)with SEVEN – superposed braids nested –thread-string-rope-fat rope etc- on the outside.
SO- back to our discussion: why and how is phase conjugate geometry the central principle
of virtually every zero point energy technology? When reciprocating oscillators- nest or
heterodyne perfectly in phase conjugate golden ratio- they implode charge. This implosion
of charge is exquisitely precisely the DEFINITION of gravity- AND the definition of zero
point vacuum coherence energy. This is Gurdjieff’s famous ‘reciprocal maintenance’
concept- applied to implosive zero point energy. IF the reciprocation of charge resonatorsconjugates and implodes by golden ratio, THEN the vacuum gets sucked in- because the
background energy is always looking for the ‘way out’…
Let’s take another example- Viktor Schauberger- the grandfather hero of implosion scienceknew in advance his piezo mineral doped water vortex was about to begin generating
electric power from gravity, just when it began sponstaneously getting colder.

Notice that the voltage difference is picked up at the electrodes- at the sharp end of the
vortex (electro-negative- more implosive) – versus the widest end of the vortex. The story
is that this electric power generator worked so well for Schauberger- at demonstration –
that Hitler wrote him a check. Jonathan and Dolly, at Implosion Research- UK, and others
have replicated this. Ideally the outside of the egg- is a high dielectric material, the insideshould be a thin film of PGM (platinum, palladium, or gold – although in UK they use silver).
It is the animating principle we urge you to visualize. Remember the liquid must be
piezoelectrically doped. This means simply – it must be conductive and piezoelectric – with
the right minerals in the water. When this is done with pure magnetic flux lines- you
produce gravity. The flux lines are driven in the sharp end of the egg cone- to near exact
PHASE CONJUGATE IMPLOSIVE angles. This is what produces the net centripetal
negentropic charge implosion- sucking in energy from the vacuum.
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Compare also here the famous ‘Nazi Bell’. The Nazi’s studied the detailed engineering prints
from the Veda’s describing the famous flying Vimana. The principle was that if a high
inertial fluid was pumped in an accurate golden spiral trajectory around a torus donut- that
lift was produced. This form of accurate translation of vorticity based on golden spiraltranslates rotational inertia to linear (lift).
This is part of the necessary physics behind origin of sacred alphabets. We showed that the
wave geometric origin of Hebrew and Sanskrit- were an accurate plot (I originally did the
math)- of a golden spiral- on a torus donut. (picture just below)

The same golden spiral on a torus- shadows index- makes both Hebrew and Sanskrit. In
Hebrew the ‘crownlets or tagin’ gives you the reference to the 7 axis tetra cube perspective.
In Sanskrit the vertical and horizontal set of reference bars serves the same function. The
letters are the same ‘flame letters’.
-The principle behind what a living charge field is made of – is illustrated by how it can be
measured: Like your ghost, your brain field- optical cortex hologram- travels as a torus- a
plasma/charge donut. Alarms for remote viewers at Area 51 and Pine Gap, work on the
same principle as ghost sensors. The remote viewer alarm sense a slight change in the local
phase conjugate field (centripetal moments). This is similar to a sensor for primary water
(and how a dowser FEELS it).
Secret governments have ways of sensing changes in geobiology conjugate fields. A nasty
metal stake driven in to the center of a serious ley line cross- will quickly draw black
helicopters. Remember their microwave communication IS profoundly symbiolotic to the
microwave mitogenics waveguided by the Earth grid (Dratch et al). This is part of why
Earth grid microwave mitogenic (‘cellular’ ) radio- is so profoundly poisoned by the
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microwave noise of those who do not understand how mindfulness is created (your sick
military technology obsessed governments). Witness the dolphins dying from ELF sound
from the Navy. Hiwaii made it illegal- but the rest of the world –keeps massively poisoning
the fragile sonic ‘holo’ space of dophins and whales.
Ghost alarms sense a bit of coolness. Living plasma sucks up heat- just like an imploding
vortex (see Schauberger notes). Ghost alarms sometimes use UV or IR photography- which
are related to the heat effect. Korotkov used UV to image the plasma departure of dead
people.
NAVIGATING YOUR PLASMA FIELD: So now- try to imagine you are an astronaut- and you
must control your thrusters. You are traveling in a vehicle called your KA – boat into the
underworld. In practice- as you project from your body- your ‘KA” is actually the amount of
coherence in your aura- which travels like a toroidal ‘smoke ring’ of charge. You are literally
a donut- when you travel in your dream and after death. In order for you to be able steer
you must take control of the thrusters. Your donut is made of the spiral paths of charge
around the torus (visualize the ANU again).
SO – the business of steering your thrusters donut- is about getting the tilt angle of that
donut oriented correctly in 3D in order to direct the firing mechanism. The firing
mechanism- is the fact that when charge travels in a spiral on the donut- it CREATES
GRAVITY- oriented specifically in the vector towards its centerpoint.
Remember how we showed that the first word of the Bible BRAESHITH- was simply the
sequence of shadows necessary to turn inside out on the surface of a torus:

This was correctly translated in physics- as ‘at first in principle – origin of thing-ness’ by
Fabre D’olivet (Hebraic Tonque Restored). The origin of thing-ness happened when charge
spin learned the symmetry sequence how to turn inside out on the surface of a torus.
Getting your mind focused on the shadows of the spiral flame letter in the correct
sequence of donut angles- is the physics of creating matter our of light- AND steering
your aura- in dream and at death.
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Sacred alphabet focus inside your toroid hologram optical cortex- is not only your
smoke ring nester- golem maker- it is also your ‘vector director’!
Consider also climate steering/ planet wave nesting- hypercubic - Ophanim
Enochian ritual sequences at www.goldenmean.info/ophanim
Remember if
John Dee had not made ‘The Tempest’ in Shakespeare’s story to take out the Spanish
Armada- the Inquisition would probably be still happening!
(Not enough for Pope Francis to apologize for the rampant pedophelia – he has to give back
all the treasure robbed from ¼ of the women of Europe they murdered. This could easily
pay for birth control clinics to empower all the women of the 3rd world. The aboriginal’s
knew what the Pope doesn’t: if grandma doesn't have the power to decide if the new infant
lives or dies- the tribe will die! Note how convenient it is that the new GDV can measure
whether you have a coherent aura- called “KA”- thus now making it possible to determine
by measurement if the pope is a KA-tholic. )
Back to our story: ORIGINS OF THRUST:
Just to review our essential point here: accurately moving (charge / liquid /magnetic)
inertia in a precise golden spiral trajectory on a torus is:
a) The essential physics to the origin of sacred alphabets. By getting the angle in which
the torus with the spiral oriented correctly (called ‘a Hebrew letter) with respect to
your body (you ARE a plasma donut – only – when you die and when you dream,
also nesting these toroid) – you create a propulsion vector in THAT specific 3D
direction. This is what focuses your ability to move and navigate as a ghost or lucid
dreamer or shaman (plasma projector).
And
b) Is the essence of the critical understanding of non-linear propulsion- pumping
inertia accurately around a torus. This is how the “Vimana” and the Nazi Bell flew.
There the high inertial liquid (mercury in that case) was supplemented by specially
soluble iron powder in the mercury (purple liquid) – making the inertial path ALSO
high magnetically flux dense.
The amount of gravity the spiral on the torus makes- can be modeled by ‘Navier Stokes’
equations (credit here to Martin Jones). (more on this under “Nassim’s mistake” below)
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This form of propulsion was called ‘impulse power’ in Star Trek. (As opposed to the warp
thrust- which is the Kowsky Frost gravity making- phase conjugate pump wave. In the
‘fiction’ they called it a di-lithium crystal- more correctly it should be lithium niobate- a fast
conjugator).
The amount of gravity/ propulsion the spiral on the torus makes (far greater efficiency than
jet engines)- is increased of course with the amount of inertia (specific gravity) in the
liquid. This is why in the Vimana the high inertia liquid mercury that was pumped- was
‘doped’ with iron- making it purple. This allowed the inertial liquid to include HIGH
MAGNETIC FLUX INERTIA as well. The Nazi’s figured this out. The international implosion
group teams- will keep the solubility secret to the famous purple liquid confidential for
now.
Finally – let’s take one more critical area of zero point energy research- and relate it to
perfect phase conjugation: HYDROGEN ENERGY. We have shown here extensively- my new
equation proving hydrogen radii- are golden ratio conjugate to their Planck length center.
Abundant other research has shown golden ratio is central to how hydrogen is built
(lifetime of work on golden ratio in hydrogen structure; J. Heyrovsky, Institute of Physical Chemistry,, )
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SO- the geometry of hydrogen is quite literally built for conjugate implosive collapse. I
showed that golden ratio conjugation explained the longitudinal RF which KANZIUS so
famously used to set water to flame- www.fractalfield.com/hydrogen
This sets the context to understand the conjugate capacitive cylinders used for the famous
‘Joe Cell’, and by implication Brown’s gas. The ‘Joe Cell’ devices would stop working when
parked over railroad tracks (non-conjugate fields). The Brown’s gas flame would melt steelbut not your hand (a high dielectric).
In essence- the core principle is ‘conjugation mediated- IMPLOSIVE COLLAPSE’. Another
excellent way to learn this principle is to learn how implosive collapse creates over unity
net gain output – from implosive cavitation inventions. The Schaeffer Implosive Cavitation
steam generator is an example. The steam implodes in the right (phase conjugate acoustic)
rotating cavity. The output steam has a blue fire UV glow – AND the net energy gain is at
least 6 to 1 by reports. To optimize how the hydrogen in the water implodes- we now have
the perfect phase conjugate acoustic pump wave ( software: secret sound:
www.fractalfield.com/negentropicfields )
Pretty cool that this perfect self organizing ‘lost chord’ or ‘devil’s chord’ acoustic ‘Chain
Reaction’ music frequency recipe I discovered - is EXACTLY the same- for brain waves for
bliss, for hydrogen energy, for zero point energy, for the Schumann resonance, for PRIORE
get younger rejuvenation healing field, for the magnetic harmonics Eliz Rauscher proved
reduced pain, for phase conjugate pump Kowsky Frost gravity making, for making matter
out of light, for cold fusion/ perfected charge collapse, for… (the list goes on and on… )
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4. Phase conjugation as the solution to alchemy, isotope transition, charge collapse
and cold fusion: We believe our proof is correct that golden ratio phase conjugation IS the
only true wave geometry of non-destructive charge collapse. Even the origin meaning of the
word ‘shem’: access to a black hole – points to this same path. In order to get the vortex to
collapse- into the black hole- you require the only implosive spin path. All of which is to say
the word SHEM in al-CHEM-y and CHEM-istry (Sitchen called the ‘highward fire’ stone),
refers ultimately to this access to the black hole of non-destructive charge collapse / perfect
compression.
Alchemy: cold fusion mathematics- and non-destructive isotope collapse.
MetAllMorphosis.com - Imagine you had the catalytic frequency and temperature
required to optimize virtually every commercially valuable isotope transition - in the
atomic table- including dozens of precious metal transmutations.. Many of which
release commercially useable energy during the isotope collapse!
Not only does the semantic origin of the term- refer correctly to the principle- we can also
prove it with the equations which predict isotope transition- catalyzed (facilitated) by
accurately predicted temperature and frequency. There is for example a precise
temperature and frequency to catalyze the isotope change from aluminum to silver.
Getting the inertia of various isotope states between adjacent transition is as close to
alchemy as it is possible to get.
The original story of alchemy and the philosophers stone is instructive. Legend has it that in
the period of history documented when the ‘mad caliph’ allowed half the mass of the ‘kaba
stone’ to be ground up and sold, that became the ‘projective powder’ and ‘philosophers
stone’ key to alchemy.
It is very likely the meteorite which formed the Kaba was one of the glass meteorites.
(Acknowledgement to Vincent Bridges for some of this insight). The only metal which likely
survived the incoming melt- of the meteorite crash- was in this case (we hypothesize) –
gold or one of the other Platinum Group Metals (palladium or platinum). When one of these
metals in the heated and vaporized form is percolated through the just crystallizing molten
glass at the right moment- a very particular foam electric geometry is formed. Let’s call this
conjugating foam geometry: “THE MATRIX”.
This natural conjugator forms the very bioactive field- phase conjugating dielectric and in
some cases optic. This is a bioactive field generator. As many of the alchemic glass makers
in Prague can tell you, this is how the famous red stained glass- so deep in color it almost
looked black- was made for the famous Cathedral windows (gold vapor propated through
the molten glass).
The DNA thrilling radiance of the sunlight through these windows is potentially both a
dielectric and optical conjugator- meaning bioactive to the point of firing up DNA radio.
To finish our ‘John Dee’ / Kelley alchemy story- this projective powder – philosophers
stone- phase conjugate dielectric – when formed into a cake about the size of a grain of rice,
then coated with a natural wax wetting agent- is stuck into the molten mercury with the
right electric preparations- the slow cooled- the alchemic transmutation is initiated. This is
a sketchy intro- but we DO know that the gold which John Dee and Kelley thus made was
the purest ever measured by the British Royal society to that date. Vincent believed a
majority of the gold in Egypt was alchemically made.
The ‘alchemy’ of mummy making? Note the parallels to this slow cook process- in the
dielectric quality of the natrum – salt- used to ‘cook’(prepare) an Egyptian mummy. I
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originally thought mummy powder was served in every pharmacy in Europe for 300 years(for the gold powder content) - because the Egyptian elite were eating too much gold
powder. But Vincent insisted the slow cook in the presence of the right trace mineral
(Egypt’s natural mineral rich Natrum salt) –phase conjugate dielectric- SLOWLY COOKED
THE ACTUAL LIVING TISSUE INTO A GOLD POWDER emulate.
We can learn more of this very useful science approach from many of the Ann Ricevampire books, ‘Blood and Gold’ for example. Using them as reference is a sure way to
impress your physics professor. While you are at it – you can use the same books to
illustrate how Enki (Osiris) damned cloning error named Yalweh / Enlil became the largest
astral parasite vampire in the solar system (the ‘grim reaper’). She calls him ENKIL –
devotes whole books to how he got that way.. She even usefully describes the (recursive
braid) physics of his blood thickening- and becoming gravity making. Even his accurate
Sumerian name SATAM (territorial administrator) – translates well into SATAN. Too bad
for the most of history though- Enki – had the lower public relations budget- so his other
name Lucifer- also means devil. It is Lucifer’s stone we discuss. In that sense- surely you
will also vilify this text- because it’s message is precisely from Lucifer: ‘you too can be (what
you used to call) God’!
May the dominus (domain) – the self aware biologic ‘force’, vobiscum (be with you)…. Luke
Skywalker.

===
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The Immortality Effect:
Kundalini, the Shem, Priore and the Rejuvenation Field..
For most people, the concept of Kundalini brings to mind – a rather mysterious and
religious notion of energizing something called ‘Chakras’. If we recall that the primary
definition of science requires replicable measurement- then the description of Charka’s has
not been measured well – in scientific language. One exception – is Dr Korotkov’s GDV
system- www.bio-well.eu This is a more clinically calibrated Kirlian high voltage discharge
effect- we show aura measurement examples below. Here for the moment – let’s look at
what this GDV system shows as a form of measurement of the chakra’s:

In the above picture of GDV Chakra analysis – the size of the colored balls- indicates the
amount of radiance in each chakra, and the right/left position of that ball indicates the
relative balance in the body. The challenge with such systems is to properly document
scientifically precisely what is being measured AND to prove replicability. It is appropriate
that science should demand meaningful repeatability as a test of whether something has
been measured. Sadly- although we admire the GDV system for attempting to make
chakra’s measureable- the GDV measurement of chakra’s would probably not be considered
science in most university biology curricula. Although the GDV does have many university
and hospital studies- which suggest some clinical usefulness (see images below) – the part
of that measurement which quantifies ‘Chakra’s’ is probably not rigorous enough yet to be
of interest to most scientists. Neither the precise nature of what medical part of the body is
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being measured- as chakra- nor consistent replicability- seems demonstrated yet for the
GDV in this aspect.
We can have a general sense- for example that the top chakra is anatomically associated
with the pineal gland. Associating the heart chakra- anatomically is easy. But for most
scientists- although friendly to spiritual ideas- the actual concept of what a chakra is- has
not yet reached the level of what is called science. This is not so much – to say that chakra’s
are not real- but rather to say- that ways in which they can be measured have not evolved.
Science is a beautiful challenge in the sense- that a language of absolute precision is an
appropriate goal. Science knows very clearly what the pineal gland is – biologically- but in
terms of what field effect may be converging around it- science so far is basically clueless.
This is more a criticism of a failure of current science, than it is a criticism of the ancient
tranditions about chakra’s.
However- if we were to look at traditional description of what chakra’s are- it becomes
quickly clear that ancient language about chakra’s is talking about the fluid like inertia of
charge fields- more than it is about the specific mechanics of the glands themselves. SO- if
ever the chakra’s and therefore ‘Kundalini’ is to reach the language of science- we would
need to have ways of measuring the inertia of charge fields moving through the glands.
We often imagine how beautiful it would be to be profoundly claivoyant- and thus to
perfectly see the aura of a person. In a way- this is a dream which the GDV moves toward.
Unfortuneately there are limitations. We can FEEL our glands begin to glow- during
spiritual bliss and kundalini, I certainly do. Yet when we look at how far science has come to
map that glow (GDV for example) we realize there is much work to do yet.
After a lifetime studying biofeedback and psychophysiology- I find encouragement to
measure the field of chaka’s and kundalini- in unique approaches which involve measuring
how low frequency sound waves (phonon) move up the spine. We showed pictures of the
frequencies of this sacral cranial pumping – tidal frequencies – being actual conjugate
implosion – above. Also there has been microwave measures of the progression of charge
up the spine (Dratch et al). We need to understand what gives centripetal force and thus
stability to field effects around the glands (chakras?). AND we need to understand how they
become self organizing. Again the language of phase conjugation appears to be exactly how
to get to that level of science about chakra’s. AND this also leads us perfectly toward
understanding what makes the ‘firing’ of these chakra’s regenerative and rejuvenating.
Imagine the electric field around a gland (like the pineal – in Bentov’s Kundalini pictures
below). The phonon or sound waves we now know- become focused in the brain and spine
liquids- actually DO conjugate. This means that electrically the donuts embedded around
donuts which are the field effect around that gland ARE beginning to implode/ self
organize. Eventually this imploding field around the gland- DOES reach a kind of critical
mass which is rejuvenating / negentropic. You can begin to feel this kind of inner fire for
yourself- as you reach better hygiene- your feel your gland’s field begin to ring like a bell –
and begin to spit out mucous to clarify itself. This whole process- begins to reach the level
of age reversal – in true bliss process. Our function here is to begin to describe this
electrically.
Let us see if we can define and understand the so called “Shem” (‘highward fire stone’,
bioactive field implosive capacitance) or Immortality Field from an engineering
perspective. We will describe our new physics model based on phase conjugation - of the
electrical engineering of the PRIORE Rejuvenation field- and the biomechanics of Kundalinias tangible historical examples – of the “Immortality Field”.
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From an electrical engineering perspective- sustainability simply means a field effect which
does not decay. This could be rather a useful introduction to the engineering of so called
‘immortality’. There would be many ways for engineers to describe a self sustaining field
effect- (‘negentropic’ conjugation for example). For physics- it is useful to mention that all
field effects- are ultimately toroidal – or donut like; and all of the unified field- is by
definition a field effect.
First- wave psychokinesis and the origin of creation.
It’s all done with mirrors: So – it is appropriate to think of all of the universe as
symmetry arrangements of vortex pair donuts. Donuts nesting and vortex pairing- is just
another way of talking about ‘string theory’. To say the universe is made of the symmetry of
donuts- is exactly the way we have animated the ‘origin of sacred alphabet’ (
www.goldenmean.info/dnaring ). Also as we discuss earlier in this book- - ALL the
electron (sub) shells – s,p,d,f are clearly ‘donut nests’: Per ‘Occult Chemistry’ – later nicely
embedded in quantum physics by Phillips in ‘Extrasensory Perception of Quarks” (
smphillips.8m.com) - we have the electron table of donut theory: s) 1 donut- 2 vortex = 2
electrons, p) 3 donuts cubic nest – 6 vortex = 6 electrons, d & f) 5 vs 7 donut pairs in
dodec/iscos nest – 10 vs 14 vortex = 10 vs 14 electrons respectively. Without a model of
how the platonic solids all nest in one ( see “lesser maze” our STAR MOTHER kit- (
www.goldenmean.info/kit ) it is impossible to teach chemistry properly.
Also in this book- we are considering the idea- that the compressibility of charge itself- may
be a useful metaphor to describe the fluid and wave like material of the ether- the universal
stuff of the unified field.
So- as countless tomes have emphasized – whether we are considering the structure of the
smallest sub-atomic ‘particle’ (wave packet) – or the largest inter-galactic structures of the
universe- we are always basically describing how spirals of the compressible universal
(fluid like?) substrate (‘ether’) , form vortex and thus form donut – fields.
MAG as matrix of fire/agni:
The IMPLOSIVE VORTEX – as the real physics of MAGic:
Domain as field effect – and dominus / dominate- our word for control and God- have the
same semantic root for very good reason. Presence of ‘mind’ is quite literally- the
centripetal force of a conjugate ‘domain’. You ‘dominate’ only the ‘domain’ over which your
centripetal implosion makes the centering force. God is only the one who has the inner
field effect – to steer the tornado. The divine is only the fractal branching vine (of waves of
charge) which makes the ultimate vortex implode with negentropy/ self awareness: the
REAL ‘string’ theory.
So- from the point of view of essential wave mechanics - the principle of immortality /
rejuvenation- is always about sustaining the implosion of toroid vortex pairs. The vortex
becomes sustainable / ‘immortal’ – when it is centripetal enough to maintain centripetal
inertia- to sustain negentropy. This is the symmetry operation of perfect ‘turning inside
out- ness’ referred to by the sequence of symmetry letters in Hebrew which spell the
BRAESHITH- first word of Genesis- first operation of creation.
In this metaphor- the principle of plus and minus for charge- or the principle of yin and
yang- refer exactly and rather exclusively to whether the centripetal side of the donut –is
organized and coherent enough- to sustain the centrifugal side.
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This would apply nicely to the evidence that the centripetal (biologic south) side of a
permanent magnet – would increase the focus of pain- and healing rate, versus the north
side of that same magnet would decrease (unpack centrifugally) the pain and the healing
rate of a wound ( try this on a toothache).
This is why homeopathy is always about sharpening and focusing the pain- making it more
centripetal / negentropic and healing. The pain must become a burning flame- then it
reorganizes the tissue. We discussed this in our original article “Pain is not a mistake God
made: so cancel the war on pain”: www.goldenmean.info/pain . Conversely allopathy with
it’s focus on dulling the pain- is more often actually a war on the primary mechanism of
healing: sharpening the conjugate cone of the imploding awareness electric field.
We use this centripetal principle of life - carefully to choose which side of the opposing
magnet pairs is best to help seeds grow (see our TheImploder.com). Although the
(biologic) magnetic south pairs facing inward (more centripetal/ packing) is good for
germination phase growth ( implosion not explosion)… the best for overall growth –
including the unpacking or fruiting phase of growth- is to use the biologic NORTH magnetic
poles facing inward (toward the water in this case). Picture- magnetic polarity explained
(above).
So- the image we would like to emphasize here, if you visualize a smoker blowing a smoke
ring- or vortex torus- is the IMPLOSIVE centripetal side of that donut- as being what starts
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the inertia AND keeps it going. The smoke or the charge (ether) will fall back in properly to
center IF the centripetal side has coherence.
Another even more profound example of how centripetal fields are essential for growth is
illustrated by the famous LUNAR PLANTING CALENDAR. The importance of getting the
phase of the moon correct- in order to cause a seed to germinate- has been documented in
many bodies of work- from the ‘Farmers Almanac’ to the very rigorous studies in
Biodynamic / Anthroposophic Agriculture. To summarize- if you examine the sciencealmost no one could argue that – if you want a seed to germinate: YOU MUST AVOID
THE MOON. What is the physics which explains the clear observation: if the moon comes
between the Earth and the Sun during germination, then growth is greatly inhibited? The
physics starts with understanding that (per NASA seismic data) – the moon is a largely
hollow, metal dead body. Electrically the moon is ABSOLUTELY THE OPPOSITE OF
CAPACITIVE CONJUGATION.
In Ingo Swann's book 'Penetration: The Question of Extraterrestrial & Human Telepathy' now out of print - Swann reports his remote viewing of the alien bases on the dark side of
the moon - among other things. There are clues in this- one of our best shaman’s- hard to
get book. When Ingo Swann- returned (with his tail between his legs- quite intimidated)
from remote viewing the moon. He was clear- mostly parasites live there. Astrally- from
the point of view of living plasma- the moon IS hell. The moon’s ‘un?natural’ opposite to
conjugating charge field electrically prevents the existence of life- and therefore encourages
parasites.
Gurdjieff expressed this planetary understanding of the destination of living plasma- rather
concisely: coherent emotion feeds the Sun, incoherent emotion (food for parasites) feeds
the moon!
So- how does a hollow dead- opposite to conjugate- capacitor (our moon) – prevent life
from happening when it gets between Earth and Sun?
Gravity and life force have something very important in common- they exist because phase
conjugate fields- accelerate charge through their centers – through the speed of lightmaking them centripetal. This is also essential to the way- center’s of gravity create centers
of attention, centers of negentropy. Shaman are trained to sequence the inertial center of
the flow of their attention- to the sequence of inertial centers of GRAVITY which they
inhabit- from human heart, to Earth heart, to solar heart. The ability to inhabit (conjugate
charge embed)- larger and larger ‘being bodies’ (Gurdjieff’s term)- depends on ability to
spin nest and gain inertia by the conjugate field – of larger and larger implosive charge
domains. Simply put- to get the kind of aura which steers BIG tornados, you need to learn in
inhabit VERY large inertial gravity fields- with the centripetal field of your attention. This is
precisely what it is to be DOMINUS VOBISCUM (GOD be with you)- and thus DOMINATE
DOMAINS (of charge). Becoming Divine is precisely the fractal vine nature of this
(implosive negentropic) perfect embedding – by conjugation.
The problem with the moon however in this regard is profound. The moon’s structure – is
probably hollow and metal- if you check the well hidden NASA seismic data- it definitely
rings almost like a bell. SO like the way a hollow steel or aluminum cup- will pretty
generally kill a germinating seed- there is an analog to what the moon does. The material
the moon is made of, and it’s hollow center- make it opposite to conjugating dielectrically.
This means that charge which accelerates through center in the moon (from the moon’s
gravity) is fractionated in is acceleration path through the speed of light. High dielectric
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constant materials – on the other hand allow this breathing of charge through light speed to
be phase coherence and phase conjugate.
Biologic architecture is simply the physics skill to design structures which allow living
charge plasma to ‘breathe charge’. This is required for a seed to germinate, and required for
a child to grow their aura (the ONLY way to get an immune system and to get immortal).
High dielectric, living materials in the structure create the correct efficient capacitive
breathing- which allow charge implosion. This is PRECISELY what it is to INHABIT A SPACE.
Molecules which joined the fun exclusive ‘club’ named life- rearranged their centers of
charge to ‘get fractal or get dead’! The resulting ‘charge distribution efficiency’ (sometime
called ‘being divine’)- quite literally defines the electrical difference between life and death.
This is why wood and limestone- create such fabulous feeling homes. Steel and aluminum
on the other hand, are the opposite- and they poison the ability of living plasma (your aura)
to ‘dominate the domain’ of your space. This is because they short out the living capacitance
ability to breathe.
Dielectric constant is the real issue of choosing living molecules to build your house/ city.
Understand what dielectric constant means: the dielectric is the ‘insulator’ between two
(conductive) plates of a capacitor. The capacitor literally rings like a bell when you hit it
with ‘pressure’ (called voltage). You measure how efficiently that bell rings- (the ratio of
how much energy you hit it with, versus how long it rings)- and you call that ‘the dielectric
constant’. This means that IF a bell (the capacitor) rings with more energy than the hammer
hit energy which rang –it, THEN that bell (capacitor) would be a zero point vacuum
coherence energy device. Pine cones are examples of this principle. Life force is the voltage
that implodes from gravity by this means. This is why dielectrics over a certain threshold –
are called ‘phase conjugate dielectrics’ meaning: implosive. (Barium strontium titanate, and
sometimes lithium niobate, phase conjugate mirrors in optics, and ‘dilithium crystals’ in
Star Trek).
To take this understanding home with you, meditate on the following: in the movie
“Meetings with Remarkable Men” – about Gurdjieff’s life- consider how a sainted hero was
chosen. The winner- is the one WHO KNOWS HOW TO CREATE THE BEST ECHO! They had
to know how and where to make the right kind of sound in a special valley- in such a way as
to make an ECHO possible. Spirituality and immortal life- for living plasma (your aura and
ancestral life)- IS precisely the ability to create the sustainable echo. This is why dielectric
constants must be high- to allow the perfect electrical echo. All electrical immortality
follows this principle. NOW you know why the Hopi almost rebelled when the US
government tried to put steel (sewage) pipes across a burial ground. The perfect ECHO (of
living charge) would have died- and so would ancestral memory! Burial grounds, death and
birth temples, and aura growth for seeds and children- all require this simple physics. The
charge map must look like a rose (be fractal).
This is how our partly unconscious search for the perfect beauty- IS the search for
immortality. The eye seeks golden ratio- because that (conjugate) quality- is the creator of
the perfect (immortalizing) echo – in ANY spectra (sound to light to…). The only food for
soul- lies in that embedding in the perfect shem black hole maker- of implosion. The charge
IS the food- and that perfect vortex is the only long term home for life giving charge: the
quality of ‘grace’.
So now back to our discussion about HOW the moon limits life force- due to it’s poor
dielectric (hollow metal lifeless) core. Altho the moon did echo seismically, it’s electrical
echo is completely dead. LIFE exists when mitogenic radiation taps this collective radio
(imploding ‘echo’) vortex through to the Sun’s heart. SO- when the moon – gets between the
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Earth’s center of gravity, and the Sun’s center of gravity- a superluminal bloodstream
(wormhole) of biologic radio is broken. This is proven by the way magnetic lines on the
Earth so dramatically collapse during eclipse.

credit Stephane Cardinaux - genedulie.ch
Notice in the advanced geobiology study ( ref: goldenmean.info/geobiology and
geniedulieu.ch - Stephane Cardineau )- that not only do all Earth’s magnetic lines
dramatically collapse during eclipse- like someone turned off the plumbing- BUT also
human aura sizes also simultaneous dramatically collapse. Vincent always taught that
major changes in dolmen layouts should be undertaken during eclipse- because plumbers
switch their pipes- only when the water (magnetism) is shut off! In south France we
located the sites where Druid and Visigoth shaman would switch and direct the plumbing of
the local land fertility magnetic flow in this way.
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Notice above- the reason your aura is depleted when you are over an underground water
vein- is because the plasma in your aura ‘wants’ to go with the water.
Life relies on a series of interconnected wormholes based on vortex between small centers
of gravity and big ones. SO when the moon cuts off the bloodstream radio between Earth
and SUN – life collapses… and seeds won’t germinate! ALL of the biologic internet which
motorizes life- is broken when the conjugation which causes life is torn by the moon –
breaking the Earth- Sun wormhole / bond. This is evidence of the truth of Gurdjieff’s
famous wisdom: “planets and stars experience gravity relations erotically’.
This concept of interconnected conjugate lines of cellular communication- is an intro to the
essence of all bio-active electric fields. Electric fields accelerate growth initially if they are
primarily centripetal- and connected to the concentric wormhole (radio to negentopy
instruction). This is a fundamental concept to understand the initiation of ‘immortality’ or
sustainability- or rejuvenation electric fields.
Another primary example we should like to emphasize at this point- would be the
measurements in the book “Seed of Knowledge, Stone of Plenty”. From there in summaryit is now uncontestable that organized stone circles , dolmen, Stonehenge like structures –
dramatically accelerate seed / plant growth. This supports our ‘Vairocana effect’
hypothesis that the Hermetic bloodline saved civilizations repeatedly by teaching the skill
to build life and death and seed saving bioactive dolmen structures (Hypogeum,
Stonehenge.. etc.). The shaman or the farmer all depended the dolmen construction – for its
bioactive field. Even Phil Callahan showed how stone towers were tuned by adjusting dirt
level- to special functions like 1000 hz- used for birth and death- because it was pain
reducing.
I consider it a shocking and tragic failure of biology science and physics – to have not
explained the very essential principle of bioactive field generation. I believe the survival of
our species is very much linked to whether we answer this question: HOW do stone circlesso called ‘sacred space’ cause growth?
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In my view- it is appalling ignorance and arrogance which causes biology as a science to
not even have CONCEIVED of the possibility that an electric field- of it’s own symmetrycould serve growth- and be a BIOACTIVE field in a useful way. Measureably bioactive fields
– of ancient stone dolmen- and sacred space- ( my pyraphi.com is a demonstrated
example) - surround- the conventional scientists all the while not having an electrical clueto the wave mechanics which cause life – or gravity or ANY centripetal force!
When scientists learn how to build a capacitor (a ‘condensor’) which causes life and gravity
to happen- ( www.goldenmean.info/thrust ) then they might deserve respect – and deserve
to be called ‘Hermetic’ (phase conjugators). Until then- they are headed to where their
failure to understand conjugate negentropy takes them – the dustbin of history is full of
those full of distraction themselves - who would not recognize a pure principle (the real
immortal stuff)- if it bit them in the nose.
Distraction of attention- is defined electrically as any symmetry direction which does NOT
lead to the perfect implosive (conjugate) echo –whose negentropic vorticity for living
charge ultimate defines attention itself!
Our Sumerian ancestors- first question to their Nephalim / Annunaki / (Draco / Uru?)
‘God’ – was for permission to build a “SHEM unto the Lord”. As we said- in the bible the
word SHEM was translated to mean the “ALTAR” in church. As we mentioned, Zachariah
Sitchin worked for years to find a meaning to the word SHEM- he chose to call it
“HIGHWARD FIRE STONE”. I suggest he was on the right track- because if you were to
measure the capacitance around the SHEM STONE ( see ‘Sputnik’ with GDV below)- it
would look like a projective plasma or charge “FLAME”- literally a highward moving fire!
The word SHEM then became the root for our words CHEMistry, alchemy, SHEMan, and
SCHEMe/ SCHEMatic. Literally- the MATRIX OF IMPLOSIVE FIRE. Ancient Sumerian
literature is clear- the primary issue of our ET arriving Annunaki / Naphilim (Draco/URU)
ancestors- was … ‘ooops’ they were aging FAR too quickly in your Earthly environment! The
solution was – build a SHEM unto the Lord. The SHEM means quite literally- an age
extension electric field generator. The skill to do this was called HERMETIC- whose symbol
is Caducceus- in physics that wave shape is called PHASE CONJUGATION.
We discuss the evidence about the blood chemistry of our Draco Nephalim Annunaki
ancestors in some detail at www.fractalfield.com/negentropicfields This book is focused
on the physics principles- making it less important whether we agree on the historical
details- my view has always been that waking up from the usefully forgettable nightmare
that is most of history- is primarily dependant on learning the physics lessons.
So – just to focus on the chemistry lesson of blood history- we should summarize what we
believe we understand about the chemistry of our Draco, Nephalim, Annunaki, Uru
ancestors biology: There were nitrogen breathers (so called ‘plague of azoth). So they were
poisoned by oxygen in high concentrations. The Orion wars- and Mars- ‘Total Recall’- are
called OXYGEN wars- because our metabolism wanted O2, theirs was poisoned by it.
(Oxygen pumped in is pretty much terminal to any Drac plasma parasite- an excellent
choice for removing them from government buildings).
They came from a planet where oil / lipids flowed instead of water- so their blood is lipid
based (oily). Water is alien to them- you can tell they are winning the terra-forming warwhen deserts emerge (aka DUNE). This is why ‘kosher’ (how to feed a Draco)- requires
blood containing water be drained from their meat. Their bones are carbon based. So – for
both blood and bone- they are highly flammable (the witch in OZ).
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Note the flag of alpha draco, and the flag of Isreal- are both a pair of triangles- which
incidently is the shape of the Draco craft, and their insignia. Enki’s disastrous cloning
accident was named Enlil/ Yalweh - probably the largest plasma parasite in today’s Solar
system- we call ‘grim reaper’, Ann Rice called him ENKIL. For more detail we recommend
Anton Parks (books now in English too). We also discuss the geometric root of the term
Yalweh: www.goldenmean.info/yalweh In Egyptian terms- the Amun (mushroom
addicted) cult was Enlil’s lineage, the Atun (soma ) cult was Enki/ Hermes/ThuthMoesis.
The Amun were the bankers who chased Akhunaton- out of Egypt- forcing his name change
to Moses (‘son of’ pharaoh). He escaped with the Ark and the gold- that’s why they chased
him. That ‘Solomon’ gold is today in Indonesia guarded by the Chris blade- awaiting the
return of the ‘grail blood’..
There is more to understand on the biology side- of the Draco – Uru Annunaki- to
understand the difference in nervous capability. Their nerves are more silicon based- so
their wave propagation in nerve is faster. This means their eeg has high frequencies (more
telepathy) – but no low frequencies- meaning total inability to FEEL long waves- meaning
almost no empathy possible. The split replilian style heart- also inhibits empathy. While our
blood chemistry pumps electron transport- with iron- which replaced the magnesium bond
in chlorophyll to become hemoglobin- for the the electron transport is white phosporus
(white drac) vs red phosphorus (red drac / red shield / Rothschild). The white drac potent
DNA was considered un-clonable- until Enki’s mother found a way- then he got the first
fertile female –TAK-adama (human). Our bliss process (aura charging)- depends on phase
conjugate EEG – theirs- depends on a form of superconductivity-induced by radioactivity
(their home star was more radioactive). This is like the 200,000 released electrons in Paul
Brown’s nuclear battery- with just a bit of alpha or beta emission. This is a further way you
can tell who is winning the terraforming contest- by when the environment becomes
radioactive. WE discuss the tangible biologic example of the IRRADIA couple in Russia- who
lived too close to Chernobyl. Their blood chemistry reverted to Draco- and benefit from
radioactivity. Notably- (oily) French fries- and coca cola (a digestive for them)- are perfect
foods for Draco.
Because their requirement for radioactives – both as weapons and transport (nuked their
way thru Van Allen belt) – and for blood chemistry- this meant their DNA was more
susceptible to mutation. So- the genetic diversity we know is the essence of survival/
ensoulment/ fractality- is to them an anathema. Their view on genetic diversity is pretty
much the MONSANTO view- clearly a Draco company. To them – DNA that changes is
defective. This is the root of the caste system in India, and aboriginal marriage law: Draco.
Finally I then had my answer- about the origin of fear of women on this planet. The Draco
culture which Enki’s family escaped was female dominated. To them- with cloning the only
legal means of replication- clearly- you needed a permit to replicate (origin of sex guilt in
Earth’s religions is Draco based).
Finally- all their immortality hygiene was technologically based. If you could not build a life
extending, age reversing charge field effect- as a Draco- you were toast. (image: Harkonen
on life support ‘suspensors’). This is the ‘field’ of expertise today we call ‘hermetic’- and
what they called ‘Shem’ building. To be tossed out of the Garden of EDIN- meant to be
ejected from the time reversal – age reversing electric field.
This gives more urgency to the failure of science to even know or believe that a bioactive
electric field (or SHEM) is possible. This understanding is closely linked to whether we
survive as a species. You see- biologic mortality versus immortality IS the maintenance of
the right sustainable field effect. Sustainability is absolutely the useful buzzword- in
almost every field of science these days, from biodiversity, to ecology, to architecture, to….
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And yet – who has asked the very basic question? What IS sustainability as a pure physics
principle. In physics - everything IS a vortex field effect (string or wormhole). So what
makes vortex fields immortal / sustainable? Answer: whatever pure symmetry principle it
is that makes them centripetal, negentropic and self-organzing. SO: sustainability from ecoscience = negentropy in physics.
Let us ask this question – about sustaining our vortex field: getting ‘immortal’, in the
context of the clinical electrical measurement and diagnosis of the human aura. Let us use
the example of GDV – clinical aura measure- from our good friend Dr Korotkov. www.biowell.eu
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Notice at the bottom of the GDV chart above the way each fingertip is mapped electrically
from acupuncture tradition- to specific glands and body parts.

-Dr K is clear- that this clinically calibrated (Kirlian effect), demonstrated medically
diagnostic- aura analysis- is effectively measuring the capacitive radiance of the body. The
wiring diagram which allows them to choose which part of which finger’s capacitive
radiance (aura) – is associated specifically with which organ etc., began with thousands of
years of acupuncture literature. Few would argue that such ancient wiring diagrams for the
body- are not useful.
-Whether we fractally zoom in to the gene or the cell- or out to look at how the heart muscle
catches ‘fire’ (charge)

we always see the same (fractal) thing- we see the embedding of field within field- donut
within donut.
Keeping the inertia circulating in this donut- our charge aura- is life and death.
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Intro to biologic architecture www.goldenmean.info/architecture
As we have often said- all of the hundreds of Indian yogi’s who have documented life spans
in the hundreds of years- they all did it in a cave. None of them accomplished this in a
modern house. The reason for this is electrical – building a house that feeds the aura- is to
know what a SHEM is! It must be electrically centripetal to be immortalizing.
As you see in our internationally recognized curriculum there for biologic architecture- the
reason for the need of the hi dielectric quality of living building materials is explained.
Buildings which can breath living capacitance or charge- are able to electrically
centripetally feed the human aura.. and plants. The reason building materials which were
once part of biology are essential- is because they have efficient dielectrics. This simply
means that capacitance and charge can efficiently breathe thru them. Seeds (or children)
planted in steel or aluminum pots- they die. Plant the same seeds (or children) in a
container made of biologic materials- they thrive.
As we explained- the reason that biologic or natural materials all have an essentially
efficient capacitance (making them useful to the architecture of living fields) is instructive.
Every molecule which applies to join the very exclusive and tempting ‘club’ called life- has
to get it’s show together. It has to be become part of the CHARGE DISTRIBUTION
EFFICIENCY – which defines all of life.
For this – we mention - Albert Szent Gyorgyi – “Electronic Biology and Cancer”: the
difference between the water in cancer cells versus healthy ones- the so called ‘triplet state
electron’ – is simply CHARGE DISTRIBUTION EFFICIENCY. You can understand this
chemistry by considering functional families – can distribute children / electrons efficiently
because everyone agrees on the rules.. the rule itself- you will see – is FRACTALITY!
More on life force capacitance- as high dielectric: SO- the molecule which qualifies to
join the exclusive and desireable ‘club’ called life- essentially- has to arrange it’s motion –
it’s geometry to distribute charge efficiently. In physics – the ability to distribute charge
efficiently (in a capacitor- like life) – is called HIGH DIELECTRIC.
Bentov measured Kundalini- in ‘Stalking the Wild Pendulum- ( more below) with a
‘capacitive accelerometer’
Is it blissful to become a better dielectric? The body was used to modulate the dielectric
between the plates of the capacitor. This was so sensitive to human micromotion- he could
descriminate the lo frequencies of the spine liquid pump- reaching and ringing the brain
liquid ventricle ‘horns’! We discuss more on the phonon geometry of kundalini below.
The dielectric quality of the insulator between the plates of a capacitor– increases when the
capacitor rings like a bell more efficiently – when charged. In order for a dielectric material
to ring efficiently like a bell- with charge- is simply a matter of getting the charge lines
converging between the plates of a capacitor- to look like ‘pine cones kissing noses’. In
physics this quality is called phase conjugate (capacitively, optically, and now- we knoweven magnetically). When the vortex pine cones of charge lines- inside a dielectric ( or
phase conjugate mirror) converge like pine cones who have learned to kiss noses.. THEN
they are called phase conjugate / high dielectric.
(pine cone pair pictures – and 4 wave mixing)
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In our living architecture curriculum- because the threat to all of life is so serious- we
suggest - architects should not get a pay check until after the ability of their building to
cause seeds to germinate is measured. This may ultimately determine if your children keep
their souls! Soulless children emerge all the time from metal school buildings full of
electosmog. The concept of soul- we suggest- from understanding the physics of spirituality
is precisely the charge communion at the core of implosion / phase conjugation in biologydue to centripetal force. It is what puts twinkle in the eye: namely charge or spin density.
This became the core of our curriculum on – the science of bliss – ecstasy and immortalityfor young people, our book: Implosion, Secret Science of Ecstasy and Immortality –pdf:
www.goldenmean.info/consciouskids
The short summary there is simply- access to a bliss process - or charge implosion for
biology- is essential to immune health- because it is the charge climax of immune function;
literally the final sort operation to keep charge waves IN PHASE (coherence) – for biology.
Can Bliss itself- be an electrical ‘solution’ to arthritis?
Loss of bliss- causes things like arthritis, mineral solubility loss- because it is the charge
density itself which keeps minerals in solution. When loss of charge (depression- or blood
acidity)- depletes blood charge- then the mineral falls out of solution- onto bone- causing
arthritis.
Understanding- HOW bliss process is designed electrically and biologically- to BE a charge
attractor (‘fractal’) is the core of the ‘hygiene for bliss’ curriculum. – Consider for examplewatching the proteins in a cell during replication doing the dance called MEIOSIS or
MEITOSIS. That dance enables the proteins to become part of much longer wave phase
coherence- and thus successful centripetal charge EMBEDDING- in exactly the same way
human dance yields bliss. The dance is done in the right time and space geometry to allow
charge lines to converge, attract, implode and BE sorted into phase. That self-sorting (selforganizing) into phase which engenders (emotional / charge) COHERENCE- is at the very
heart of what PHASE CONJUGATION and NEGENTROPY achieves.
At this point- I am compelled to tell my favorite story. I was teaching in an old church in
central Italy- in a conference on wholistic energy and wholistic spirituality. I got to the
usual storming climax of my general spiel- on the subject- and I almost shouted in my
passion- to the sympathetic Italians: I said …” Having culture is NOT defined by the color of
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your shoe polish or your hat or your wine or your pasta- NO- having culture is defined by
the ability to teach your young people HOW to have a bliss experience!!”. At that point on
that particular lecture- the audience stood up and thundered with applause!. .. I thought we
might be stepping on the toes of what Italians or French .. or.. any culture- would define as
their culture. But no- they got it. In fact- the immortality of DNA itself- depends on knowing
how to teach your young people how to have Bliss. SO- if you do not know what bliss is –
scientifically- enough to be able to teach- THEN you do not have culture! .. This was the
premise of that book.
From Death to LIFE:
From there- in the book- we point out how specifically the electrical path thru to successful
dying is specifically dependant on the aura coherence which bliss generates. Dr Korotkov(above)- measured the (donut?) plasma bubble of where your charge aura goes after death
and why.

--Notice what Dr Korotkov is also showing here- is that there is an archtype pattern in the
number of hours after death- when your ‘soul’ (charge plasma bubble) leaves your body. He
measures this by measuring when the charge radiance (GDV) – ‘aura’ leaves the finger tips.
Importantly using high frequency photography- he also images- the charge bubble shape of
the departed ‘spirit’ ghost- as plasma / charge field.
The coherence of your aura – in Egypt was called your KA- literally your ‘boat’ into the
under world. SO- now that aura coherence is measureable- becoming a KAtholic or a
KAthar- is something measureable. I strongly suggest measuring the aura coherence of the
Pope for example- to find our if he is indeed KAtholic. Priests should start their qualification
by learning the physics of biologic charge – only definition of ‘grace’.
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The point about successful death as science- is to learn the hygiene dynamics for successful
death. Successful death- is defined as the ability to travel thru death- with memory intactin precisely the same way – coherent dreaming is defined. Coherent dreaming ability
therefore electrically predicts ability to take memory thru death. Coherent or lucid
dreaming could be defined as the ability to take useful and testable and shareable memory
thru the dreaming experience. For example- returning from a dream with accurate
knowledge of places and persons- there would be a parallel to remote viewing.
Note how the ancient myth of the ‘hat of osiris’ being your way into the underworld at
death- actually does fit the physics. The coherent shaping of you pericardium (shaped like
the ‘hat of osiris’) – called COHERENT EMOTION- measured in EKG harmonics (see
‘HeartTuner’)- then literally becomes the ‘squirt gun’ – plasma projecting your aura/ your
KA- into the ‘underworld’ (pic).

What Korotkov determined was that places of charge compression (so called- ‘sacred
space’- as charge implosive- see SPUTNIK measure below)- were where souls had to go
after death.
The so called Castenada ‘power point’ in a room is just such an example of centripetal
charge compression generated and measureable as sacred space.
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Dr K- showed that where shaman such as the KOGI, would go to make survival critical
phone calls to their dead ancestors- was always a space where the charge in the air was
‘fractal’ – sacred space. The physics of mitogenic radiation, the fractality of air and Earth
grid, all serve the same purpose: perfect charge distribution- biologic radio - being the
physics of collective mind, communion of saints, ancestral memory.
How bioactive fields- so called sacred space is measureable in air- 3 different techniques:
(more examples for electrically measuring sacred space/ bioactive fields:
www.goldenmean.info/biophoton and www.goldenmean.info/architecture )
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The reason your soul or spirit or your plasma charge bubble or KA- after death- or even in
lucid dreaming- always goes to the place of charge implosion / compression- in the room is
simple physics. AS we see from the spiral vortex- fractal kind of graphics here166

-The electric field generated in conjugate or sacred space- causes implosive / centripetal
fractal attraction for charge. This creates both fertility and growth acceleration.
--example: Agni Hotra- the conjugate / fractal science: To understand a core principle
behind the creation of sacred space- and fertility- based on phase conjugation- let us
examine the physics principle - behind the well known fertility and purifying effect of AGNI
HOTRA.

In Agni Hotra- the plasma flame is made of profoundly biologic charge dense material
(clarified natural butter). The flame is located over a precisely capacitively conjugate
copper or gold pyramid:
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Then the flame is lit precisely at the 4 wave mixing accurate conjugate / perpendicular
angle to the Sun of Sunrise / Sunset. The result is a massive implosive living plasma fertility
and phase sorting effect. Famously those who did Agni Hotra were said much more likely to
survive the nuclear holocaust in Japan. Also famously those who did Agnie Hotra- were
much more likely to survive the horrific Bhopal chemical disaster in India. We witnessed it
first hand at an amazing farm in Poland. Here all the neighboring farms were wasteland.
But on this farm- Agnie Hotra had been practiced regularly for years- and the fertility effect
was like ‘Garden of Eden’. There was no other explanation for the difference in land fertility.
We should note that in the Poland Agni Hotra rituals, a large underground copper pyramid
cup- was buried fractally- beneath the small copper pyramid. I will never forget the
profound ‘shiver’ of charge effect I felt at the precise moment of Sunset as the flame was lit.
The Agni Hotra sites- are more plasma implosive / fertility inducing if they are placed at
charge dense Earth magnetic line crosses. This permits more charge dense plasma
containment / conjugation making the overall effect more broad spectral and centripetal
(attracts life force).
The implosive and conjugate combination of optics, magnetics and capacitance of Agni
Hotra- also brings to mind the physics of the STUPA concept: Implosive Capacitance =
Sacred Space
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Clearly the Stupa’s original primary purpose was the design of bioactive and regenerative
field effects. This further underlines the stupidity of today’s modern Stupa constructionswhich are done with metal in the concrete- and right near powerful elecrosmog- which
clearly is poisonous to the very concept of what Stupa is for.
In addition to fertility- sacred space- as implosive for charge and living plasma, converts
living plasma COMPRESSION in to ACCELERATION. This introduces ideas like STARGATE
and PORTALs. Particular charge energy vortex- when they cause implosion of the flame of
charge at the center- there they turn CHARGE COMPRESSION IN TO CHARGE
ACCELERATION!
This is our place- to note HOW the geometry of the vision seen at death- confirms the above
concept about implosive conjugation leading to sustainability and immortality. The work
was done by Heinrich Kluver- called the KLUVER FORM CONSTANTS. In that study – he
asked near death experiencers (and some LSD experiencers) –to draw the geometry of
what they saw- during near death experience.
We see that the sequence of visions seen archtypally by death experiencesWhat they drew: Grid, Cobweb Tunnel SpiralQuite accurately reflects the braid sequence which implodes DNA itself!
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In a sense- your visual field during death is preparing you for the symmetry of the charge
embedding operations- preparatory to implosive charge fusion / acceleration. Biologic
memory is inserted into the (phase conjugate) grid of collective memory in a very
particular way. (Very reminiscent of the paper we mentioned on the unusual ‘everywhere
at once’ quality of phase conjugate dielectrics – called: “Alice in Barium Titanate Land”). We
mentioned above- that famous Ray Moody documented among surgeons, that these visions
of the death tunnel WERE contagious- to those near. We can see why- because the plasma
field around the dying one are pumping their way into immortalizing implosion. For the
same reason that children need to pee when they hear water flowing, the immortal river of
charge into the tornado to the immortal- calls all who are near.
SO much is revealed about the electrical nature of ‘collective unconscious’, ‘communion of
saints’, ancestral memory- IF we would but learn the ‘fractal’ conjugate electrical
engineering of life force. By understanding these things- we can usefully design the electric
field necessary for successful birth and death. We discuss this at –
www.goldenmean.info/immortality
Essentially the right place to achieve coherent charge acceleration required for successful
birth / and death- is very much like the electric field of the altar at Machu Pichu

Or – the electric field- of PRIORE Tech.
Of course- the correct electric field- for successful birth and death- is generally the exact
opposite of the nightmare of electrosmog and synthetic everything- which is the hell fieldcalled a modern hospital.
In fact we use an actual photograph- of the hell field- of modern hospitals- specifically to
teach biologic architects everything NEVER to do. (pictures in the bio architecture section)
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If you recall the physics section of this book- the very core of phase conjugation implosive
negentropic process – is precisely the golden ratio charge line geometry which by adding
and multiplying recursively constructively the PHASE VELOCITIES as well as the wave
lengths- results in a phenomenon at center- where the wave nodes send a component of
their charge inertia THROUGH THE SPEED OF LIGHT (by mulitples of golden ratio). The
central thesis of this book- is that we have identified the core frequency signature of the
phase conjugate ideal biologic pump wave which does this ( charts above) – and that this is
the core mechanism and cause of:
-life
-gravity
-perception
-fractality in time.
SO- this leads us back to the wave mechanics of Kundalini- and the Sacral Cranial
Tides:
We have seen that implosive charge compression and acceleration is how death is
designed- AND now we look at how Kundalini achieves this.
Our intent in examining the biomechanics of kundalini here- also includes developing a
clear biological example of a negentropic and potentially- rejuvenating / ‘immortalizing’
field effect. In this regard I carefully plotted the well documented frequencies of the
SACRAL CRANIAL TIDAL FREQUENCIES – above- on the mathematic curve of our
archetypal perfect calculated precisely optimized key signature phase conjugate pump
wave.
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In other words- the way the spine liquid pump works- in the sacral cranial literature is
revealed to be pumping the low frequencies (so documented to be the lo end bandwidth of
kundalini) – AS a phase conjugate negentropic pump wave- tuning the brain.

Above exerpt from Bentov- with the conjugate frequency calculations by me- to show the
overlay.
The sacral cranial teaching of the Upledger school- are a fine example. The practitioner by
just FEELING the low frequencies of the spine liquid pump, in the facia (tissue)- ADDS
COHERENCE to that wave- just by their attention. Then when the spine liquid stops and
comes to a still point- as we discussed- that is called healing crisis. It is when the
conjugation sorting comes to a climax- so that when the pump re-starts, there is MORE
phase coherence. Remember- (per Upledger) – IF your spine liquid IS pumping- THEN you
are not depressed.
Our original now well known article on the biomechanics of kundalini:
www.goldenmean.info/kundalini This article complements well our friend Jana Dixon
who has assembled a large database on the biology of kundalini:
www.biologyofkundalini.com
Here is the short course- relevant to our ‘negentropic’ point here. As my mentor Ben
Bentov- documented in has universally quoted archetypal classic on kundalini
biomechanics: “Stalking the Wild Pendulum” – the lo frequencies of the spine liquid pumpemerge out the amygdala- tuning the liquids of the brain.
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Using his capacitive accelerometer- Bentov could see the resonance of the heart beat (HRV)
as it cascaded up the spine liquid- to phase entrain the ventrical liquids. He suggested this
pumping circuit would then motorize a (toroidal) current loop around the brain- which
would sequentially trigger the kundalini feeling points along the spine. This relates to what
is called the ‘humunculus’ or ‘little man’ which is a map around the brain surface connected
to the sequence of places in the body where the kundalini is felt –rather like a lightening
bolt penetrating. This rather gives a new meaning to the (fractal / embedded) expression
‘it’s all in your head’!
Bentov showed that as the standing wave of the hearts lo frequencies became coherent –
as he put it- like a violin string down the aorta- then the efficiency of the body’s low
frequency micromotion- climaxed. I would now describe this climax of efficiency in bodily
micromotion – as conjugate and implosive. He measured this bodily micromotion of bliss/
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kundalini with such genius using a capacitive accelerometer- which became a life long
fascination for me. I went to considerable trouble to develop a capacitive amplifier- to
amplify group micromotion entrainment- to be able to biofeedback- group bliss process.
One of the projects which grew out of our project to provide group bliss process
biofeedback sensorium- was my HRV – breath-heart entrainment- app for iPhone
heartsring.com Note how while providing interactive biofeedback of the heart/HRV breath
tuned coherence- that the musical key signature of heart/breath feedback allows –
micromotion entrainment between couples and groups to be taught. Bentov presaged- the
way in which lo frequency entrainment is a key mechanism to measure and teach empathyas we do. Neurolinguistic programming also teaches how micro body motion entrainment
produces empathy/ communication.
So in the context of learning how the bodies long wave – peristalsically creates the
conjugate pump -all in phase to the ‘blue fire’ – bliss wave mechanic.. we return to our
discussion:
-BIOMECHANICS OF KUNDALINI- My experience – as an example of a potentially
rejuvenating negentropic conjugate human evolution.
As I mentioned in my well know articles on kundalini biology (
www.goldenmean.info/kundalini ) - my experience began around age 21- still a virgindouble scorpio- and immersed in intense Gurdjieff School (claymont.org) sacred
gymnastics. There I was escaped from University of Detroit graduate engineering and
psychophysiology- and suddenly immersed in real air, live food and yogic lifestyle- yet
brimming with scorpio sting energy. Of course my ‘adiabatic process’ (energy conservation)
had to find somewhere to go. This introduces what I later learned was the ‘U turn’ path up
the spine-from the prostate/ sexual organs- as mechanism of Kundalini.
This switch near the tailbone for Kundalini- is most likely what Gurdjieff called ‘organ
Kundabuffer’ – literally the Kundalini buffer. It was a switch or block point near the bottom
of the spine –which regulated the spine liquid pumping and this the kundalini. This
(plumbing valve?) determines whether the juices- of kundalini/ bliss can flow upward. In
Gurdjieff terminology- this block point has to do with the bad karma of the human racehaving been stuck at the ‘tail end’ of ‘Beelzebub’s Tales to His Grandson’. It is only much
later you learn that Beelzebub (literally ‘lord of the flies’) – was actually Lucifer- or Enki.
(Enki /Hermes found out that when you lose the war budget you also lose the public
relations budget). So – it is as if Hermes or the Hermetic tradition – whose symbol is the
Cadduceus- literally phase conjugation- is trying to teach you how the plumbing switch
works- at your tailbone – to get bliss to your crown.
Now if you were to translate all of that into how the Sacral Cranial Pump literature teaches
how emotional release goes up the spine- you get an amazing correlation. Having taught
with both groups- I believe the www.upledger.com vs polarity therapy Randolph Stonewww.polaritytherapy.org teaching about the wave mechanic of the spine liquid is basically
in agreement.
See the spine liquid pump frequencies compared to perfect phase conjugate frequenciesgraphic- here above.
Originally I considered that the human tailbone features some vestigial hairs from our days
as monkeys. I knew that a large component of how the spine liquid in fact pumps- is a lo
frequency peristalsic wave pump. So it is not a stretch conceptually to understand how the
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spine liquid is pumped by a low frequency phonon- or standing wave of sound in liquid. If
you want to understand kundalini- it very much requires understanding the liquid
plumbing of the spine.
Brain Humunculous Picture above..
Bentov suggested the sequence of brain sites triggered by the rotating magnetic field around
the brain ‘mapped’ the ‘little man’ ‘humunculous’- on the brain surface. This means that the
whole body was mapped in sequence to this ‘little man’ fractal embedded circuit on the brain.
He suggested some of the immense lightening up the spin feeling of the kundalini experiencemay have in fact been more the triggering of these sites in the brain- more than in the body?
But in a fractal- the small map and the big map – are … ONE?
The important spine liquid is well known to pump into the brain- ventricle cavities (as
Bentov so beautifully mapped for how the ears ring with bliss- biomechanically). The
problem for our model of the plumbing of spiritual growth of the body- is to ask HOW does
the sex juice/ creative fire – get IN to the spine at the bottom end? Since I doubt if Gray’s
Anatomy would admit that the bottom of the spine liquid- sucks upward like a straw. Even
though this is in fact clearly my experience. AND this corresponds very well to the various
Gurdjieff and other stories about Kundalini versus Kundabuffer.
So how is it the ‘the spine really sucks’??
I suggest there are some little hairs at the tail of the spine- that in the case of the maleprobably rather wrap themselves around the prostate. In my case- during extreme
kundalini (imagine feeling a red hot poker going up your tailbone)- I observed the erotic
sperm release- actually went up the spine- and what came out the penis (mine) – was a
clear stickly liquid- I now know is the prostate contribution.. minus the whitish sperm
which went elsewhere (haploid DNA up the spine- like lightning? In my way of experiencing
it).
If you still have any doubts about the biological reality of kundalini- after reading my article
on the subject, www.goldenmean.info/kundalini , suggest you also visit
www.biologyofkundalini.com (Jana) and read Bentov’s “Stalking the Wild Pendulum”.
I could feel the sweet energy density of the sperm release hitting my crown / pineal. It was
very much overwhelming; clearly the most erotic experience of my young life.
It is interesting for the well known Gopi Krishna, and Krishnamurti (and my friend Cynthia
Turner)- the most important feature of kundalini- was to report it is a burning torturing
terror- for which the most important thing was to pray for it go away. I used to think of
them as kundalini cry babies. Scorpio’s like me- don’t apologize for sting- we enjoy it. But
this agonizing nature of the fire intensity of kundalini- particularly if it is suddenly
released- does fit well with the notion of the (kundabuffer) opening in the straw sucking at
the base of the tail bone.
My experience clearly suggests there is a literal opening at the tailbone for liquid to go up
the spine- which corresponds to Kundabuffer- the switch. This fits the well reported ideathat this opening should be opened slowly- otherwise explosive pumping up the spinecreates severe mental imbalance (which really ‘sucks’). Kundalini unfortuneately – as Lee
Sanella’s book (“Kundalini Experience: Psychosis or Transcendance”) reports- is most often
diagnosed medically as schizophrenia. And you can see how keeping the electrical tornado
focused into one vortex only- gets harder with the liquid storm surge from the tailbone. It
helps us see how shaman see thru eagle’s eyes if we understand perception / vision as a
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centripetal plasma tornado. So – multiple personality split- WOULD relate to the difficulty
of keeping your plasma tornado/ aura focused into a single vortex – harder when your
tornado- implodes suddenly from below (the kunda-buffer breaks through).
The syndrome can involve ‘hearing voices inside your head’ – which can relate to the ‘sound
current’ from the spine harmonics to the brain liquid, and I am convinced – also be part of
clair-audience, and contact with ancestral voices. The tricky part – is to separate the true
piezoelectric ‘song in the blood’ radio- from insanity. That difference involves ‘grounding’which as we explained- is literally fractal reference to all charge- testing for the ‘shareable
wave’. In practice – spiritual and psychological and physical grounding activities are
essential. It does make sense- to understand that high voltage piezoelectric ringing of your
blood and your spine/brain liquid- COULD be a connection to ancestral survival memory.
Yet at the same time- without a proper understanding and implementation of the science
and the hygiene- in an unstable mind- this is dangerous.
Later the notion of a calcific kunda lingum being pushed up the lymph and released at the
back of the tongue does fit this image of a tailbone with a liquid gate as well. Strong ejection
of mucous- is consistent with the kundalini / bliss symptomatology. We should consider
that the lymph is removing the parts of the liquid which prevents hi dielectric and charge
distribution. If too much mucous is required to do this drainage- the body can become
depleted of the minerals etc. it takes to make the mucous. After you eject the mucous you
usually feel more ringing / more bliss / more charge density / and more psychoactive
kundalini perception.
As for the switch for the liquid U turn at the tailbone- I think it is revealing that in addition
to the lo frequency phonon sound wave- of the sacral cranial liquid- that this became the
basis for the high frequencies Bentov measured in the ringing ears of bliss meditators. SO
the diameter of those hairs- becomes wave guide for- some powerful high frequency sonic
and higher components of the bliss / kundalini pump.
Years later- Bob Dratch- used his microwave scanning emissions technology to map the
microwave (ADP/ATP quantum distance) emissions of my friend Wendy Thacker’s spine.
Mapping the ‘path of fire’ from the microwave emission- he made a beautiful map of the
history of psychological trauma in the spine path. In other words- the hi frequency
component of kundalini includes the known ATP microwave of mitogenic (cellular radio)
radiation.
Bob Dratch later said that his ability to demonstrate this beautiful technology to powerfully
augment hospital scanners- was blocked by the US government declaring his invention a
military secret. This began for me a long pattern of seeing the sick situation of transcendent
technology in America repeatedly stolen and controlled by the military. If it were public –
you would be shocked at the percentage of new patents which are taken away by the
military. This is a huge scandal- hidden by our military controlled government. Making this
disgusting practice stop- depends on public education. Some of us see a different future
than bomb making and paranoia.
Druid phone calls:
Dratch then showed that this same microwave was conducted by and symbiotic TO the
major Earth local magnetic lines. In other words- Earth grid magnetic lines- are specifically
designed conductors to human mitogenic radio. Now we know exactly why – as Dr
Korotkov measured- the proven telepathy in the Kozyrev mirrors thousands of miles
apart- required setting these large cylinder (micro?) wave guides- ONLY at places where ley
/ magnetic lines crossed!
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SO – how were these high frequencies AND the lo frequency phone sonic pump wavemaking the U turn to go up the spine?
Answer (the subject of this whole book): THE PERFECT PHASE CONJUGATE PUMP WAVE.See Spine Liquid Pump Harmonics – analysis above- beautifully fitting the frequency
signature my new equation identified
As the universal phase conjugate pump wave- origin of all biologic negentropy!
Note in the image- that since the tidal frequencies of the pump wave in the spine liquid- are
well documented from multiple sources- there is an unambiguous placement of the key
harmonics directly on the chart of the perfect biologic negentropy phase conjugate pump
wave.
Note also that it is specifically the quality of phase conjugation (perfected by golden ratio)
that it naturally radiates and embeds to go from narrow spectral- to broad spectral. This
means that if a narrow band of frequencies converges accurately in phase conjugation- it
will naturally implode (negentropically) to include broader and broader frequency bands.
In this case (the spine liquid pump) – the phonon waves we now see to be conjugating –
pumping the spine peristalsically- then implode to embed the high frequency ventricle
liquid ringing- and the microwave which Dratch plotted.
Bentov showed by measurement that these (sonic and ultra sonic) high frequencies heard
in the ear’s of meditators- were in fact the calculated resonance frequencies of the liquids of
the brain and it’s ventrical ‘horns’. He further used his capacitive accelerometer to prove
that the spin liquid frequencies and the large blood aorta pipe-all came into direct
resonance. SO if we are right that the spine liquid is a negentropic conjugate pump wavethen Bentov’s work strongly supports that the other elements in this resonator (brain /
heart)- also fit the implosive conjugation frequency recipe.
This plot of the lo frequencies of the kundalini pumping spine liquid- as precisely phase
conjugate – BECOMES ALL THE MORE COMPELLING- WHEN WE SEE THAT IT THIS EXACT
LO FREQUENCY SERIES- WHICH IS PRECISELY THE ALPHA BETA- CASCADE OF THE
PERFECT BRAINWAVE EEG SIGNATURE OF BLISS/ PEAK PERCEPTION… AND MOREOVERTHE SCHUMANN NATURAL HARMONIC SERIES OF THE EARTH’S HEARTBEAT
RESONANCE ALMOST EXACTLY FITS THIS SAME CONJUGATE FREQUENCY CASCADE KEY
SIGNATURE!
SO- we can see how the pumping of the spine liquid creates a negative suction at the
tailbone. We can see how cascading phase conjugation can create what Sacral Cranial
practitioners call – the ‘still point’ healing crisis. In terms of these harmonics- it is the
because of implosive phase conjugation that a zero point / still point- or perfect conjugate
implosive point is reached. The still point helps the healing because it is well known among
those who do this work – that AFTER the healing crisis – still point moment of the spine
liquid pumping- the pump then re-initiates pumping- but with improved phase
coherence. This is a well known quality of phase conjugation- negentropy in the sense that
it sorts the ambient waves- into phase- which is the very essence of the well documented
self-organizing quality of phase conjugate systems. We learned the principle from opticsbut now we see it applies beautifully to the regenerative quality of kundalini and bliss wave
mechanics.
While we are on the subject of conjugating the spine liquid- we should mention our
experience with Marysol Gonzalez Sterling- sacral cranial conferences in southern Spain (
www.biosonic.org ). She would have 4-8 skilled sacral cranial practioners- touching and
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feeling the spine liquid of each young person. Those young people mostly had profound
medical and learning problems. The point here- is that after several hours of simply holding
and touching and FEELING the spine liquid pump- that many of those disturbed young
people- would get up off the table having been profoundly healed! There were speaking and
learning and behavioral disorders- which I personally saw- healed. Young people would
emerge so healed- in some cases they were almost unrecognizeable to their parents to the
amount of change for the better!
I have often asked myself about the physics- of why it should be that sacral cranial
practioners ( like www.upledger.com ) so often get dramatic healing- simply from putting
their attention into the lo frequencies of their patients spine liquid pump?
It came to me one day- how obvious and beautiful the answer is. Bill Tiller proved- human
attention is centripetal – compresses charge. (‘Conscious Acts of Creation’). I proved
human attention climaxes in phase conjugation – in EEG ( along with Dr Korotkov). So what effect would human attention- inserted into a patients spine- from multiple healers
have? It would be centripetal- it would be phase cohereing. It would add phase coherence.
SO- simply adding the electric power of their attention- the healers- would insert
centripetal / coherence generating inertia into their patients spine liquid.
This so much reminds me of the story of my father beautifully running the family business
electric motor shop- all with his less than high school education. He had the most fabulous
intuition and people skills- which more than made up for his lack of education. The famous
story among many of the shop technicians – was how to use my father as a problem solver.
The technician would call my father over- and explain in detail the technical problem at
hand. Then they would wait for my father to stick his head in the middle of the mess- and
muse for a moment. At this point it could almost be better if my father did not really say
very much. Then – having been gifted with the electric field of added focus inertia of my
father humble attention- more often than not- the technician- would at that point- have an
AHA / EUREKA experience- and say- OH- now I know what try next. The point is – that it
was not usually so much the solution resulted from a complicated conversatio after
inspection. No- usually the solution was simply the result of the fact that my father humbly
inserted the self-organizing inertia – of his own ATTENTION- into the field of the problem.
Being sorted into phase (conjugating) – is inherent to the very electric NATURE of
attention.
This is a beginning to provide evidence for how it is that kundalini - and human bliss
process is negentropic, age reversing etc. Intuitively most of us would probably agree that
among our friends- the ones with best access to bliss- are indeed the ones who stay young.
This correlates well to the “Jitterbug Perfume” - ‘evidence’ that tantra ( related to
kundalini) is immortalizing. For those who might be familiar with that Tom Robbins novel –
the pulsing heart- with its ‘beet’ like sweet ‘love’ coherence potential- was a ‘jitterbug’ with
sweet beat squeezings!
As kundalini moves to a biologic climax over many years- there is an evolution for the
propagation of perception.
On a larger scale- let’s consider the ability of larger groups of people to do psychokinetic
work together- by collective entrainment. Our ‘HeartsRing.com’ breath/hrv/empathy
coherence trainer- iPhone/iPad- can do 4 – at once now, but we aim for biofeedback
environments with millions entrained. This is the focus of our decades old project Planet
Heartworks: ‘Harmonic Module’- to link hearts/ plasma- planet wide- for significant
potentially species saving psychokinesis.
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See below the chart showing what happened when millions of people sang together/
meditating at one moment. These planet healing media synchronized events- very
dramatically calmed the solar flare activity. The chart shows this has been measured 11
times. When millions come into collective presense of mind.. our Sun goes… ‘ahhhpeacefulness!’
CHART SOLAR FLARE MEDITATION:

This IS how centripetal force is restored. This underlies our global science of peacemaking
curriculum ( www.goldenmean.info/peaceuniversity ) defining restored centripetal force –
as the arbiter of peacemaking – in Breath, HRV, heart EKG, EEG, on the land, and in the sun!
-Skeptics may consider this a stretch – but we strongly suggest this presages an important
capability of genepools. Collectively- our task includes- MAKING THE CENTRIPETAL FORCE
THAT HOLDS THINGS TOGETHER. Above we evidence the way collective coherent emotion
makes a field- which apparently reduces solar flares. I suggest this is an example of a large
collectively generated centripetal force.
For more on this- consider the many dozens of shaman we gathered for the solar shamans /
the ‘solar heart community’ at yahoogroups.com . Like our Essene saint friend Grace- at
www.goldenmean.info/grace - they consistently report what it is like for a shaman to
insert their plasma projective ‘eyeball’ body – into the Sun’s heart. They say – the heart of
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the sun- has a particular slipknot geometry: (as well documented earlier in the Theosophic
and clairvoyant literature about the ANU)
(we discussed above- the prediction of platonic electron nesting, and Quark 7/5 spin
chemistry in the clairvoyants work on the ANU)
And they say the heart of the SUN is a cool and inviting - eyeball- an organ of perception
thru which you can look. To arrive there (after Icarus failed) without a dizzy and burning
sensation of course- you need to have eliminated from your aura/ plasma bubble –
unshareable incoherent waves like anger and secrets. (similar to the electrical
requirements for successful death- we discussed www.goldenmean.info/immortality )
Successful bliss and death and shamanic plasma/ vision projection all basically have the
same requirements for your aura as a plasma bubble (see GDV measures as well).
We learned that what we call pure intention- in physics is precisely the act of a wave- to
become SHAREABLE- by entering HEART COHERENCE. I am credited in the scientific
literature for inventing the word HEART COHERENCE – because I developed the
(cepstrum) mathematics which made it measureable ( www.fractalfield.com/coherence ).
The maximum fun point of every audience- using my HEARTTUNER invention (
www.goldenmean.info/hearttunerspecial )- was always- when they discovered that the
moment when you spoke your truth – or your love- WAS the moment your HEART
COHERENCE would soar. This is why my Heart Coherence measure became the first single
peak lie dectector- and kinesiology measure. Your heart as the electrical center of gravity of
your body- absolutely knows in advance – by the very nature of biologic conjugate
communion- WHICH WAVE IS SHAREBLE. Thus in the world of singing hearts- there is
simply one (conjugal/ conjugate) communal reservoir of electrical survival value
memories- which is constantly fed from one single radiant bruning multiply connected
biologic core flame. Getting access to this flame of relatively infinite biologic inertiarequires the absolutely SHAREABLE WAVE of electrical coherence – called pure intention.
For Shamen -this is old news. The NEW information- is how electrical engineers – like our
Implosion Group- can now measure and teach the heart to succeed (EKG/HRV coherence).
We can design environnments which complement the emotional hygiene- to make
shamanic communion / successful death / birth possible. Instead of electosmog hell in the
old hospital, now birth / death / bliss/ and survival critical shamanic phone calls to
ancestors- can take place in the correct electrical environment. We can design the perfect
hospice- the new altar for Machu Pichu. The climax form of engineered biologic
architecture- is a charge flame – projective to living AURA (‘SHEM’)- not unlike the fractal
capacitance of a pine cone so clearly extracting voltage from gravity. The climax electric
function of PYRAMID –is not just bioactive field (see pyraphi.com) but also LIVING PLASMA
PROJECTOR!
The sad state of pyramid and dolmen science on planet Earth- speaks of dishonor to the
real caduceus conjugate memory of Hermes- the originator. This reminds me of a recent
meeting of New England Antiquities Research Association. (NEARA). They all sat around
agreeing completely on the presentations. One presentation proved without a doubt that
the stone dolmen configurations were NOT used for storing food. The next- proved they
were NOT used for burying the dead. The next presentation proved they were NOT used to
live in. So- at the end the profound conclusion of the worlds best stone dolmen researcherswas that they were absolutely positive- that they really did not have a clue what the stone
dolmen WERE used for – and they had proven that. What a wonderful meeting of the minds.
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The problem for the stone dolmen research- is the same as the problem of teaching your
biology teacher what a bioactive field COULD be. Since no one has even conceived that the
right electric field (conjugate, fractal, centripetal, negentropic), COULD save a civilizationtherefore the ignorant continue to lead the blind.
Billions of humans waste much of Earth’s richness rushing from place to place- desperately
needing the correct immortalizing ‘bliss’ charge of sacred space- the true pilgrimage
experience. BUT without the electrical knowledge of what bliss IS- how the bioactive field of
‘sacred space’ is created and measured electrically, it is like bee’s urgently flying abouttrying to find honey (the sweet nectar of bliss)- BUT they forgot how to MAKE honey (bliss).
We often liken this to the war over Jerusalem. URU-ASSA-EL-m, is a place where the URU
(pure dragon blooded)- ASSA (queens)- made the EL (phase shift translation of vorticity
into stargate plasma projection).
Most of human history has been conflict over getting a ticket into stargate- to immortalize /
save your soul plasma- using collective bliss as plasma projector into temple- plasma
imploder. This is certainly the story of AMARNA- Akhunaton’s failure. It’s like fighting for a
ticket to your favorite rock concert- you hunger for bliss- but you don't know you to use it
to get immortal.
The stargate- plasma projector at Jerusalem- is broken – it doesn’t work anymore. The star
alignments, and magnetic line implosion for plasma projection- is gone. Stop the war- we
wanna get off. It IS worth dying to get your plasma into stars- but that stargate is not going
to do it. ( More on this – research DIRANA – in Anton Parks). SO- the only way out of
religion wars- (which reflect an actually necessary yearning for plasma immortality)- is to
learn the correct self empowering physics: aura maintenance for bliss projection.
The correct implosive (and bliss projecting) bioactive field- generated by piezo/
paramagnetic / conjugate field symmetries (like properly aligned stone dolmen):
1) Can SAVE agriculture in time of famine (accelerate / trigger seed germination)
2) Can line up the charge density for the shaman to make the survival critical phone
calls to ancestors ( Dr K. measuring sacred space/ fractal air- where the Shaman go)
3) Can set up the critical plasma projective field to enable successful death, successful
birth, and successful lucid dreaming / remote viewing- ALL essential to survival at
civilizations turning points ( like NOW!).
BUT – tragically- a billion mislead, bliss-starved, confused humans run around planet Earth
from stone monument to monument- making a million books and films about the genius of
ancient civilizations- and IT NEVER EVEN OCCURS TO ONE OF THESE FOOLS – TO
MEASURE THE ELECTRIC FIELD- and MAKE THE SAME. Hermes knew- the cadduceus
conjugate secret.
Instead of poisonous disempowering personality and miracle worship it is time for a
PHYSICS to teach spirituality. There is enough gold under the fat confused churches to feed
AND teach the poor. But only a science of the spiritual heals the poison of thousands of
years- of church based perversity. Spiritual real electrical pure principle of life force (‘grace’
/ ‘chi’) - and self-empowerment is based on knowing in detail the engineering science of
how human generated life force - charge fields DO penetrate in to the immortal! This is the
heart of divine memory- and the way in – is the physics of fractal conjugation.
We use the HYPOGEUM at MALTA- to illustrate many of these principles- pictures and films
at www.goldenmea.info/malta
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All of these poor mislead sheeple urgently seek the (sacred space triggering of) climax bliss
experience they intuitively know will create an immune system- and save a soul at death.
Yet none of them even thinks they might be able to understand the principle well enough to
MAKE that (self empowering ‘bliss’) field for themselves. Disempowering ‘religion’ has
castrated their inner knowing- by telling them God (the biophysics of creative living plasma
implosion) is something ‘outside’ themselves.
I see this situation as mostly pathetic. After a lifetime of teaching – mostly for free- I feel no
compulsion to teach anyone who is not ready to learn. Especially not worth teaching:
university biology professors – who are inside their aluminum buildings- antithetical to all
life- and whose every piece of synthetic clothing and footware- capacitively isolates them
from ALL biologic information (living charge). These are fools. They could learn the most
important thing about their whole curriculum on WHAT IS LIFE - by observing WHY fresh
planted seeds will die- in an aluminum pot- or in the –opposite to conjugate- wrong phase
of the moon. Electrically engineering life- starts with knowing that Earth’s present biology
teachers ARE for the most part- fundamentally clueless to what life is.
Every farmer who has every consulted an almanac in order to avoid the moon- because that
is the best way to get a seed to germinate- is sticking their nose up at your ignorant biology
teachers. AS we discussed, the moon is hollow, mostly metal, and certainly opposite to
conjugate biologically (not to mention home to some of the worst astral and ET parasitesref. Ingo Swann). The implosive seed germinating capacitive impulse coming from the
profoundly conjugating SUN- (hydrogen fusion is phase conjugate)- can work it magic on
most any seed- that IS unless the electric poison to life force that is the MOON gets in the
way.
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The book: “Seed of Knowledge-Stone of Plenty”- just proves stone dolmen circles (conjugate
charge implosive lensing) causes seeds to grow- it does not reveal why. That is what this
book is for. Not only does this explain why the stone structures had to be fractal and
recursive in their magnetic alignments- it also explains the critical nature of the planetary,
solar, and stellar alignment windows. Each wave of charge- the very centripetal nature of
gravity itself- had to be woven into implosive centripetal conjugation- in order to cast the
most potent shadow of charge embedding- the very stuff of fertility.
(Fractal / Conjugate) Charge distribution efficiency – IS life- and that IS what Christ called
the quality of ‘grace’! GRACE dies in modern – heavy metal- aluminum and steel and
electrosmog poisoned buildings just like the souls of your children. Biologic architecture
starts with knowing why a pinecone gets life (voltage from gravity) by being fractal /
conjugate. Any architecture or biology professor who does not know where the
measureable voltage called LIFE FORCE- comes from when you put your meter properly on
a fresh chicken egg or pine cone- definitely should not be getting a paycheck. If you do not
know the electrical design for life force- than you build only death. We discussed abovewith examples and images of our pioneering capactive measures of life force:
www.goldenmean.info/biophoton
When we understand what makes life force, (as we say in our international bio-architecture
curriculum- www.goldenmean.info/architecture )-modern farms and cities- will have the
same material and energetic fractal pattern geometry as pine cones and chicken eggs- and
be made largely of the same materials.
We mentioned- the city of Prague – whose magnetic map- and early structure- is exactly
that of a ROSE! The word Prague means- gate or portal- and indeed- this fractal field by
charge projection would be precisely: a’Portal’.
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Here is a city- that attracts the charge of life force, and energy, and tourists and moneybecause.. it is fractal!
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PHYSICS OF ALCHEMY:
Of course it doesn’t hurt that the streets of Prague are paved with the phase conjugate
meteoritic MOLDAVITE..’green stone’- which Vincent Bridges explains was in many ways
the original gold making philosopher stone… remember the BO-in BOheme means- Hermes
bloodline. The real alchemy or non-destructive charge collapse physics is instructed by the
electrical engineering of the real philosophers stone / projective powder. The molten glass
meteorite core- (originally about half the mass of the KABA stone was ground up) – had
vaporized through it the only metals which survived the re-entry heat: gold, platinum and
palladium. In the same way the gold vapor made the deep red of the templar Cathedral
stained glass- the proper distribution of the vaporized gold through the glass crystallizing
made a SANDWICH FOAM GEOMETRY- which was profoundly conjugate- dielectrically. A
small rice grain size pellet of that- dipped in wax wetting agent- properly splashed in the
red hot mercury- UNDER THE RIGHT ELECTRIC FIELD conditions.. What we do know- is
that the documented British Royal Society measurements of the gold Dee and Kelley made
in bohemia- was the purest known in history to that point.
Alchemy- is centered around the term KHEM – which I translate to mean: “electrical access
to a black hole/ implosion” (Sitchin’s ‘highward fire stone’). This refers to a charge
symmetry vortex which enables phase conjugate compression / transmutation (centripetal
and often negentropic). This IS non-destructive isotope collapse- and it IS an introduction
to modern alchemy physics. For qualified partners- Implosion Group has breakthrough
spreadsheet critical catalytic frequency and temperature- equations for virtually every
commercially valuable isotope transition / collapse – in the atomic table.
The point here is that the climax form of coherence- is the implosive compression called
phase conjugation. Being the physics of alchemy and stargates.. (“dirana”) these are portals
of living plasma projection (in Czech PRAHA/Prague means doorway or portal: the
magnetic map there: a rose!)..
This is also the electrical doorway to perfect biologic charge wave propagation. Likedesigning a Hopi burial ground, like Dr K. measuring the fractality of the AIR where KOGI
shaman can phone their ancestors- and like “Alice in Barium Titanate Land”- this is the
principle behind the electrical doorway- locked test gate- to the ‘collective unconscious’, the
‘communion of saints’ and the ‘ancestral memory’ which is the most important part of every
aboriginal day and dreaming.
Aboriginal wisdom is clear- the song of the song line- and the dream ‘spell’ down the
‘dreaming track’ MAKES the centripetal force which holds the land together. Leading
physicist Bill Tiller’s measurements in “Conscious Acts of Creation”- showed focused
human attention causes centripetal force.
RESTORED CENTRIPETAL FORCES:
Our present book here makes the case for a new physics- literally ‘a new science of life’. Our
work is based on my discovery of a very specific single frequency (planck time/length)
tuned perfected PHASE CONJUGATE PUMP WAVE - operating all biologic negentropy. SO –
this book claims that we now actually know HOW biology makes the very necessary chaos
avoiding- negetropic centripetal field.
If true- and your author firmly believes it is- then this sets the stage for the most dramatic
breakthru’s in the field of scientific philosophy, and scientific spirituality in the history of
the planet:
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Lets take some of the biggest questions which philosophers have ever asked scientists:
What is the purpose of life:
See if this adds some perspective to the useful physical outcome of a human life: Your
toroidal aura plasma bubble (‘KA’ / ‘kesjahn body’) with enough (measureable )
coherence- can become plasma projective enough not just to embed in any conjugate
structure to USE as an eyeball. (Example: Anton Parks says Enki/Osiris plasma body is
reconstituting in the orbit of Venus: which has profoundly pent geometry and conjugate
orbital time – ref www.goldenmean.info/coincidence )
Your aura/ plasma body / ‘ka’ - can also become coherent and centripetal enough to use
STARS as organs of perception- and contribute to the negentropy of interstellar bodies. See
Bentov (“Cosmic Comic Book”) describing in his kundalini- how the Earth functioned as an
eyeball for him to SEE interstellar metabolism- functioning like cellular protoplasm. We
also exerpt his story about this nicely in our kundalini biophysics article:
www.goldenmean.info/kundalini
PICTURE from BENTOV-star bodies.

When Ben traveled interstellar spaces in his charged Kundalini plasma body- he said the
Earth helped him see through it’s eyes as Gaia. What he saw was the shape of huge
interstellar/ intergalactic plasma spaces creating a kind of self-replication (above) which
‘looked’ like meitosis in DNA replication. Bentov was a VERY serious researcher- this could
give a whole new (and even more fractal) meaning to the phrase ‘as above, so below’.
-So- for those who understand- how living plasma fields grows – up- then the answer to the
question of the purpose of life- was summarized by the well informed astrophysicist who
correctly answered his little child- “YES”- when asked: “When I grow up, will I become a
star?”
Stars like our Sun- would not waste all the adiabatic process- of having a solar flare period
geometry which somehow mimics the DNA codon symmetry. No- stars go to so much
trouble to cook up genepools like ours- for some very definite purpose. Why- as Maurice
Cotterell – so dramatically evidences in “Tutankhamon Prophecies”- must the ovulation
cycles of women- wait patiently – sometimes for centuries- before the solar flare periodsflip the switch to allow women to ovulate?
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No- it is not an accident- stars – like our Sun- NEED something genepools make. Biology is
capable of making a centripetal and negentropic force- desparately needed by star systems
for – (using Gurdjieff’s term) – ‘reciprocal maintenance’.
That reciprocal maintenance- is in fact the circulation of negentropy- not just the phase
conjugation which we have now proven is how hydrogen is held together ( again- my new
equation proving hydrogen radii are phase conjugate by golden ratio precisely to planck:
www.goldenmean.info/goldenproof )…
It extends to why the solar system’s gravity is held together by golden spiral arms:

--
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Golden Ratio conjugate charge implosion as mechanism of stable gravity – also
extends to why the galaxy uses spiral arms, and significantly to why the universe is
documented to have arranged in major masses specifically in a (golden ratio
stellated) DODECAHEDRON.

--
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As mentioned earlier- I predict that the hypothesis of the existence of ‘dark matter’ will be
proven wrong – when the simple experiment is done to show that masses arranged in a
dodeca pattern- stellated by golden ratio conjugate planck distance to center- will MAKE
MORE GRAVITY in that arrangement! This means- that the extra gravity used to excuse the
‘dark matter’ hypothesis- is now potentially accounted for- because fractal phase
conjugation is the CAUSE of (additional) gravity.
Underlining the shocking ignorance of physics to not know why an object to the ground- is
to not know- until now- the cause of ANY centripetal negentropic force.
The reason an object falls to the ground- is that all phase conjugate / fractal
structures – generate charge acceleration toward center… called The Gravity.
So not only is the concept of ‘dark matter’ a mistake- according to me- we must re-examine
what we mean when we say – that gravity bends space. IF we understand that it is
conjugate charge symmetry that CAUSES gravity- then we understand newly why charge
lines are bent (by the conjugation/ implosion of charge which causes gravity). From this
perspective, it is not particularly helpful or clear language to say – the fabric of space is
bent. It is more accurate to say the trajectory of charge lines is always bent into the
direction of most recursion / embedding / conjugation (density / gravity).
From this point of view- we can now understand exactly the physics behind our favorite
Sufi saying: “Only love bends the light, therefore only love creates”. If the line of charge or
light does not bend into rotation- creation does not happen. Only centripetal fields- cause
light to bend ( a very ‘attractive’ idea).
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Love refers to the possibility of feeling (conjugation) which results from perfect embedding
– the ‘heart of the matter’. Love is in the electrical embedding implosion of our heart’s
electric firing turning inside out more recursively. Love and compassion- IS non-destructive
compression in the heart… and ANYWHERE living charge embeds accurately into attractive
fractality.

In this electrical model of the heart’s increasingly harmonic inclusive fractality- we see
perfect compression and perfect compassion as electrically identical. This gives new insight
into WHY ‘the healthy heart is a fractal heart’ (from Ary Goldberger).
The harmonic inclusiveness in HRV (fractal heart harmonics) which medicine clearly
correlates to immune health- is exactly the non-destructive compression among harmonics
which golden ratio phase conjugation perfects.
FRACTAL HEART is a Healthy Heart: ARY Goldberger’s beautiful insights..
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A MORTAL SOLUTION? SO- back to our question about the purpose of life. We now see a
clear plasma projective path THRU death (Kluver Form Constants- pic above- the geometry
map you see during death: Kluver form constants are based on the sequence of DNA braid
embedding to implode - ref: www.goldenmean.info/immortality )
We see a clear path into embodying our future / evolved larger plasma bodies- into planet’s
and star’s to help make the negentropy which holds them together (like Gaia’s- conjugate
Schumann harmonics). Finally your local astophysicist is now accurately able to answer his
child’s question: ‘when I grow up: will I be a star?’ Read about solar star inhabiting- in our
‘Solar Shaman’s’ egoup: ‘Solar Heart Community’ at yahoogroups.com We discussed about
why stars like our Sun go to such much trouble to brew up DNA: because we ultimately
must make the large centripetal awareness fields which sustain starbirth! (see the picture
of the measured effects of global meditation on solar flares: centripetal force).
SO- suddenly the purpose of life- is very much wrapped up in growing a big aura! - This is
the premise with which we began our early book- “Implosion: Secret Science of Ecstasy and
Immortality”. You could effectively make each decision in life (eat broccoli or French fries,
choose passion lover or rich lover) based on whether it would FEED YOUR AURA. And since
now the growth of the aura or plasma body is scientifically measureable ( GDV: www.bio193

well.eu ) this becomes a science. ….This means that only scientists qualify as spiritual
priests. (Sorry Pope Francis- back to school).
The purpose of life- is to become more and more electrically centripetal and negentropic. At
first to steer only small tornadoes- and at last to steer stars and galaxies.
As we have taught for decades- watching a shaman steering a tornado is instructive.
(Pictures at www.goldenmean.info/dowsing )Scientists know that tornados follow the
center of lowest pressure- rather like your puppy dog following your whistle. What
scientists did not know until – this book- is what CAUSES centers of lowest pressure.

-In the same way that Viktor Schauberger knew when his piezo doped water vortex was
about to begin generating voltage from gravity- at the moment it ‘spontaneously’ started
getting colder, all of implosion reduces heat at center. This is a requirement for what
negentropy is. The tornado is fed by locating the place where its’ centripetal force can grow.
Certain places in the ocean are not the only places tornados are fed, conjugate magnetic
earth line crosses also feed them. If you have the slightest clairvoyance- watching your
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shaman steer the tornado – you see bioplasmic (aura) streamers connecting the belly of the
shaman to the heart of the tornado.
It is said- that about 20 aboriginal tribes all taught that the soul resides in the lower gut !
And that these tribes did not know of the existence of each other.
The (low) focal point of the lowest frequencies of the phase conjugate pump wave sacral
cranial- spinal pump- becomes the lo pressure center of gravity.
So – the physics of the tornados lead path- is established by the implosive path of lowest
pressure. But now let’s connect that to the psychology. The tornado is sucked in upon
learning that the shaman feels it’s pain- better than it feels it's own. It has always been true
that the center of gravity of a situation is lead- by those who best feel the pain. What is new
here- is knowing the electrical definition of pain. Pain is where the crystal structure of
conjugating fractality is most broken- and thus leaking the most charge. This relates
beautifully to Robert O Becker’s (“Body Electric”) concept- that the voltage and amperage of
the ‘current of injury’ – is what sets up the (negentropic?) electric field necessary to initiate
tissue repair. Increase the voltage / amperage (wattage) of the field around the woundand the tadpole regenerates it’s tail even after it is statistically improbable.
The GIFT OF PAIN:
So – as we discussed at www.goldenmean.info/pain , PAIN is not a mistake God made. Pain
is an invitation for where to place the centripetal electrical negentropy called ATTENTIONin such a way as to restore there the charge symmetry of fractality.
(As we discussed) Albert Szyent Gyorygi’s cancer and pain eliminating ‘triplet state
electron’ is another example of a conjugating field- creating better charge distribution.
Charge distribution restored is the goal of pain focused attention. So – instead of saying to
your body- oh – you pain in the ass body- you deserted me again by causing pain. You
instead say- oh dear body- thank you for the gift of pain- you were so kind to remind me
where fractality has broken and is therefore bleeding charge. I will give to that place all the
beautiful attention / centripetal force – needed to restore fractality. You notice when you
completely relax and devote your attention to the center of pain- that at first it burns with
lots of the flame of attention- precisely to set the symmetry for collapse into the later
compressed and more fractal coolness which is healing (fractal charge distribution
restored).
==
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Urge to Touch Frustrated By Definition Becomes Anger?
Or- is your girlfriend right: testosterone is God’s big mistake?
--It is so fundamental to understand the plumbing biomechanics of human biology and the
need for creative expression. We discuss in the biology section below how the fundamental
fluid of cellular sex juice – creative liquid fire- is in fact very high quality ultraviolet light.
Any biology professor can explain to you how the economy of the distribution of
increasingly coherent high frequency UV light- is the timing engine of things like cell
division/ meitosis. As such the distribution versus holding in of this ‘blue fire’ is the switch
between cellular social behavior versus cellular promiscuity (cancer). This is because if the
presence of too much coherent UV gets stuck inside the cell- it sets off the ritual dance of
division/ meitosis. We introduce this again here- because we are also then wanting to use
the plumbing economics of where the UV blue fire goes- to better understand testasterone
(in males vs say progestetone in females) – for their role in creating kundalini and bliss
versus their role in creating human conflict. So when your lady friend explains to you with
obvious passion that testasterone is one of God’s biggest mistakes, you will hopefully have
the beginnings of an apologia / ‘reason to be’ for the male condition ( otherwise you might
be speechless when she says women need men as much as submarines need screen
doors…).
In fact it is quite possible to make the case that the pumping of UV blue fire ‘ sex juice for
cells’ (concentrating it toward the tail bone) is the primary delivery system of fore play in
sex, and spine liquid pumping (sacral cranial liquid carrier)- for getting bliss and kundalini
up the spine (as we discuss below).
A simple way to understand blue fire UV pumping- as the cancer switch- is to realize that
one of the simplest ways to know if cells have become cancerous is to measure if they have
all become more spherical. Healthy cells in general are not spherical- because only nonspheres ( like pine cones and eggs) – are plasma projective (what Steiner calls projective
geometry). Being plasma projective (quite literally SHEM –anic)- is the opposite of
promiscuity for cells and humans- because distributing the creative juice in social activity is
the difference between self-serving versus collective service.
So- if a cell has no way to pump it’s coherent UV out of it’s membrane- then that sex juice
for cells- bounces back to center (conjugates) and sets up the electric field- called meitosis /
premature cell divison / cancer. Whereas the projective membrane can conjugate- making
its UV blue fire- communicable / shareable across the membrane- and thus become social
instead of cancerous. This is WHY contact that inhibits replication defines the opposite of
cancer- for cells.
This leads to our main point here- that electrically effective touch- is the difference between
social behavior versus promiscuity (cancer) for BOTH cells AND humans!
So now let us apply our metaphor for a young boy learning to use his testasterone- by
choosing whether to do dance and theater (usually more touch permission) – versus
choosing football. We dedicate this section of our discussion to today’s official
announcement by the National Football League that their careful measures have
determined that at least 30% of their retirees will have brain damage.
What we need to understand in this part of our discussion- is the biophysical reason for the
wise psychophysical insight: URGE TO TOUCH FRUSTRATED,WILL BY NECESSITY BECOME
ANGER. This sentiment is often attributed to Carl Jung’s conclusion after studying the
Balinese cock fight versus the true origins of football. When the urge to touch IS frustrated
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in young boys- it is biologically NECESSARY that this becomes anger. The deeper side of this
conversation requires also the deeper understanding of the true wave mechanics of
emotion ( see SENTIC table below- with my addition: the RATIOs).
So when world’s leading psychophysics of music expert Manfred Clynes- extracts precisely
the shape of the wave of pressure of TOUCH- which expresses specific emotions- he gets
these archetype wave shapes. He proved that the shape of the wave of pressure in touch –
used to express specific emotion- was absolutely global, that is the same in primitive
indigenous versus modern cultures. (My detailed analysis graphic earlier in this book ‘Rush
from a Hug”?- discussion: www.goldenmean.info/touch originally in Clynes book:
“Sentics”).
What I added to his brilliant conversation was a simple geometric analysis of the wave
shapes. My logic from my earlier pioneering expertise in discovering the mathematics of
heart coherence ( fractalfield.com/coherence ) – was the understanding that the way
emotion programs DNA and spine pumping etc- was the piezoelectric / phonon effect of a
cascade of heterodynes ‘braiding’ (DNA and the spin liquid for example). What this tells me
is that emotion gets into our DNA and our spine of a cascade of consequent HETERODYNES
of an original wave RATIO. So I knew that in essence the difference between emotions had
to be a bouncing continuous sequence of wave interferences called HETERODYNESprobably triggered by a precisely initiated wave RATIO. So this told me that probably what
emotionally effective touch was about – was a profoundly simple correct initiating wave
RATIO. Clynes measured originally this geometry of touch / geometry of pressure changefrom the way the violin string is touched- in order to make people cry. Then he develop
‘sentic cycles’ for people to cathartically release their touch energy profoundly in this way.
SO what I did was to analyze his exquisitely derived accurate wave shapes for emotion- into
what I determined was their most basic initiating wave RATIO- because I felt this would
determine if the resultant series of HETERODYNES (wave beats initiated)- would cascadeand thus become broad spectral- and thus effective in triggering what we knew was how
emotion programmed DNA and the spine liquid- by cascading wave interference.
When I did this- something so powerful and elegantly simple emerged that I find it
compelling. I took simply 3 events in his wave shape.
1 The beginning of the event – beginning of the touch wave.
2. The moment of maximum pressure of the touch.
3. The end of the touch event.
By doing this- it became quickly clear:
The RATIO set up by destructive emotions- in touch: Hate and Anger- were 1/3 and 1/7
respectively – and these create DESTRUCTIVE wave interference.
Whereas the RATIO set up by constructive emotions Joy and Love were 1/6 and 1/Golden
Ratio (.618) respectively. These were precisely the ratios necessary to set up constructive
wave interference! Specifically- infinite golden ratio cascading waveforms (from the
“LOVE TOUCH” for example ) - is the essential subject of this entire book.
The suggestion we often make is – that practicing making this tantrically delayed max
pressure squeezing motion – which IS – the geometrically accurate ‘love hug’ - was
precisely your academic homework assignment- triggered when your lover says to you: “
you don’t touch me like my other lover does!”
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Why “Cesarian Section” ultimate means loss of ‘soul’ for the genepool:
This precise golden ratio pressure wave from the geometrically perfect implosive ‘love hug’
also describes the perfect change in pressure over time of the perfect birth canal
experience. This is because that implosive piezo cascade is the physics of how infinite
memories can come through birth by the perfect squeeze. This is why Caesar made war on
the Druid’s (the land) – because without a birth canal (Cesarian Section) - he could not
bond with… (anything) – his mother, his village, his land.. This became the book: BOND OF
POWER, which also introduces the physics of rebirthing (we discuss again- in the ‘If I Am
Right’ section here).

So – getting back to ‘urge to touch frustrated becomes anger’. We see that the young boy in
whom urge to touch is frustrated ( no dance, no touch- only football remains )- he
absolutely requires the precisely accurate DESTRUCTIVE wave interference (1/7 ratio)
which the touch wave for anger radiates. This could be effective (for Jesus) for a short timedriving money changers out of a temple- but ultimately any sustained use of the anger wave
form – is finally SELF destructive ( as the NFL just today kindly acknowledged). Anger in
your guts- becomes quite literally a ‘poison pellet’ (pigskin football) which must be pushed
out against other males. Unfortunately this does rather prove the psychophysics cause of
the destructive interference called ‘football’ is a bit ‘shitty’.
Total disclosure here: I have not been paid an advertising fee by the National Football
League. But at least we learn the cultural pathology: inability to touch, behind the obscene
ratio between our teachers paychecks versus football players. Now we can also learn WHY
biologically the upper lip HAS to stiffen - when your mother prevents you from crying. Is
this what it means to be British- - on the island defined by absence of Rhesus monkey (RH
negative) ‘passion’ blood: ‘we only hug our dogs and our horses’? UK is where Laurence
Gardner defined the term B’ritain- (Baereth-An) meaning –origin or birthplace of ANunaki
– draco blood (discussion- fractalfield.com/negentropicfields)
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This has profound implications for now understanding WHY touch preventing
(patricarchy) cultures CAUSE the spread of deserts (as James DeMeo showed:
‘Desertification and Patriarchy’ , www.goldenmean.info/desertification ). Whereas rain
generating matricarchies like Minoa and Polynesian cultures were extremely touch
permissive. The same physics which allows humans to share their creative urgesdetermines whether the capacitive field of water vapor has permission to -crystallize/
touch- and form a droplet. Notably the angle of the cone capacitor most effective at
rainmaking – in Trevor Constable’s ‘Weather Engineering on the High Seas’ – was the
perfect 60 degree implosive (dodeca /conjugate) cone!
It can be shown that a very high percentage of young people can put a hole in a cloud by
focusing their attention there. I predict that those having access to some bliss, who also can
touch real ground with their bare feet- have increased chances. Remember –human
attention is an implosive charge field (measureably compresses charge- as Bill Tiller
proved). Now we can understand why the “Earthing” (book by that title) movement was
able to shown such an improvement (alkalinizing etc) in blood chemistry- when people
have real access to ground. As we suggested- access to ‘ground’ is simply access to perfect
or fractal or conjugate charge distribution- for electricians and psychologists. Here at
‘gound’ level is the ultimate arbiter where waves meet to discover which ones are shareable
(conjugate).
As an aside here: Curious that gound level is often called ‘frog level’: where Enki (fresh from
his Abzu- watery underworld) is depicted like a frog in Anton Parks- explaining why Osiris
(Enki) has a green face in every Egyptian rendering. The green faces of the priests depicted
worshipping the Mag at Sintra: look froglike? The legend of the Cork Capuchin monestary at
Sintra (the word means ‘rabbit hole’)- is: the ‘green man’.
Much of the electric detachment from soul – in western civilization – walking on our steel
bar poisoned cement sidewalk with our thick insulating plastic shoes- amidst our starkly
electrosmog poisoned landscape- having completely murdered every elemental plasma
being.. we wonder: why are our children losing the soul of DNA?
Western civilization can no longer hide the disastrous crash of health and immune systemshown by statistics of those who live too high up in man made buildings (above the first few
stories). All the yogi’s who lived hundreds of years- did it in caves. Modern (aluminum and
steel and electrosmog) architecture will not allow it. It is more than just specifically getting
to touch ground- it is also getting access to the grounding low phase conjugate – but very
low power- Earth Schumann harmonics . In this conjugating radio for all biology mitogenics
– we find access to the REAL internet for survival data. The death of the Schumann
harmonics we now see is the death of a very harmonically accurate conjugate pump wavewhich HAD kept the Earth as Gaia- electrically self regulating. Those who understand
geobiology ( www.goldenmean.info/geobiology ) understand the map of the spread of
killed elementals ( California’s central valley?) – closely follows the map of the killed
Schumann resonance. Where charge cannot propagate by conjugation- all living plasma
(elementals and - your children’s aura and soul) is at risk. More evidence of the desperate
need to re-invent human architecture and cities into magnetic maps that like look and feel
like (fractal) roses and pine cones.
Did you notice the amazing balance of the barefoot native children in the film “Medicine
Man”? Why are indigenous people used for their balancing skills in tall building
construction? Their ancestors spent hundreds of generations barefoot grounded on the
same sacred land, getting their DNA fractally fold embedded into the land. Why is that
fractal access to balance and ground- a good predictor of those who can lucid dream (aura
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coherence: KA presence), and therefore better take memory through death? (After the
Draco/ Greys shapeshifted out the controllers of the US government- guess what
percentage of those they abducted had indigenous blood: very high. Why: lucid dreamers
have the ensouled DNA- the Nephalim desperately lust after).

(above) SUFI GRAVITY – The Dervish Turning – as a test for his teacher: The Human
Wormhole- How does the spin- by testing for center of gravity- test for pure
intention?
The Sufi who prepares to prove to his master that he has pure intention by not getting dizzy
while spinning- first traces the path of his attention from his inner ground, through to the
ground underneath him, through to the Sun. Perfect (centripetal) attention, and attention
to ground are the same thing: access to the centering leverage at the conjugate fractal
electric core of all biologic radio.
Imagine you were a cloud deciding whether to come over parched California. You notice all
the land magnetic centripetal lines are destroyed (most all the elemental/ living plasma
beings are dead)- and so you wisely determine that you as a water vapor cloud would also
be destroyed as a touching wave- and so you cleverly decide to avoid California. Where
permission to touch is destroyed for waves (in cells, in humans, and on land)- there wave
inertia cannot become immortal- which is to say perfectly shared.
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The cloud seed of fractal centripetal charge symmetry precipitates not only rain (how vapor
becomes a droplet-by learning to touch!), but also that symmetry recipe precipitates
awareness itself!
You can prove that water (with a fractal hydrogen heart) is self aware- by the following
scientific test. Drive a carload of children near a loud rapidly flowing river. Next- count how
many of them suddenly decide they need to pee. The water molecules inside the children
know full well- that their best chance at immortality is to join the most fractal, conjugate
nearby flow.
Flowform as archtype: Recursive braiding- not just in DNA- but also like the ‘flowform’
(below) is the conjugate heart of life force generation. The conjugate (recursive braid)
fractal heart of hydrogen is ALSO the heart of water, AND the heart of every DNA ladder
rung. At the lightening fractal heart of that charge distribution lies the mitogenic life force
radio- which communicates the central conjugate survival library of the collective mind of
life itself.
FLOWFORM: 7 Golden Ratio braids embedded- produces spin density-
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Braiding

This is an illustration of one of physics oldest sayings: ‘water invented people in order to
move itself around’. The phase conjugate heart of water- inside a laminar braid coherenceis one of the most self-organizing, ‘intelligent’ field generators on the planet. Dowsers
understand this- talking to the water veins- gently explaining- in the same visual language
used by horse whisperers- how much fun it would be to move slightly to touch the well –
whose driller missed the vein. The electric equivalent of pure intention- determines how
well the dowsers supplication is heard… by the water. Detecting deep rock or primary
water- is a mater of detecting how well 2 capacitors talk to each other– over it (how phase
conjugate is the field made by ‘sacred’ water). This is an example of sensitive discriminative
comparative measures of localized capacitive coupling. This is effectively how Bentov used
capacitive accelerometrics to measure Kundalini, how Hodowanec and Ramsey measured
gravity waves with a 25 cent capacitor, and how the Princeton Noosphere project uses
(capactive coupling) Josephson Junction to measure global collective emotion events.
Capacitors talk to each other best- the closer they get to a conjugate field. Later we can use
this to discuss the instantaneous global communication of conjugate longitudinal
microwave (until Hartmut Mueller of Global Scaling got put in prison).
Primary Water, Phase Conjugate Capacitive Coupling … and the Collective Mind of GAIA. So
called ‘primary water’ or ‘deep rock’ or ‘captive water’ ( as opposed to surface water table) 202

as an example of negentropic conjugate charge.
I find the discussion about whether the inner earth waters came from chemistries
generated inside the earth quite fascinating. Predictably - with my backgroundmy central focus on the issue has been the electrical science.
It was quite a revealing experience in Australia with Rob Gourlay's friend- when we were
testing his new experimental tech- which was supposed to electrically measure the
presence of primary water. Interesting that at one point – Gourlay appears to have even
persuaded the Australian government entities to issue different regulations for access
surface or table water- vs- primary or deep rock water.
The theory behind how you could potentially measure the presence of this most pure and
energized water- I find itself highly useful and instructive. . I had no idea at the time how
profound the concept of measuring deep rock water could be. Whether you call it 'deep
rock' or 'captive' or 'primary' water the principle seems to be the same. This reveals
electrically how in fact the deep principle of deep ‘primary’ water- as being precisely more
electrically ‘phase conjugate’. This is because the near presence of primary water- appears
to increase the inherent efficiency of capacitors ability to communicate at a disctance. The
technical term for this is ‘capacitive coupling’. The cool thing is that capacitors ability to talk
to each other remotely at a distance – is exactly what ‘primary’ water does appear to
subtlety increase. This is how we measured it’s presence.
BUT when you think about it- the non-linear nature of capacitive coupling (the deep root of
how the ‘Princeton Noosphere’ project measures collective emotion peak moments)- is the
very NATURE of mitogenic communication / DNA radio / the collective mind! Think about
it: Deep water veins- were where you go to – if you need to make a Druid phone call! Why
were Cistercian Monesteries over a cistern?? (hint deep water).
The instrument we were using- intended in a way- to complement the wise old dowserswater witching tools- depended on this revealing physics concept. The device to measure
the presence of primary water- was essentially a highly tuned circuit to measure how well 2
capacitors- would talk to each other. A subtle change in ' capacitive coupling'- reveals a
‘presence’. (For some reason I can’t help think of the ‘very scientific’ milk-maid’s test from
the middle ages- to find out if a witch moved into the neighborhood: the milk curdles in a
different geometry. Ultimately we electrical engineers can learn from the good witches –
the clustering geometry of biologic proteins dan be very sensitive to the capacitive
environment)
The way capacitors talk over a distance- can really get to be something of a highly spiritual
conversation.. as I have learned over the years:
We spent years- discovering how trees communicate electrically:
www.goldenmean.info/trees (harmonics charts images earlier in this book)
Our conclusion was- that it was primarily capacitive coupling – rather than inductive
coupling which allowed trees to talk so efficiently at such great distances. It has been
shown that trees many miles away can respond when their species members are infected
even responding to trees a long distance way. This also says so much about the nature of
efficient mitogenic radiation (collective mind field effects). I taught HeartMath Institute
also to do some of that work- as you can see at the link. Interesting that trees also talk to
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each other inductively.. BUT capacitive conversations between trees- are faster, require less
power- and so more efficient. For example we could tell when a highly skilled sacral cranial
pulse practitioner hugged a tree- because they were more experienced at feeling / coupling
with the lo frequency schumann kind of harmonics- which are the trees life blood.
It was only years later- as I am writing in my new book now, that I realized the same Earth
Schumann resonance harmonics- which ring in human spine liquid for bliss/kundalini /
sacral cranial pump- are at the perfect PHASE CONJUGATE PUMP WAVE frequencies- to
CAUSE NEGENTROPY. Professor Phil Callahan first taught me- that one of the ways you
can tell how healthy a tree is – was to check it’s low frequency capacitance
harmonics- for the Schumann cascade. It is only now that I calculated to find out that
Schumann resonance heartbeat of the planet- so desperately needed in tree
heartbeats- is itself virtually exactly the phase conjugate pump wave- frequency
signature of negentropy itself.
Capacitive coupling efficiency = conjugate radio to the collective mind: This introduces the
point I am trying to make here. Later when - Dr Korotkov- measured the kind of 'sacred
space' in air- which allowed shaman to make phone calls to ancestorswith his SPUTNIK ( www.bio-well.eu ) – he called this technology 'measuring the
capacitance of the air'.
Later- when Hodowanec and Ramsey
www.rexresearch.com/hodoindx.htm
showed- that billion dollar devices were NOT needed to measure gravity waves (clearly the
physics of astrology).. their device: harmonics of capacitive coupling!
I worked with them- here are the plots we made www.goldenmean.info/gravitycause
notice you can see stars singing in the distance- faster than the speed of light.

-Then - the famous Princeton Noosphere project
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http://noosphere.princeton.edu/

say- they can measure global coherent emotion.. They call their coupling transducer to
measure this a 'sensitive Josephson Junction'. I suggest that the heart of what they are
essentially measuring is ‘capacitive coupling’ when global emotion strikes. The key
principle to realize is the capacitive cascade- which changes its conjugate qualities to
measure how much ‘mind’ is present in a complex biologic system (in this case ‘Gaia’
/ the Earth) - is precisely the same capacitive cascade which causes and stabilizes the
negentropy- the centering force- and the gravity!
-SO when we were bouncing blissfully around the fields of Australia near Canberra,
pretending to measure whether primary water was underfoot- by sensitive measure of how
well 2 simple capacitive resonator circuits would couple, we were engaging perhaps in a
romance of coupling with falling dominoes of ubiquity (‘everywhere at one ce-ness’). We
were measuring the fact that primary water- or deep rock water- some of the most
living water on the planet- MAKES its field conjugate in order to embed in collective
awareness. Water with its’ hydrogen heart is SO conjugate. The way it talks to the
collective negentropy- is precisely to add capacitive coupling efficiency to its’ world
environment. It makes it’s field more EMBEDABLE!
‘Catch a falling star and put it in your pocket, save it for a rainy day…’
This teaches a profound lesson to the bible students ardently studying why the
Isrealites claimed the ARK OF THE COVENANT (implosive capacitance)- guaranteed
for them a biologically safe space- wherever they took it! We now know how to
measure that biologically safe or fertile or ‘sacred space’- (Korotkov et al)- you
measure the ambient capacitive field for harmonic inclusiveness- which IS charge
distribution efficiency- which IS fractality! Embed-ability.
And in conclusion…
To review- here is my assessment of the physics implications:
All of life is simply an expression of where chemistry emerged from chaos by
negentropy. Physics is clear- negentropy - or self organization -in wave mechanics has
only been measured in one way: phase conjugate optics. Generalizing the principle of
negentropy in phase conjugate dielectrics, magnetics, phonon acoustics- reveals profound
insights into repairing the negentropy/ self organizing power- of living systems.
We have now systematically proven- the frequency signature of perfect phase conjugation (
origins of negentropy - my new equation -Planck Time phase conjugates)
is PRECISELY the same phase conjugate pump wave frequency CALLED- EXACTLY:
- the alpha beta harmonic series of brainwaves causing bliss/ ecstacy / peak experience
- the exact perfected harmonic cascade of the Earth's Schumann Resonance
- the exact harmonic cascade of the perfect Spine Liquid Pump- causing kundalini / bliss
- the exact precise 2 harmonics of light which cause photosynthesis
- the exact harmonic series of hydrogen / idealized hydraulysis (Kanzius)
- the exact frequency of the Earth year and Venus year!
This is the origin of all biologic negentropy: pure centripetal phase conjugation.
And this ( as we see in the famous paper mentioned: "Alice in Barium Titanate Land")
is how phase conjugate circuits communicate. Exactly like the literature
says the collective unconscious, and the communion of saints- propagates.
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And this (phase conjugating dielectric)- in the air- is what determines the measurement of
how 2 capacitors-talk to each other.
SO - of course- sometimes other Earth energy lines- would tell our 2 capacitors
to hear other better- and our measurements of primary water- were only sometimes
successful. BUT little did we know the primary water- was functioning 'primarily'
as an antenna- for Gaia's and our 'negentropic' self organizing.. collective field.
-This bit about water- being the ultimate cellular radio- also explains more why it is so
unhealthy to sleep over flowing water (an underground water vein for example). Your aura
will tend to follow the water downstream- which during sleep would drain your charge.
PICTURE OF WATER VEIN SUCKING OUT BODY CHARGE ( thanks to Stephane Cardineau)

SO- it should be no surprise that the water in the clouds is smart enough to avoid areas
where the magnetic map is so poisonous. Where electrosmog and no Schumann resonance
can exist- there the charge memory of the clouds would die. SO to California and Sao Paulo
and new deserts worldwide we say- change your magnetic map – to be (fractally) attractive
– or expect to get the dry brush off from the clouds. They know where water can live, do
you? Even in Panama- they calculated the exact numbers of acres of forest which they
need to save - in order to still have the lake water so save their canal. What they did not
understand- it is not just the sponge effect of the forest that attracts clouds- it is the long
wave magnetic fractal field- which embeds the trees as well.
The pine cone or chicken egg- gets capacitively fractal in order to extract the measureable
electric charge called life force- by imploding the zero point vacuum energy. In the same
way, zero point energy access and rainmaking- have the precisely similar (conjugate/
fractal) symmetry physics.
Images and analysis tables at www.goldenmean.info/biophoton
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egg and pine cone

The phase conjugate or fractal field- which is the subject of this entire book- is the only
geometry where permission to touch is non-destructive. This is why our bumper sticker‘get fractal or get dead’ applies to living cells, and human touch, AND the geometry of the
land magnetism. If a deserts magnetic maps were re-woven to look more like the ROSE likemagnetic map that is Prague ( www.goldenmean.info/rosycross/ ) or a well dowsed
labyrinth ( www.goldenmean.info/labyrinth ) – then deserts would bloom (
bloomthedesert.com ) .
I originally discovered the physics of rainmaking when I began having soul memories of
Tutankhamon during my Kundalini experience. I was so shocked to see how his body was
used by the priests for rainmaking. The priests were desperately aware that (their boss) all
Pharoahs of their day- would quickly get fired from their job if they could not make rain on
cue. The very definition of Pharoah- hood was – like with Arthur- having an aura domain
big enough to regulate ecosystem (what they childishly called ‘god’hood). I recognized that
my own rainmaking Kundalini in part was an expression of a hundred generations of
Pharoahs families yearning for the perfect rainmaker. As I experimented with my own
Kundalini and rainmaking ( www.goldenmean.info/rain ) I also learned some of the
limitations. I could for example much more often start rain, but not stop it.
ANGEL TALK: This is instructive for how the long wave (hypercube=conjugation) ‘macrobe
language’ of symmetry- works in Ophanim- Enochian ritual (
www.goldenmean.info/ophanim ). Vincent Bridges (at link) always said I embodied
memories of John Dee ( he made no ‘bones’ about remembering his time as Kelley- As he
arrived for his first night when we got him finally to Prague- he didn’t use the room we
booked for him- he spent it in the graveyard there chatting with his old buddies..) I was so
disappointed when the play Vincent died for writing in Prague- proving Shakespeare
learned “The Tempest” from the storm John Dee created from his Angelic workings- to take
out the Spanish armada- actually failed to teach the spiritual science. I think he did ‘ground
hog day’ again distracted by his ‘dark lady’.
So we see that implosive bliss (and rainmaking) for the human body- extends from short
wave to long- from UV blue fire- to phonon sacral cranial spine liquid pump phase locked to
HRV / breath (peak experience / bliss / kundalini). It is when phase conjugate implosion
becomes most broad spectral, most harmonic inclusive- that we see the negentropy, the
regenerative - psychokinesis of bliss. This is why the perfect ‘flame in the mind’ –
longitudinal conjugation – is a ‘cool flame’ , a ‘fire that does not consume’. This is the
definition of non-destructive compression. This longitudinal (sometime incorrectly labeled‘scalar’) EMF component created by perfect fractal conjugate embedding- again implosive
and negentropic- which is the fabrication of the gravity wave (from the DNA to glandular
bliss): ‘only love bends the light- so only love creates’. We see this in the bliss inspired
piezo recursive braid imploding of DNA to its toroidal and conjugate state (
www.goldenmean.info/dnamanifesto ) - We see this in the longitudinal generated ‘flame in
the mind’ physics of psychokinesis (bliss and peak perception) that results when brain
wave EEG make golden ratio conjugation AND the hemispheres are 180 degrees out of
phase-to make the conjugate longitudinal origins of all perfect compression- mind flamepsychokinesis.
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ASTRAL TRAVEL / REMOTE VIEWING / CLAIRVOYANCE / CLAIRAUDIENCE- results of
kundalini?
AS you remember the often told story of how the shaman projects himself to see thru the
eye of a live eagle- ask yourself about how that fits our imploding conjugate plasma vortex
model of perception itself. We have visiting us here in South France- this week a shaman
trained in Australia. He says- that there were multiple steps before he learned to call and
see thru an eagle’s eye. He describes first needing to ‘ask permission’ – meaning to feel if
indeed the energy of the local eagle ‘mind’ was mutually open to the process. This ‘asking
permission’ is akin to asking all the local elementals collectively to vote and suggest- is it ok.
Remember we now have a model for how local collective mind propagates. It requires the
charge distribution efficiency of conjugate / generally living or centripetal materials.
Understanding the electrical meaning and measure of ‘sacred space’:
So for example- we now know why shaman look for what we now know is ‘fractal air’ –
charge dense sacred space- before they ever start attempting survival critical phone calls to
ancestors. Dr Korotkov described his measurement of the fractal or charge distributor
quality of air in sacred space- as a measure of the capacitance of the air. As you can see by
the pictures - these measures are simple.

You are propagating a high voltage spark into the air. IF that high voltage has lots of inviting
(fractal) paths – in which to distribute that charge ( around the titanium cylinder- in the
GDV Sputnik Kirlian device)- then there is a lovely aura like distribution pattern recorded.
IF on the other hand that spark has no place to go- ( like the dead recording we made in the
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corner of an ugly metal building)- then the space is not sacred and not suitable for Shaman
/ Druid phone calls.
“Sacred space” (quite scientifically) IS where you CAN propagate your aura- and
communicate telepathically etc. What we mean by charge distribution efficiency- is exactly
how ‘sacred air’ is measured. And this relates beautifully to the concept of living materials
in building. As we described- when molecules join the exclusive ‘club’ called life- (like using
living wood, fabric even living limestone- in buildings)- then those molecules get
rearranged to be more ‘fractal’. What we mean electrically by being more ‘fractal’ – is the
molecules- arrange themselves for a higher dielectric constant. What this means simply is
that these materials- ‘breath charge’ more efficiently.
Now do you understand why living under a metal roof – or in a metal building for example
would effect your aura- and your dreaming. (of course by metal here – we mean steel and
aluminum- as opposed to gold of PGM metals which would serve biologic capacitance). The
reason your aura and your dreaming is limited in buildings with too many synthetic and
heavy metal materials- is that the capacitive charge of your body’s living plasma cannot
BREATHE thru such structures. Essentially- in order to be functionally biologic- your
shelter and your sacred space- needs to be an electrical extension of your aura/ your
plasma field / your ‘KA’. When the space (the air) you are in- is ‘fractal’ - or high dielectric
– or breathing charge efficiently- then your aura can unpack non destructively. This means
the petals of your aura’s charge fold can literally unpack like a rose.
This is how shaman nourish their aura’s.- more often in a cave or a cabin than in a synthetic
building. Castenada’s concept of ‘place of power’ is best understand with this physics of
fractal perfected charge distribution. Quite literally- ‘sacred space’ is a name for where
‘perfect embedding’ and therefore perfect charge distribution is possible. Where your aura
can be well embedded, there you can receive from and add to the centripetal quality- of a
place- thus making it your ‘domain’. Finally we have a good electrical definition of a housewhere your aura is the centripetal navigator of the electrical DOMAIN! (Excellent for when
you find the need to ‘throw your weight around’ – meaning- giving you leverage on spacethe basis for all self-empowerment).
This leads us to a scientific definition of what it is to BE a shaman. The word- SHEM-animplies an ‘anu’ (sun-god) – able to project their SHEM (ability to make and enter charge
black holes / charge implosion).
So we begin to see that part of the essence of the shamanic skill- is specifically the ability to
BE plasma projective. In this discussion then – let us consider the relationship between
being able to project your aura/ your plasma- versus what this requires for environmentand how this creates (remote) perception.
The first point we are making here- is that for perception to grow – your aura needs to gain
electrical inertia- like a donut learning to implode (see GDV etc). The second point- is about
learning to choose environments where living plasma is supported. This means
surrounding yourself with biologic (hi dielectric) materials, reducing synthetics and
electrosmog, and perhaps most importantly avoiding spending long periods in air which is
depleted of charge.
You see- your aura- like any zero point charge attractor (like a pine cone)- is constantly in
the process of imploding the charge from it’s environment. It is necessary to have the
negentropic voltage called LIFE FORCE- to be alive (measurement examples:
www.goldenmean.info/biophoton ). So your body desparately needs- an environment
where ambient charge is available. An example of this requirement- would be the famous
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Jasmuheen- teaching people how to thrive without food. (A useful skill- but not always
appropriate). The point is the well known story about reporters tricking her into a
synthetic air conditioned- hotel room- in which to demonstrate her ability to live without
food. In fact- in that environment you actually need MORE food- because the capacitance is
so dead. Aside from the synthetics problem (for charge bleeding)- and the electrosmogperhaps the most important requirement is charged air. Air conditioned- air- on the other
hand is mostly a detriment to life- specifically because the capacitance of the air- has been
entirely depleted by the metal fins of the air conditioner. You see- it is actually ambient
charge which makes oxygen soluble in blood. When you try to breathe air with the charge (
negative ions) removed- you become oxygen starved. Yawning is an indicator of oxygen
starvation. You become oxygen starved because it is not enough to have oxygen in the air- it
most be made soluble by negative ion- related charge. Everyone knows- you get depleted in
air conditioned air- (Arab nations are willing to spend billions for natural cooling –like
water drip- for this reason). Generally bliss and peak perception and immune healing is all
stopped ‘dead’ in most air conditioned air. But there are some systems which do not
destroy all the air’s capacitance- it has to do with how much dead metal the air has to pass
over- bleeding its charge. The survival of (generally quite fragile) negative ions is a very
good indicator- Korotkov’s Sputnk device ‘sacred space’ measurement is related.
So- what we learn about the need to constantly seek living (electro-negative, centripetal)
charge- is reinforcing the ‘Celestine Prophecy’ notion- that ‘all human interaction is about
charge’. This would include choose your space and your lover and your….
It is specifically the electro-negative, centripetal, negative ion supporting quality of charge
which serves all life. This may be simply understood by considering how to electrically
define what makes a seed alive. You see at our biophoton link- how to measure the life force
of things like eggs and seeds. For a seed to be alive- there is that critical moment- when it
attracts and couples to it’s first nutrient. So essentially it is the first electrical ‘tractor beam’
going out between the seed into the water- to suck in the first nutrient. The definition of
alive or dead- for that seed is simple: can it create that (negentropic / centripetal) electrical
suction- required to suck in that first nutrient molecule. This is an introduction to thinking
about why in general centripetal, and negentropic electrical environments- create life.
It has always been a mystery why the helical stairway (‘handedness’ / ennantiomorphis/
direction of spin) of every living protein goes ONE WAY ONLY. I suggest the more
negentropic centripetal electro-negative polarity of lightning was required to make living
proteins in primal soup. If the electro –positive polarity of lightning hit the primal soup
proteins they would have been blasted outward- instead centripetally in toward each other.
Our notion that electrical and magnetic plus versus minus- is exactly flux lines more
centrifugal than centripetal- would then beautifully explain the one way spin of every living
protein.

Eyeless Shaman: Stephen Hawking- an advocate for soullessness?
Hawking: “Since time itself did not exist before the big bang, it could not have been caused
or created.” (Therefore Hawking does not believe in God)
Of course the root cause of spin in universe- as we explained is the root cause of time.
(“Charge rotation is the only origin and definition of mass and time”). The negentropy and
self-organization which birthed when waves necessarily created golden ratio phase
conjugation- occurred because it was the only way for wave inertia to NOT be cancelled.
The fact that today we call the self-organizing and centripetal quality of living fields “God”
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or divine or mindful- is simply the result of the fact that all intent –from waves, and DNA,
and people arises from the simple imperative that – nothing else survives- other than the
principle of survival itself- which IS negentropy.
VERY simple experiments can show that living negentropy DIES inside the wrong charge
environment. Seed growth, and your childs aura are all mortally at risk inside steel and
aluminum buildings with electrosmog hell and dead air. In there- you will NOT hear the
voice of “God” or ancestors- or much else that is spiritual. (Korotkov actually PROVED this
by measurement). This means- that in Hawkins world (of only mechanical means)- God IS
dead! (poor guy).
The childishness in Hawking’s view- similar to his shallow idea- that cloning is the solution,
lies in not understanding the wave mechanic possibility of negentropy- and therefore
intent- and therefore ‘soul’ (and therefore ‘Divine presence’).
The Draco Annunaki law allowed only cloning as the mechanism of replication- (how
Enki/Osiris- - the RA in ab-RA-ham- whose other name ‘Nudimud’ means ‘the cloner’became an outcast). So the Hawkins soulless solution: cloning and artificial genes- is
precisely how we got IN to this soulless dilemma. This is how soul wrenching sex-guilt
became poisonously encoded in all religions (read: origin of almost all wars- past and
present). For biofeedback- we suggest Hawkin’s and his Draco forebears- should
experience the agony of the way- dolly the sheep- died (it was premature- and it was
horrible).
It is not that genetic engineering and artificially modifying genes is inherently evil- however
it should never be done by those who do not understand how phase conjugate charge,
implosive braiding, and bliss- puts a SOUL in DNA. The meaning is simple- IF you do not
know what DNA is for- and how it works- you are NOT qualified to mess with it! DNA was
designed to make gravity, bend the light, and squirt our immortal plasma/aura/ KA- IN to
star birth. So those clueless about it’s magic should damm well keep their hands off.
Hawking speaks of being ‘pretty pleased’ at having worked it all out’- all the while clueless
of the cause of gravity, life force, and negentropy. I say- he is a fool. He obviously has not the
plasma coherence- to take memory thru death- so for HIS experience- there is no heaven
(where - HE=’the breath of living charge’ – is able to AVE=’to take flight into fractality and
conjugation).
30 years of lecture tours- made it clear for me- the FIRST thing you do when you lecture to
academics- is divide the room into those who HAVE versus HAVE NOT had a bliss
experience (plasma projection capability). This establishes pretty well those who can
follow the physics of consciousness story. We can have compassion for Hawking not having
the biologic equipment to have bliss (I always joked this might be a reason to even have
compassion for George Bush)- but this doesn’t mean you should listen to him.
Admittedly it is difficult to generate the aura coherence (bliss) to make the KA/ plasma field
to lucid dream and die successfully (and therefore know what life is for). Just like our soulless bloodline – Draco Annunaki- ancestors, - he has no clue that the metal devices he is
chained to – are exactly the capacitance (opposite to conjugate)- which PREVENT
implosion, life force, bliss, shamanic perception, and ensoulment. SO we should have
compassion for the guy who is so wedded to his metal machines that he cannot gain the
electric field coherence in aura – called a soul. (Image here: Dune’s Harkonen- are like Ariel
Sharon on life support). The tragedy here is that National Geographic channel follows this
fool around – like he understood what life is for – or the purpose of existence. Stars DO go
to some trouble to make genepools- precisely because they can make the centripetal force
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which ultimately can make star fields more sustainable: self-aware. (Why Anton Park’s
book is called ‘dark stars’). But Hawkins will not understand in this life what it is to use
your aura’s electric field- to see thru a star- like it is an eyeball (as Bentov- and so many
others have and do). So – effectively- those without access to bliss experience are
blind. Do not follow a blind person- because you will be lost.
Phase Conjugate Wave Mechanics as THE CAUSE of Perception:
My phase conjugate model of perception- is the first to electrically account for the
measurement (Bill Tiller et al)- that focused human attention – causes fields to COMPRESS.
It is also the first to account for our well documented replicated measures that peak
perception occurs when brainwave frequencies (alpha / beta ratios etc)- reach golden
mean (phase conjugation) ratio. Our theory of compression also predicts- yet unproven –
that the way the brain produces the electrically compresional wave (‘flame in the mind’) –
of peak perception / bliss- and the observed psychokinesis of flame lighting at a distance
(in classic cherokee and bon-po iniiation ritual- and as measured by Ingo Swann)–

is that the two opposite hemispheres of the brain (locked in golden proportion
harmonics internally) – MUST in fact be 180 degrees out of phase. This is a very specific
and testable prediction- which would radically document my new theory of perception
– and account for the remote heating (longitudinal waves pass thru most anything)- so
associated with psychokinesis.

Solution to flame in mind- is ALSO the solution to plasma fusion containment:
Refocusing longitudinal waves at a distance- is clearly the holy grail of plasma containment
for fusion. (We would quickly save enough money to feed Africa for decades- for what has
been wasted on atom smashers- for fusion plasma containment). The physics is that (as in
the brain-and as in fusion plasma containment microwave- phase conjugate radiance
(brain hemispheres) lock into conjugation- exactly 180 degrees out of phase- producing
(little understood except in Russian where went the Nazi scientists who did the radar trick
with the paint)- electromagnetic longitudinal waves. When physicists in the west have
been too stubborn to learn- is how crossing longitudinal electromagnetics at a distancecreates remote controlling heat containment at a distance. This is because when
longitudinal electromagnetics cross in perpendicular vectors they phase conjugate back
into the (heat producing ) electromagnetic transverse waves. This is the main physics of
plasma psychokinesis of mind- and the main physics of plasma containment for fusion
solution. Our group has hidden in international destination- our microwave dishes which
create longitudinal compressional microwave- because every military on planet Earth does
not want you to know- the essential physics (of radar bouncing) – which ALSO happens to
be the essential physics of MIND! (Another example of the disempowerment resulting
from a planet where about 1 percent of the military budgets- would feed the planet so wellwar would be completely unnecessary). In the meantime the idiots passing those military
budgets- which should be used to fund a global peace corps- continue to earn their place in
hell. The beauty is- we now know exactly what heaven is: HE- (breath of charge) AVE
(which takes flight). The phase conjugate dielectric field- whose entry is how you join the
collective unconscious/communion of saints- at death. And similarly we know exactly what
hell is- (the opposite) heat generating destructive wave interference- of non-conjugate /
non-fractal electrical environments – both inside and outside your body. So- hell would be
quite literally- dying in a modern (electrosmog hell) hospital- with anger (destructive
interference) on your mind. Heaven would be you perfectly shareable-pure principle
memories- charged aura- dying in a place- like the rose like field around say- the altar at
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machu-pichu. Effectively this is what sacred circles were for- enabling the passage of
memory through birth and death.
-Essentially- phase conjugation happens when opposing wave fronts (opposing lasers for
example) meet so perfectly- that a compressional center emerges centripetally between
them. We often suggest the metaphor of teach two pine cones how to kiss noses. In optics
the most common way this is described as ‘4 wave mixing’ meaning 4 perfectly
perpendicular wave fronts (or lasers) converge in such a way as to conjugate. What they
mean by conjugate is clearly- that all the wave fronts- are somehow able to come to one
point and sort / and or be sorted.
The gravity of this: the ONLY way waves have to MAKE a point- is to conjugate..

And the same is true for mind.
Now if you think about it- pretty much everything about that description is the way – you
would very intuitively describe perception itself. Perception works in such a wave as to
drive wave fronts to a point of convergence so that they can be sorted (into phase?). In factthe concept of perception- and the concept of focus- are pretty much synonymous. Now if
you were to ask a laser optics expert – what the most elegent (or energy dense) mode
possible – for optical focus- they probably would answer – phase conjugate optics. In other
words- everything we know about the focal nature of attention in general – pretty much
introduces what phase conjugation is.
What emerges from this insight- that phase conjugation describes the nature of attention- is
to learn what phase conjugation principles teach us about the nature of attention. We have
spoken at length about the negentropic and centripetal and self-organizing nature of phase
conjugation- in wave mechanics. Again- beautifully- so many ways in which attention has
been measured to be centripetal, negentropic and self-organizing apply. One of our favorite
references in this regard has been famous Professor Bill Tiller’s book “Conscious Acts of
Creation”. Here he showed multiple ways in which focused human attention- could
replicably be proven to CAUSE ELECTRIC FIELDS TO COMPRESS. In other words- attention
is centripetal- by measurement.
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Tiller’s book- Conscious Acts of Creation (below)
proved focused attention causes fields to compress:
Our hypothesis in this book (golden ratio conjugating centripetal symmetry) –
would explain why.

=-=
We pursue this more than analogy between phase conjugate optics and the nature of
human attention- because if we are right- then for example we can consciously create the
wave mechanic environment- in your children’s classroom (conjugate pump wave
frequencies and phases ) – to actually CREATE and INCREASE the QUALITY OF
ATTENTION. This is not unlike how we have suggested creating the wave field effect
environment to electrically create biologic growth.
So – let us look- at a contemporary scientist teaching a phase conjugate model of
perception: Steve Lehar (picture next page). Several basic points here support- our phase
conjugate model of perception:
1. Steve Lehar’s model of perception- essentially says- perception is about maximum
constructive wave interference- our new mathematics- have proven golden ratio IS
maximum constructive wave interference and therefore optimum phase conjugation
and optimum compression (focus).
Lehar- discusses perception- with a well known model called
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Constructive Aspect of Visual Perception.
http://cns-alumni.bu.edu/~slehar/ConstructiveAspect/ConstructiveAspect.html
Lehar Abstract
Many Gestalt illusions reveal a constructive, or generative aspect of perceptual
processing where the experience contains more explicit spatial information than
the visual stimulus on which it is based. The experience of Gestalt illusions often
appears as volumetric spatial structures bounded by continuous colored surfaces
embedded in a volumetric space. These, and many other phenomena, suggest a
field theory principle of visual representation and computation in the brain. That
is, an essential aspect of neurocomputation involves extended spatial fields of
energy interacting in lawful ways across the tissue of the brain, as a spatial
computation taking place in a spatial medium. The explicitly spatial parallel
nature of field theory computation offers a solution to the otherwise intractable
inverse optics problem; that is, to reverse the optical projection to the retina, and
reconstruct the three-dimensional configuration of objects and surfaces in the
world that is most likely to have been the cause of the two-dimensional stimulus.
A two-dimensional reverse grassfire algorithm, and a three-dimensional reverse
shock scaffold algorithm are presented as examples of parallel spatial algorithms
that address the inverse optics problem by essentially constructing every possible
spatial interpretation simultaneously in parallel, and then selecting from that
infinite set, the subset of patterns that embody the greatest intrinsic
symmetry. The principle of nonlinear wave phenomena and phase conjugate
mirrors is invoked as a possible mechanism.
==end Lehar Abstract.
Discussion- we suggest it is fascinating, rich, and instructive to meditate a bit on
the metaphors here. In fact- Lehar suggests- perception is about the brain
fabricating an internal kind of holographic picture (as in his new book: “The World
in Your Head”). His point is that the way your brain fabricates this inner picture
consists of reassembling the input perceptions as a kind of gathering a wave
fronts. (see his picture below). He uses what he calls “reverse grassfire”. Quoting
him: “The idea is to ignite the perimeter of the geometrical pattern in question,
and allow the flame front to propagate inward to the center of the figure like a
grass fire.”
This is a beautiful metaphor in that it embraces the nature of attention as the
convergence of waves as if in a flame. This being the so-called ‘flame in the
mind’. And further- as ‘flame fronts’ of this ‘grass fire’ converge at and bounce
thru center- they create a kind of sorting for symmetry. Now if ever we were to
look at how phase conjugate mirrors- or 4 wave mixing in phase conjugate optics
could work- we seem to be examining the same metaphor. As the flame fronts- of
the laser optical waves converge- if the symmetry is perfect- then the waves are
all able to meet at one point –literally- ‘focus’- and hence the waves which followeither continue to meet there with discipline – or are cancelled out (out of phase).
This is the centripetal, negentropic nature of both phase conjugation and
perception. Could they in a sense, be one and the same.
==
See also related “The Bubble Perception Theory of Steve Lehar”
Note the way the focal lines emerge from a bubble to produce wave agreement /
phase sorting – could be described in interference terms- as a ‘conjugate
phenomenon’.
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Another example of a phase conjugate implication for the nature of perception:
Dr. Ernst Muldashev – book: “Where Do We Come From”
Discusses an ancient technique- for recognizing- conscious evolution- and the relative
purity of human intent- directly from analyzing the position of the eyes on human faces
(below exerpt)

Note again- that a symmetric convergence of wave (optical) cones- is the essence of phase
conjugation. Only when phase conjugate optical cones have correct also elegant wave
symmetry are the conditions set to generate strong negentropy, self-organization – the
power of conjugation. Similarly in the design of the human face- the opposing pairs of the
cones of perception can be seen in the facial eyes symmetry- indicating quite clearly
whether the phase conjugation- and therefore the perception is balanced. We have
elsewhere shown- where I pioneered the nature of measurement for heart coherence (
fractalfield.com/coherence ) – that onset coherence- was a measureable way to indicate
pure (and shareable) intention. This example from Muldashev- then further suggests as we
have – that phase conjugation is the climax form of coherence (literally- the ‘shareable’
wave)- and therefore the measure of pure intention!
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Negentropy in phase conjugate pump waves- for the first time provides a useful electrical
definition for environmental sustainability! The classic dodeca/icosa ‘world grid’ is an
excellent example of a phase conjugate pump wave structure. Made famous by Becker and
Hagens:”AntiGravity and the World Grid”, it accurately lines up with an amazing number of
‘sacred sites’. If we take the new information presented here- that the Schumann Resonance
harmonics actually fall almost exactly on the frequencies for: a perfect negentropic phase
conjugate pump wave- this gives a whole new meaning for how the dodeca Earth grid
functions. .. to make the Earth’s field more centripetal AND negetropic (electrically
implosive). In other words- the dodeca/icosa magnetic grid geometry is necessary to
complete the phase conjugate pump wave negentropy of the Schumann resonance
harmonics. This most enables the Earth’s “Gaia” ability to maintain it’s self-organizing and
atmosphere holding electrical ability.
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We discuss elsewhere here- how the documented dodeca symmetry of intergalactive
masses of the universe- probably accounts for the extra gravity- which physicists
incorrectly – in this author’s view- attribute to ‘dark matter’.
It could save our ecosystem to learn: the Earth grid- could be further (‘phase conjugate’)
pumped – at precise conjugate nodes- to make the Earth field (‘Gaia’) more self organizingmoving climate and her self regulation more out of chaos. The conjugating dodeca electric
field of the Earth grid- reveals the basic concept of how the gravity field (and therefore
atmosphere) is stabilized. ONCE we understand the electrical CAUSE of gravity- then we
can fix it. The gravity field’s ability to FIX the atmosphere around the planet- is very much
an electrical problem. It is not simply a matter of increasing gravity- it is a matter of
increasing the core phase conjugate symmetry harmonics which created the gravity in the
first place! This is very much described under the concept ‘planet taming’ in the book “Two
Thirds” by David Myers and David Percey.
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They explained that the reason major magnetic alignment dolmen / features on ‘tamed’
planets so mysteriously always fit on TETRAHEDRAL LATITUDES (19.47 degrees). This is
true of the pyramids at Giza, the Martian ‘’Cydonia” complex, the Jupiter Red Spot etc. (Note
the as we have shown- tetra/ cubic nodes are a subset x 5 of the – more conjugate/
implosive - dodeca grid points). The point was that placing the tuning / timing spin
‘weights’ at tetrahedral latitudes- gave you a handle on the spin nutation / precession. In
this way ‘planet tamers’ better phase lock the planetary spin to best SPIN EMBED ( we now
know this means – conjugate to), ZODIACAL SPIN. It makes absolute sense that when
planetary rotations phase lock by conjugation to larger zodiac orbit mechanics- THIS WILL
STABILIZE GRAVITY AND ATMOSPHERE. I am the first to prove Earth and Venus orbit
years are precisely phase conjugate golden ratio to Planck time.
If we are to believe the so called ‘arturian planet tamers’ – the problem with terraforming
planets for atmosphere maintenance- was that too much gravity – with lots of atmospheregives you no life- but too little gravity gives you no atmosphere. So to massage this
tightrope- the planet tamers used dolmen to make planets more conjugate. (It is fascinating
to compare the ‘hermetic Vairocana cultures’, to the so called ‘planet tamers’ idea, to the
‘Kadistu’ so called ‘life designers’ of Anton Parks, vs. what Vincent Bridges called ‘the
galactic core cultures’ – the ‘seeders of life’. Anton Parks even claims ‘Kadistu’ – ‘life
designers’ name is the root of our term ‘caducceus’ – implicating Hermetic science. In shortI say life designer MEANS a teacher a phase conjugate / negentropy).
We know that golden ratio orbital mechanics are written all over the solar system. (In the
image below- as shown for solar system orbital mechanics- note the archtype most
equiangular spiral- is the golden mean spiral). The point here is that we now know WHY
golden ratio is central to orbital mechanics: because it is THE necessary way to stabilize
gravity- by stabilizing the electrical phase conjugation that CAUSES gravity. Our point here
is to suggest- we can increase the conjugate stability- (so called ‘planet taming’)- and thus
INCREASE ATMOSPHERE STABILITY.
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Image: above

image- credit: SpiraSolaris.ca
and finally:
If I Am Right?
IF I am right- about this being the perfect self- organizing phase conjugate pump wave.
That here I have identified the precise phase conjugate frequency signature- (exact golden
ratio exponents of planck time/length) and caduceus wave shape which causes all
negentropy, gravity, life and self organization – THEN:
1.) When planets like Earth atmosphere / climate / temperature start going in to chaos
( like now) – that Gaia’s (phase conjugate Shumann resonance) self organization
mechanism can be repaired by – actually pumping in increased amplitude / voltage
conjugate pump waves- precisely at the grid nodes where she is most vulnerable /
pumpable. Specifically these grid nodes are documented to be dodecahedral
(ref:”AntiGravity and the World Grid”) – and known to be phase multiple cross
nodes of the speed of light divided into the Earth circumference ( Bruce Cathie’s
books from New Zealand). Groups like Sacha Stone’s Humanitad and New Earth
Nation, and also Bob Dratch – microwave scanning projects- have long proposed
pumping in to the Earth grid- corrected repair harmonics. Now we have the physics
to precisely identify what these frequencies and conjugate phase lock needs to be- to
FIX THE SELF REGULATION OF GAIA.
2.) When attention span is being lost in classrooms and science labs- we know exactly
the frequencies (and colors) to fix human focused attention. We learned how to
create peak perception/ bliss by feeding back the correct (golden ratio / conjugate)
EEG brainwave frequencies with my BlissTuner invention (
goldenmean.info/clinicalintro ). Of course – understanding the brainwave signature
that causes perception- will revolutionize psychology. We now know that not only
must right and left hemisphere lock into the exact golden ratio conjugate (same a
Schumann) cascade – BUT we also know that right and left hemisphere must be 180
degrees out of phase- in order to make the interference between the two
hemispheres- CREATE THE NECESSARY LONGITUDINAL CONJUGATE WAVE. It is
the longitudinal or compressional (sometimes incorrectly called scalar) – wave
which reaches directly in to nuclear structure- making quit literall: THE FLAME IN
THE MIND. There are some broader examples of creating peak attention- by
expanding this concept: It is well proven (books like ‘ Health and Light’ by John Ott)
– that by removing the poisonous frequencies of most fluorescent light from
children’s classrooms- and instead installing real sunlight- that this results in a
dramatic MEASUREABLE INCREASE IN ATTENTION SPAN. Now we know for the
first time why. The frequencies (hydrogen is phase conjugate) – in the sunlight are
‘focused’ on the correct conjugate heterdyne which produces the centripetal forceCALLED ATTENTION! This means we can choose ALL the frequencies needed in a
room which needs to produce human attention. We have the exact frequencies for
the right light / colors. This is so dramatically PROVEN by my new equation showing
exactly that frequency recipe CAUSES the 2 frequencies which CAUSE
photosynthesis ( fractalfield.com/fractalphotosynthesis )
Photosynthesis PIC
This means we now know the frequencies of light and sound- and THE COLOR OF
THE PAINT –exactly – required to PRODUCE HUMAN ATTENTION. We even know
why the low frequencies of the Schumann resonance- when they penetrate a
classroom- exactly create the (conjugate) physics necessary TO MAKE ATTENTION
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POSSIBLE. Notably- probably less that 1 in a million classrooms on planet Earth
have lo enough electro-smog – to even allow the Shumann resonance in!
3. We know the frequency recipe of the phase conjugate pump wave- to CREATE
GRAVITY WAVES and CAUSE PROPULSION. This is truly THE core resonance. This
revolution in propulsion would easily replace all forms of transport on and off the
planet. The Kowsky Frost experiments are a good example (Bill Donavan’s book
”Glimpses of Epiphany” ) . Here the correct PHASE CONJUGATE PUMP WAVE- is
pumped into a piezoelectric (quartz) crystal cube- which produces a huge amount of
gravity (about 400 times the weight of the crystal was produced in thrust). This is
what was called ‘ warp ‘ propulsion on star trek. Notably – in these geometries of
implosive propulsion- enough of an inertial field is produced- that you do not feel
the turns. Interesting to note- that in Star Trek- they were called DILITHIUM
crystals- where in physics now we see lithium niobate fast phase conjugators would
likely be appropriate (acknowledgement here to Bill Donavan) .
BY contrastthe form of propulsion- called ‘impulse power’ in Star Trek- is illustrated by the
Vimana – Space craft engineering prints in the Vedas. Here a high inertial liquid
mercury- mixed with a specially made soluble iron powder- which resulted in both
high inertia and high magnetic flux density. When the inertia and flux are pumped
IN A PRECISE SPIRAL MOEBIUS PATH on the Torus / donut – incredibly efficient
propulsion results. This study resulted in the Nazi Bell experiments- where learning
from the ancient literature- they used the ‘purple liquid’- in their toroidal pump- to
make gravity and lift. The class of equations which predict how to optimize this
gravity making – are called Navier Stokes (inertial ) equations.
When
hydrodynamics students learn that the golden spiral is called optimized translation
of vorticity- they should learn this means how rotational inertia is specifically
optimally converted to linear (propulsion) inertia.
To best understand this
physics we recommend the following: Imagine your body – after death- and when
you lucid dream. (see the physics measurement of what ghosts look like and how
they travel - ref: www.goldenmean.info/immortality see their Korotkov’s
measurement of plasma ghosts after death). We know that ghosts are measureable
in many ways- in particular they suck up heat- make a cold spot. Now we know whythey are effectively negentropic energy absorbing phase conjugate plasma tori
(donut shaped balls of charge). The point being that in the dream and in death- THE
ONLY WAY FOR THE CHARGE DONUT WHICH IS YOUR SPIRIT- to be able to
navigate is to create inertia propulsion is specific (vector) directions. “How do
ghosts steer?” The fact is the solution to this problem is illustrated by the physics of
propulsion- which is an accurate spiral on a torus (donut)- WHICH IS SPECFICALLY
THE PHYSICS OF THE WAVE MECHANIC ORIGIN OF HEBREW AND SANSKRIT
ALPHABET. ( animations: goldenmean.info/dnaring ).
PIC
So by getting the correct relationship angle to the spiral on the torus- your plasma
field is propelled in the correct symmetry direction. This also explains the creation
of Golem by the Rabbi. SO- by using a Golden Spiral on the torus for origin of
alphabet- how to steer your spirit- in fact the principle of ‘sacred alphabets’ is a
phase conjugate pump wave (spiral translating to longitudinal on the torus):
“Vector directions for lucid dreaming tracks”.
4. We know the phase conjugate pump wave- to implode / accelerate the bioactive
field for the exact moments of life creation- insemination, germination, birth , death.
We know the pressure geometry over time as the baby’s skull passes thru the birth
canal to produce perfect bonding (physics of rebirthing ) –
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(image of golden ratio uterus above)
We know now why underwater birthing produces such dramatic measureable
increases in IQ (Charkovsky etc). The skull is a phase conjugate dodecahedral
geometry of flowering unpacking bone. By controlling the rate of pressure change
over time- the unpacking can be more conjugate / negentropic (the underwater
birth slows the un-crushing of the skull- to be better flower opening). This results in
continuity of memory (‘where the stars / gravity bubble - were part of your body’
true astrology physics) – through birth. The so called (book) “Bond of Power” –
enabled ability to bond from correct birthing- is precisely due to phase conjugationin the correct cascade implosion geometry to planck. Caesar could not bond with his
mother (after ‘Caesarian Section’)- so he could not bond with.. village.. land.. So he
was ‘unfeeling’ while he murdered the Druids. The ability to feel – is ability to bond.
All bonding is phase locking (ionic and covalent). The climax (negentropic /
centripetal / implosive) form for PERFECT BONDING – is precisely- our PHASE
CONJUGATE IMPLOSIVE PUMP WAVE. This portends we understand how the
origin of all FEELING- the perfect wave of EMPATHY- IS CONJUGATE EMBEDDING.
We feel others and waves bigger than our body precisely because our DNA (&
hydrogen core bond there) and glands were built to phase conjugate / implode and
produce the PERFECT WAVE EMBEDDING (perfect nesting) called compassion
(done by implosion). Note our Draco / Uru Nephalim ancestors- with more silicon
in their nerves- faster wave velocities – could not get the low phase conjugate
frequencies in their EEG- meaning exactly their loss of FEELING – long wave
structures ( discussion: fractalfield.com/negentropicfields ).
The point being that specifically how we get longer wave- bigger bodies- of ‘feeling’
in to our bodies- the very electrical nature of compassion as perfected embedding- is
precisely the physics principle of non-destructive compression ( I feel you outsideas if you were me inside) – of perfect phase conjugate negentropic compression.
PIC – heart compassion
5. If I am right..- then the electrical switch to switch on and off the de-differentiation
of STEM CELLS- will be phase conjugate (dielectric and optic) fields. As we intend to
prove with our (broad spectral) Phase Conjugate plasma- Priore device –
rejuvenation field.
6. If I am right- then gravity in a system can be increased by rearranging the
placement of the centers of mass – to better fit the dodeca stellation which is phase
conjugate to planck
PIC star mother
This would explain why the arrangement of masses in the universe is specifically
proven to be dodecahedral (image earlier)
This would also explain why the golden ratio is the central element of the oribital
mechanics inside the solar system (exhibit: spirasolaris.ca)
Negentropy in gravity requires dodeca/ golden ratio / phase conjugate symmetry.
So the experiment to prove me right is defined- rearrange heavy mass centers to be
phase conjugate dodeca- to planck scale exponents golden ratio- and there should
be measureable increase in gravity. Notably in terms of physics proof the
production of faster than light harmonics- in gravity and super-gravity systemsshould produce multiples of the speed of light predicted by whole exponents of
golden ratio- another proof of my theory.
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Postscript- just in time here;
Summary of what we have concluded about the fractal nature of time and the origin of
synchronicity.
If indeed we are in a unified field- perhaps it does not matter what we call the substance of
that field, charge or ether. I choose to call it charge. The point is that the rotation of this
charge or ether- seems to be fundamental. Specifically- charge rotation stores the inertia we
call mass. Charge rotation has a period for its spin- which I say is the only definition of time.
Relative rotation IS time. Charge rotation creates time.
Synchronicity- or energetically connecting events in time- then is a matter of connecting the
discrete inertia of charge packets- between these rotations.
If we are correct in this book- then perfected connection of charge is precisely the perfect
embedding – called golden ratio phase conjugation. This is borne out in our well published
calculations showing planck length and time multiplied by whole number golden ratio
exponents (phase conjugation perfected)- predicts not just the frequencies of hydrogen –
and photosynthesis- BUT ALSO PREDICTS ALMOST EXACTLY THE DURATION OF THE
EARTH AND VENUS YEARS.
There could be no more elegant and immediately demonstrable definition of
FRACTALITY IN TIME- then these golden ratio conjugate multiples of planck time.
They appear to accurately embed- most everything we know that is emerging from
chaos- like life force, photosynthesis, and geometry of hydrogen and gravity. (
equations at www.goldenmean.info/coincidence )
This means that charge connection across time – also is subject to the laws of negentropy
we published in this book. In other words- if you want to exchange charge and life selfawareness with the universe- you need to re-arrange your event calendar to golden
multiples of planck time. This is what photosynthesis- what hydrogen – and what the
Earth and Venus orbits have done in order to BE negentropic.
This further then defines – how to increase synchronicity in your life. Increase charge
embedding by phase lock to exactly this DEFINITION OF SACRED TIME.
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